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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, the patterns ofpopulation change in the British badger (Me/es me/es) population
over a nine year period are presented. The results of a stratified, random survey undertaken
between October 1994 and January 1997 were compared with those from an identical,
baseline survey which was carried out between November 1985 and early 1988. l-km squares
were the unit of survey: 22711-km squares were surveyed twice - once in the 1980s survey
and again in the 1990s. The Institute ofTerrestrial Ecology's Land Classification Scheme was
incorporated into the survey design to ensure that Britain's landscape types were evenly
represented in the sample, and to facilitate reliable extrapolation to the whole country.
There were estimated to be 50,241±4327 badger social groups in Britain in the 1990s, an
increase of24% from the original survey. Average group size also increased. An estimate of
relative abundance, based on a field sign index which was quantified for each sample l-km
square, revealed that there had been an increase in badger numbers of75% between the
surveys.
Variables relating to habitat availability and persecution levels were recorded in both surveys.
Changes in badger abundance were analysed with respect to changes in these variables
between the two surveys. A decline in levels of persecution correlated with the increase in
badger numbers. Tightening of the badger protection laws is believed to have brought this
about.
The relationships between badger group size, sett size and activity, and latrine use were
investigated to further refine the survey results, and to provide a means to estimate badger
numbers at a local scale. Social group size was found to be related to the number of active
holes at the main sett. A predictive model was produced incorporating main sett active holes
and latrine use within territories.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The study ofanimal abundance
The study ofanimal abundance is concerned with the relationships between the regulatory
factors which restrain the size of a given population, and the innate potential of that
population for growth. Given limitless resources and lack of natural suppression of numbers,
ani.mal populations have the potential for exponential growth. In nature, this potential is not
reached due to limitations imposed by many factors, such as food and habitat availability,
competition for resources, predation pressure, parasite impacts, and stochastic environmental
factors. The abundance of any given species at anyone time is a product of the multifarious
interactions of these factors. In rec~nt history, the impact of human activities has become an
important limiting factor to many species, often in a form analogous to predation, or
alternatively via habitat loss. When the various factors affecting birth rates, death rates,
emigration and immigration rates produce a population which is stable, an equilibrium is said
to have been reached (Elton, 1930). In a stable environment, populations fluctuate to a greater
or lesser extent around this level as a result of perturbations or random variations in these
rates.
Changes in the abundance of a species can be brought about by variations in the relative
effects of these factors, and the magnitude ofthe change depends in part on the sensitivity of
the population to fluctuations in them. This can lead to increasing or decreasing abundance. A
classic example of such fluctuations due to the influence of extrinsic factors is that of the mule
deer (Odocoileus hemionus) on the Kaibab plateau in North America. In 1906 there were an
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estimated 4,000 deer,whichrose to over 100,000 by 1924. Two years later this numberhad
fallen back to around 40,000 animalsIl.ack, 1954). The increase in numbers was brought
aboutby the extermination.ofpredators and the prohibition of hunting. The subsequent
decline was caused by a shortage of food. The considerable swings in the abundance of this
species illustrate the capacity for animal populations to change in response to changing
conditions, and in particular the repercussions of intervention by man. Perhaps the most
striking example of the potential impactof manon animal numbers is the example of the
American passenger pigeon(Ectopistes migratorius) last century. Fromthe positionof being
considered one of the mostabundant species of bird in the world at the tum of the century
totalling an estimated nine billionbirds, it was hunted out of existence in less than a century
(McClung, 1993).
As awareness ofconservation issues has grown throughout the latter half of this century, so
has the need to hold reliable information on the statusof species. The key requirement in
studiesof animalabundance is the abilityto estimate numbers, and thence to monitorchanges.
The most directway to find out how manyindividuals are living in an area is to count them.
An example of this is humanpopulation census. This is impractical for most speciesat a large
scale,therefore sampling techniques with extrapolation must be employed. A wide array of
sampling methods are available and the correctmethod depends on a numberof attributes of
the speciesunder investigation, the requirements of the study, as well as the resources
available to carry it out. Perhaps the most important elementof any monitoring scheme is that
it can be repeated exactly, and that results from follow up surveysare standardised and are
directlycomparable. An illustration of the need for this are the gamebag recordskept by the
Game Conservancy. They were until recently the only sourceof data on how numbersof
>
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selected mammal species in Britain were changing (Tapper, 1992). Although useful, the long-
termtrendsobserved in their records haveto be viewed with respectto changing levels of
'sampling effort': changing gamekeeper strategy andnumbers. These factors are often
difficult to separate. For example, game bagsof weasels (Mustela nivalis) over the last 40
yearshave declined steadily and consistently (Tapper, 1992). The reasonsfor this were
unclear, and a numberof possibilities werecited, suchas changing landuse or effectsof
rodenticide poisoning. However, recentresearch (McDonald & Harris, in prep.)has shown
that the factor whichmost strongly affected size of the weasel bag was trapping effort by .
gamekeepers, whichhas declined on average over the sameperiod. The declining trend in
weasel numbers has been,at least in part,an artifact of the sampling regime.
Birds in Britainhave received moreattention than any otherfaunal group, and structured
monitoring has continued over manyyears. The BritishTrust for Ornithology has for several
decades been carrying out the Common Bird Census throughout Britain. In this schemea
network of skilledfieldworkers monitorpre-selected plots eachyear, and the resultspooled to
track any changes in common bird abundance. Through this monitoring scheme, changesin
the populations of manyof our bird species havebeen observed. An important example is that
ofthe skylark(Alauda arvensisy. Although retaining an unchanged distribution, its numbers
are thoughtto have declined by over 50%. Without such a monitoring scheme, this would
have remained unquantified and perhaps unnoticed. This 'early warning' has sparked
scientific research into reasons for its decline, with resultant recommendations for changes in
farming practice (Poulsen, et al., 1998).
In terms ofgovemment policy, Britainis obligedundera suite of Directives, from Rio
throughto the E.U. Birdsand Habitats directives to protectand enhance many speciesand the
3
habitats they dependon. The UK Biodiversity ActionPlan outlines a preliminary list of
speciesthat we are required to monitor, and provides action plans for some of them designed
to secure their future. In order to be successful in this task, it is necessary to be fully aware of
the status of the species of interest. Recently, properly structured nationalmonitoring schemes
have been put in place for somespeciesof British mammal. For example, a third otter (Lutra
lutra) surveyof England reported the success of the otter population, since the original survey
20 years ago. The patternsof the recovery sincea crash in the late 1950scould be assessed
only through the analysisof the data providedby the survey. The continuedsuccessof the
populationis in part due to population strengthening programs which are carried out in key
areas identifiedby the scheme (Strachan & Jefferies, 1996). In May 1998year, a review
describing the results of a major consultation exercise aimed at developinga framework for
the future monitoring of Britain's mammals was published (Macdonald, Mace & Rushton,
1998). The document describes the potentialsampling structures and methodologies which
would be required to fulfil the aims of abundance estimation and trend tracking.
A standardised samplingregime is not burdenedwith the bias problemsassociatedwith game
bag data. The basic techniquemost commonlyused in ecologicalsampling,and which is
proposedas the unit of survey in the aforementioned consultation document, is quadrat
sampling. In quadratsampling, all the individuals in severalquadrats ofknown area are
counted,and the averageextrapolated to the whole area. For this techniqueto succeed, the
populationof each quadratmust be knownexactly, the area ofeach quadrat must be known,
and the quadratsmust be representative of the whole area of interest (Krebs, 1985).The
survey protocolused in this project is based on quadrat sampling theory.
4
1.2 The badger
The Eurasianbadger (Meles meles) is a fossorial carnivore which spends long periods of time
below ground in extensive burrowsystems called setts. In most of Britain it lives in social
groupswhich tend to be based in large, permanent main breedingsetts. Althougha carnivore,
it has a catholicdiet which is omnivorous in nature,being able to take various fruits, cereals,
invertebrates and carrion (Kruuk, 1978a). In Britain, the badgerhas no natural predators,
althoughthis role has effectively been filled by man. The historicalpatternsofbadger
abundance appear to be closely linkedto humanactivities. As in a numberof European
countries, for up to 200 years there has been systematic suppression ofbadger numbers
nationwide due to the effectsofcontrolby landowners who have perceivedbadgers as a pest.
It has been believedthat badgerspose a threat to livestock, damagecrops, and take eggs on
game estates.Traditional meansofcontrol includetrapping, snaring, gassing and shooting.
Badgershave also been targetedfor "sport" i.e. the old pastime of badger baiting and the more
recentlybanned badgerdigging in particular. Badgerdigging is known to continue today
(Griffiths, 1992), and its impact is discussed in this thesis.
1.3 The history of badgers in Britain
Badgerswere generally perceived to be rare and in danger of local extinctions in the latter half
of the 19thcentury. At the tum of the century local naturalistsreported that badgers were rare
or uncommonin many parts of Englandand that they were sparselydistributed in Scotland.
The status of badgersat that time is summarised in the Victoria County Histories (Cresswell,
Harris & Jefferies, 1990) and by a numberof other authors e.g. Pease (1898) and Millais
(1905). The rarity of badgers was probablythe result ofpersecutionand, in particular,
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widespread predator control by gamekeepers. In 1911, therewere22,000gamekeepers in
Britain(Potts, 1980), andbadger control was part of theirduties. However, duringand after
the 1914-1918 war, the intensity of predator control declined, due to a reduction in
gamekeeping pressure, and many species of carnivore started to recover, including badgers.
(Thorburn, 1920; Langley & Yalden, 1977). By the 1930s and 1940s, they appeared to be
morecommon than earlier in the century (Neal 1990).
Sincebadgers did not undergo the extensive range reduction shownby otherpersecuted
carnivores (Langley & Yalden, 1977), it is difficult to assessthe impactof persecution on
badgernumbers in the yearspreceding the First World War. Cresswell, Harris& Jefferies
(1990) concluded that the impact of gamekeepers on badgernumbers was less dramatic than
for othercarnivores, and considered it unlikely that badgernumbers had really increased
dramatically following the First World War.
That assessment was basedon prevailing knowledge of badgerbehavioural ecology. Badgers
were described as contractionists (Kruuk & Macdonald, 1985). One feature of such species
was that they wouldnot expandtheir territories to encompass nearbysuitable habitatbut
wouldmaintain a constantterritory size irrespective of changes in neighbouring social groups.
This view was, in part, basedon a long-term field studyat Woodchester Park,
Gloucestershire, whereit took nine to ten years for a high-density badgerpopulationto
recoverto their former density following the removal a numberof social groups (Cheeseman
et al., 1993). Therefore, Cresswell,' Harris & Jefferies (1990) concluded that any badger
population changes following a reduction in pressure from gamekeepers and other forms of
persecution would lead to only a slow recovery and expansion into new areas. Other studies
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that reinforce this view include that carried out by Roper (1993), who concluded that setts,
and particularly main breeding setts, are a valuable resource that cannot easily be replaced. He
argued that offspring standto gain more from remaining in their natal group and inheriting the
parental sett than from leaving and constructing new setts of their own. This again predicts
slow expansion of badgers into new areas.
In East Anglia, badger control, particularly by game keepers has remained conspicuous until
recently. The number of active main setts in the region appeared to track the number of
gamekeepers since the early 1900s, and it was estimated (Harris 1993) that the numbers of
badger social groups in Norfolk and Suffolk were depressed to as little as one tenth of the
level that was observed in neighbouring, comparable counties. Clearly, persecution by man
can have a considerable effect on the abundance of badgers in Britain.
1.4 Previous Badger Survey Schemes
In 1963, The Mammal Society instigated a national system for recording badger setts, and this
led to a plethora ofmammal reports describing the status of badgers on a county or local
basis. The national results are summarised by Neal (1972) and Clements, Neal & Yalden
(1988). This database provided an invaluable source ofinfonnation on the abundance and
distribution of badgers across the country, and the typical habitats and substrates where
badger setts were found. The database has been used subsequently as a baseline by which to
monitor the fate of badger setts, and the common threats to their existence. In Essex, Skinner,
Skinner & Harris (1991a) found that in the twenty-year period up to the mid-1980s, 36% of
the 574 badger setts recorded by Cowlin (1972) had disappeared, with agricultural activities
being the main identifiable cause of sett losses.
Whilst very valuable, an improved understanding ofbadger biology had highlighted
limitations with The Mammal Society's database for monitoring future changes in badger
populations. In their survey, recorded setts were not classified into different types. The
relationship between numbers ofsetts and numbers ofbadgers is complicated, and it is not
possible to infer badger numbers from sett numbers per se. There were no data from areas
where setts where absent, so the rate ofcolonisation of new areas could not be quantified
(Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990). Also, the quality and quantity of the data from each
county were determined by the enthusiasm of the local recorder. In order to improve upon the
database that was available for monitoring badger population changes, the Nature
Conservancy Council funded a new badger survey in the 1980s, coordinated at Bristol
University. The survey was structured in such a way as to make possible extrapolations ofthe
results to the whole country, and provide a baseline by which future repeat surveys could be
directly compared. I coordinated the first repeat of this survey in the mid-1990s, after a 9 year
interval from the original. Much of this thesis is concerned with documenting comparisons
between the results of the two surveys.
1.5 The 1980s badger survey
The aims of the 1980s badger survey were:-
a. To provide a baseline against which any future changes in badger numbers could be
assessed.
b. To quantify the habitat requirements and sett site characteristics for badgers in
different parts of Britain.
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c. To undertake a stratified survey so that the results could be extrapolated to estimate
badgerdistribution and density throughout Britain.
d. To compare the potential and actual badger populations in Britain, and to calculate the
effects of land-use changes, persecution and control operations on badgernumbers.
To achieve thesegoals, a stratified random sample of l-km squares weresurveyed for badger
setts and signs of badgeractivity (see Chapter 2). Badgerdensities were presented for each of
the 32 land classes, and the numberof badgersocialgroups was estimated to be 42,891±3851
(Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990). Assuming a meanof 5·9 adult badgers per social group,
this was estimated to equateto approximately 250,000 adult badgers. The population was not
evenlydistributed throughout Britain; 24·9% were in south-west England and 21·9% in south-
east England, whereas only 14·0% were found in Wales and 9·9% in Scotland (Cresswell et
al., 1990).
1.6 Other national badger surveys
Following the publication of the results ofthe Britishsurvey, the same approach was used to
determine the number of badgersocial groups in Northern Ireland(Feore, Smal &
Montgomery, 1993; Feore, 1994) and in the Irish Republic (Smal, 1995). Data collectionwas
exactly as developed in Britain, exceptthat unlikethe Britishsurveylarge numbers of
volunteers werenot used. Also, therewas no national landclass systemavailable in Ireland,
and so insteadthe l-km square in the extreme south-west of each 10-kIn squarewas surveyed.
This gaveapproximately a one percentcoverage, as in the British survey, but the lack of
stratification meant that extrapolating the results was potentially more problematic.
Both the Irish surveys were undertaken in habitats similarto those in Britain where there were
comparable badgerdensities. The same'approach is now being used in Lithuania, where
badger densities are much lower, and habitatssomewhat different. However, progress to date
suggests that the approach will be equallysuccessful (Eduardas Mickevicius, pers. comm.).
The overall status of badgers in westernEuropewas reviewed by Griffiths & Thomas (1993).
They concludedthat badger populations were either stable or increasing throughoutmuch of
Europe,and that they appeared to be particularly abundant in Britain, Irelandand Sweden.
Only the populations in Albaniaand parts of the former Yugoslavia appeared to be
decreasing. They considered the'badgerpopulation in Britain to be stable. In their review of
the status of British mammals, Harriset al. (1995) reinforced the view that the badger
population in Britainwas importantfrom a European perspective. Thus, it is important to
monitor any badger population changes in Britaincarefully.
1.7 The different categories of badger sett
Since badger setts were the primaryunit of the surveys, it is importantthat the functional
differences in sett types used by badgersare understood. The sett classificationscheme used
in the original 1980sbadger surveywas based on the apparent functional differencesof sett
types maintained within group territories. It was considered that differentialpatterns of change
in the different sett categories would reflect different populationchange patterns. The most
importantcategory is the main sett (Kruuk, 1978b; Cheeseman et al., 1981; Harris, 1984).
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Main setts are the primary breeding sett for the majority of badger social groups, and are
considerably larger than other categories of sett, in terms of total tunnel length, number of
chambers, number of entrance holes and size of spoil heaps. They are also in continuous use
by the badger group.
Roper (1992a; 1992b) showed that setts ofdifferent size and status are built according to the
same basic architectural principles, despite main setts often being much larger. He argued that
suitable sites for main setts were limited, and they are an important resource. He went on to
suggest that main sett availability may be an important pressure in the evolution of sociality
and territoriality in badgers (Doncaster & Woodroffe, 1993; Roper, 1993). Thornton (1988)
produced a formal framework for classifying badger setts into four different types. These
were: main, annexe, subsidiary, outlier and disused main. Annexe setts are effectively
extensions of the main sett, but are not connected underground. They are, by definition, close
to main setts. Cresswell et al. (1992) showed that the proportion of sows in a social group that
breed increased with the number of annexe setts associated with the group. The increased
reproductive output by the social group was a function of the number of younger sows whose
blastocysts implant, rather than an increased proportion of sows carrying blastocysts. Since
the presence of annexe setts correlates with increased productivity by younger sows, the
presence of annexe setts was believed to facilitate avoidance by younger sows of aggression
from older ones. Aggression levels between sows appears to be high, and neo-natallosses due
to infanticide were estimated to be 35% by Cresswell et al. (1992) and 42% by Page, Ross &
Langton (1994). Subsidiary setts and outlier setts are similar in function, but are distinguished
on the basis of size. Both categories appear throughout badger territories and are not usually
connected by a path to the main sett. Therefore they are not considered part of the main sett
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complexin the way that annexesetts are. They are both used periodically throughoutthe year,
and act as temporary refuges; they are rarelyused as breeding sites by socialgroup members.
Outlier setts are very small;consisting usuallyof one or two holes with small spoil heaps,
whereassubsidiary setts are larger.
Roper & Christian(1992)monitored the behaviour of a single group of badgersover an eight-
month period (September to April). They found that two females rarely slept away from the
main sett, whereasa third female and the two malesused "outliers" (they did not distinguish
betweensubsidiary and outlying setts) most frequently in the spring and autumn. Of five
animals, no individual slept in "outliers" on more than 50% of the days for which data were
available, and the overall frequency of "outlier" use, averagedover the whole period across all
five animals, was 26% of days. The main sett was the only sett that ever containedall the
members of the social groupat the same time, and was the primary sett used for
overwintering. It was shown in one study that when slightly disturbed, badgersmade their
way back to the main sett, but if badly disturbed, they bolted for the nearest sett, irrespective
of its category(Roper & Christian, 1992). Outliersand subsidiaries were also apparentlyused
as rest sites during foraging sessions. Althoughnot directlyrelated to badger numbers in a
territory, it seems intuitively obvious that if there are more badgers occupyinga given
territory after an intervaloften years, it is likely that there will be more outlying and/or outlier
setts.
Other studies have shown that main, and often annexe setts are in continuoususe in contrast
to the intermittentuse of subsidiaries and outliers (O'Corry-Crowe, Eves & Hayden, 1993).
This is reflectedby the levelsof activity shownat the different sett types: in the original
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1980s survey, 48% of holes at main setts were classified as well used, 34% of holes at annexe
setts, and only 24% ofholes for both subsidiary and outlying setts (Cresswell, Harris &
Jefferies, 1990).
Main setts and indeed entire territories can be completely abandoned. Badgers are known to
desert setts when disturbed, (Harris et al., 1994; Harris, 1994) but the remains - holes, spoil
heaps etc. can remain visible for some considerable time. Badgers also occasionally relocate
to new sites, sometimes considerable distances, for no obvious reason (Sleeman, 1992).
Therefore the category of disused main sett was included as a variable in the data collection.
Disused main setts were regularly recorded in the 1980s badger survey, and the proportion of
disused to active main setts increased with declining density ofsocial groups (Cresswell,
Harris & Jefferies, 1990).
The 1980s survey showed that each badger social group had, on average, 4·10 setts i.e. one
main, 0·43 annexe, 0·86 subsidiary, 1·57 outlying and 0·24 disused main setts. In the Republic
of Ireland, the pattern of sett distribution per social group was remarkably similar, with 4·09
setts per social group, these comprising one main, 0·50 annexe, 1·32 subsidiary, 1·08 outlying
and 0·19 disused main setts (Smal, 1995). The relative abundance of the different sett types
per social group was also similar in Northern Ireland, but there were slightly more setts (5·49)
per group i.e. one main, 0·72 annexe, 2·04 subsidiary, 1·60 outlying and 0·13 disused main
setts (Feore,: 1994). The consistency of these results suggested that, for the reasons outlined
above, the sett definitions are biologically meaningful, and that different sett types do indeed
have specific functional roles. The guidelines used in the surveys for placing setts into these
categories are shown in Appendix 11.1.
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1.8. Monitoring badger population changes
Badger population changes can occur in two ways: there can be an increase (or decrease) in
the number of social groups, and/or there can be an increase (or decrease) in the size of social
groups. These may occur in parallel or independently. For example, at Woodchester Park in
Gloucestershire, the Ministry ofAgriculture, Fisheries and Food intensive badger study site,
the number of social groups has remained constant (at 21), but there has been a steady
increase in mean group size, which more than doubled in about a decade (Neal & Cheeseman,
1996).
Changes in the number of social groups and the size of social groups have different
implications. The general perception is that the number of social groups increase only slowly,
particularly in areas ofhigh population density (Neal & Cheeseman, 1996), and that even
when social groups are removed from such areas, recolonisation is a protracted process, due to
the aspects of badger behavioural ecology outlined in section 1.3. Whilst such changes may be
slow, an increase in the number of social groups is likely to reflect a long-term and more
permanent increase in badger population size.
Even in areas where badgers are not persecuted, adult mortality is around 20% per annum
(Harris, Cresswell & Cheeseman, 1992), and cub mortality, including pre-emergence losses, is
much higher. Factors that affect either adult or cub mortality rates would lead to changes in
social group size; these could be either long or short term. For instance, reducing the levels of
persecution, thereby reducing adult mortality rates, could lead to a long term growth in social
group size. In contrast, adverse weather patterns, particularly if they last only one or two
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years, may lead to a short term decline in group size. Hot dry summers can lead to high levels
ofcub mortality due to starvation(Neal & Cheeseman, 1996). In fact, following particularly
unfavourable summers,entire cohorts can disappear from the badger population (Cheeseman
et al., 1987).Longer term changes in weatherpatterns could, however, lead to more
significant population changes. The weather in Britain is variable, but the current scenario for
climate change is for mean temperatures to rise, for extremely warm seasons and years to
occur more frequently, and for summer precipitationto decrease in southern Britain (Anon.,
1996).Thus the trend is towards unfavourable weather conditions detrimental to the survival
ofbadger cubs (Neal & Cheeseman, 1996). A weather trend in this direction would lead to a
succession ofyears with poor cub recruitment, and hence reduction in mean group, and
therefore population size.
1.8.1 Changes in the number ofbadger social groups
In this project, changes in the number of active main setts are used to provide a measure of
changes in badger social group number, which indicate long-term trends in the badger
population (Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990).
1.8.2 Changes in the number ofbadgers
Badger social group size can be very variable (Cheesemanet al., 1987), and so monitoring
trends in badger numbers is more difficult than monitoring the number of social groups. In the
1980s survey, Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990) assumed a mean of 5·9 adults per social
group. This was based on a small number of studies, and at the time provided the best
estimate available of mean social group size. Whilst it may have been a reasonable ssumption
for some areas of Britain, Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990) accepted that social group size
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was likely to be smaller in low density areas.
In this thesis, a field sign index is used to estimate change in the relative abundance of
badgers nationally, to complement the results of the changes in sett numbers.
1.9 Thesis aims and structure
The aim of this thesis is to analyse the results of the second national badger survey
coordinated by myself in the mid-1990s, with respect to the results obtained in the original
1980s survey. The two databases are used to address the following issues.
a. To determine whether there had been any changes in the number of badger social
groups in Britain and to identify any regional and landscape differences in the pattern
of change.
b. To determine whether there had been any changes in the number of badgers in Britain
and to identify any regional and landscape differences in the pattern of change.
c. To determine whether there had been any changes in the levels of badger persecution
and, in particular, sett disturbance in Britain, and any regional and landscape
differences in the pattern of change.
d. To determine any changes in the habitat preferences of badgers in Britain in response
to changes in habitat availability.
e. To determine how changes in persecution levels and habitat availability could have led
to any badger population changes.
Chapter two describes in detail the structure, field protocol and data collation processes for the
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surveys. Chapter three analyses the patterns of change in the distribution and abundance of
badger setts in Britain, both by landscape type and on a regional basis. The implications of
these changes for the badger population are discussed. Chapter four presents an analysis of the
change in relative abundance of badgers in Britain, based on the field sign index collected
during the survey. Aspects of badger behavioural ecology implied by the results, in terms of
.
colonisation patterns are discussed. Chapter five presents the results of a pilot study carried
out separately to the survey, quantifying the relationship between badger numbers and sett
numbers, size and activity. The results are used to refine the national survey output. A field
method for estimating the size of badger social groups is investigated. Chapter six analyses
the importance ofhabitat availability for badger sett distribution, and whether changes in land
use have influenced the patterns ofpopulation change. Chapter seven investigates the
changing levels ofpersecution observed between the two surveys, and the effect on badger
numbers. Chapter eight uses computer modelling to elucidate the possible underlying
mechanisms driving the changes in the population. Chapter nine presents a general discussion
on the findings ofthis project.
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2.. Methods
In this Chapter, the methods used in the data collection, interpretation and analyses of the
repeat national badger surveys are discussed. The methods described here are the basis for
Chapters three, four, six and seven of this thesis. The methodology for the separate field study
described in Chapter five is outlined in section 5.2, and the modelling methodology is
presented in section 8.2.
2.1 The survey design
Selecting the best survey design is crucial to the success of a wildlife monitoring scheme such
as this. Detailed discussion on the considerations of this are presented in Appendix 11.6. The
national survey was set up as a stratified, random sampling scheme, with repeated samples
design. l-km squares were the unit of survey.
2.2 The stratification
The aim of the monitoring scheme protocol was to take a representative sample of Britain's
main landscape types, in order to make useful extrapolations when estimating national trends.
To this end, the Institute ofTerrestrial Ecology's Land Classification Scheme was
incorporated into the survey design. In this scheme, the l-km squares which make up Britain's
Ordnance Survey grid are grouped into functionally similar classes. The scheme is
summarised by Bunce et al. (1996). The scheme was in its infancy at the time of the original
badger survey. The initial classification in 1977, which was used for the 1980s survey, was
based on 281 attributes describing the climate, topography, human geography, solid geology
and drift, in each l-km square. I~dicator Species Analysis (Hill, Bunce & Shaw, 1975) was
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used to classify a sample of 1212 l-km squares from 'across Britain into 32 groups, which
were called Land Classes. To improve the estimates of the relative size of each land class in
Britain, a further 4800 l-krn squares were assigned to land classes using 76 key indicator
attributes. Thus approximately 6000 l-km squares were allocated to a land class. In the
original badger survey, 2455 l-km squares were surveyed, which were randomly selected
from this grid. Subsequent to the original badger survey, the Institute ofTerrestrial Ecology
assigned every l-km square in Britain to a land class, using a smaller number of key indicator
attributes, based on the experience of the initial scheme (Bunce et al., 1997). The other
important and useful development since the original badger survey was that the land classes
were grouped into four strata for interpretative purposes (Barr et al., 1993). The land class
groupings developed by Barr et al. (1993) reflect the ecological characteristics and the most
widely used relationships between the classes, with the overall ranking determined by the first
axis of the principal component analyses of the land cover data recorded in a sample of eight
l-krn squares from each of the 32 land classes surveyed in 1978 (Bunce et al., 1996).
At the broadest level, the 32 land classes are aggregated into four basic groups based on the
dominant land cover; these are the "arable", "pastoral", "marginal upland" and "upland" land
class groups (Barr et al., 1993; Bunce et al., 1996). The basic characteristics of these four
major land class groups are summarised by Bunce et al, (1996). The arable land class group at
the next level is further divided into three groups, the pastoral land class group into two
groups. Recent surveys on brown hares (Lepus europaeus) (Hutchings & Harris, 1996) and on
bats and habitats (Walsh, Harris & Hutson, 1995; Walsh & Harris, 1996a; 1996b) used these
seven land class groups to analyse their data (Table 2.1). This approach proved to be highly
successful because the seven groups reflected differences in patterns of land use that were of

































































Figure 2.1 (cont.] Distribution of the Marginal upland and Upland land
class groups
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Table 2.1 The number of l-km squares in each land class group, and the number
(percent) of squares surveyed from each group.
Landclass group Number of Number of Number of Percent Numberof
l-km squares squares repeated I new
squares in surveyed, surveyed, resurveyed squares
group 1980s (%) 1990s surveyed in
the 1990s
Arable I 14,460 233 (1.6) 208 89 30
Arable II 48,385 548 (1.1) 493 90 76
Arable III 18,339 198 n.n 188 95 22
Pastoral IV 34,730 470 (1.3) 428 91 55
Pastoral V 35,385 356 (1.0) 333 94 49
Marginal upland VI 35,438 349 (1.0) 335 96 65
Upland VII 45,150 301 (0.7) 286 95 10
Totals 231,885 2455 n.n 2271 93 307
Thesesevenlandclass groups are used in this thesis to analyse badgerpopulation changes
between the two surveys. This approach is particularly useful in highlighting patternsof
population change in different landscape types. It also facilitates analyses of the patternsof
habitatuse by badgers withinthe different landscape types. However, withineach land class
group, there maybe localdifferences in the patterns of change in the badgerpopulation as a
resultof a variety of anthropogenic factors. These may, for instance, be associated with
different human population densities, proximity to urbanareas, andhistorical factors, since
badgerdigging and other forms of badgerpersecution are higherin some areas than others
(Reason, Harris & Cresswell, 1993). Thuschanges in the badgerpopulation are also presented
regionally where these are considered appropriate, and whereit is felt suchpresentation helps
in understanding the patterns of change; the fourteen regions used for these analyses are
described in Table2.2. In defining these regions, wherever possible countieswith generally
similarland use,humanpopulation density, and/orpast patterns of badgerpersecution, were
grouped together.
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Table 2.2 The regions used to analyse the badger population
Region Number of 1- Counties
km squares
in region
North England 15,815 Cleveland, Cumbria, Durham,
Northumberland, Tyne and Wear
North-west England 7505 Cheshire, Gtr. Manchester, Lancashire,
Merseyside
North-east England 15,620 Humberside, North Yorkshire, South
Yorkshire, West Yorkshire
West Midlands 15,685 Gloucestershire, Hereford & Worcester,
Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire, West
midlands
East Midlands 13,351 Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolrishire,
Nottinghamshire
Central England 11,337 Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire,
Gtr. London, Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire
East Anglia 16,641 Cambridgeshire, Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk
South-westEngland 18,494 Avon, Cornwall,Devon, Dorset, Somerset
SouthernEngland 9063 Berkshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Wiltshire,
South-eastEngland 9487 Kent, Surrey, East Sussex, West Sussex
North Scotland 48,738 Central, Fife, Grampian, Highland, Tayside
South Scotland 28,568 Arran Borders,Dumfries & Galloway, Lothian,
Strathclyde
Mid and North Wales 11,734 Anglesey, Clwyd, Gwynedd, Powys
South Wales 9847 Dyfed, Mid Glamorgan, South Glamorgan,
West Glamorgan, Gwent
Total 231,885
2.3 The survey area
The 1980s survey covered mainland England, Scotland andWales, plus Anglesey, Arran,
Canvey Island, theIsle of Grain, theIsle ofSheppey and the Isle of Wight. This included all
of the islands believed at thattime to have established badger populations, butexcluded those
islands for which there were only occasional badger records; seeCresswell, Harris & Jefferies
(1990) fora discussion as to why other islands were not included in the survey. Since the
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1980s survey, therehavebeen small changes in the recorded statusof badgers on some of
these islands. Foulness, for instance, wasexcluded because badgersightings were few, and
records of settswere evenfewer (Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990).
Badgers have also been recorded on the islandof Skyesincethe 1980s survey (RogerCottis,
pers.comm.), but their numbers are thoughtto haveundergone a steadydecline over many
years to their currentlow level. A number of factors mayhave contributed to this slow pattern
of population decline. These include: the development of crofting communities last century;
the activities of gamekeepers, the hunting of badgers for theirvaluable pelts; and, more
recently, indiscriminate rabbitcontrol. However, despite this widespread persecution, it
appears that a remnant population has survived on the island. In April 1997 a badgerwas run
over on the islandand its bodyrecovered. Thus, it wouldappearthat badgers have persisted
on Skye, although their numbers remainvery low.
The results from Skyealso suggest that badgers can persistat very low levels for extended
periods; therefore, it may be that badgers have also survived on other islandsor areas where
they are currently believed to be absent. Whilstthe recovery of such relict populations is
important and shouldbe carefully monitored, the number of active setts will be very low, and
will contribute very little to the national population trends sought in this study.
2.4 Survey protocol
The fieldwork for the 1980s surveyran from 1 November 1985 throughto early 1988. The
repeatsurvey, coordinated by myself, startedin Octob~r 1994 and was completed by January
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1997. In both surveys, field work was largely confined to the autumn, winter and spring, when
the vegetation was at its lowest, although some uplandareas were surveyedin early or late
summer.
The primaryaim of the repeat surveywas to cover the same2455 l-km squares included in
the 1980ssurvey. In addition, it was decidedto surveya sample of new, previously
unsurveyed squaresto be used as a qualitycontrolcheck. These additional squares could be
comparedwith the resurveyed l-km squares to providea check for any biases introducedby
the repeated designmethodology (see section2.6). However, all analysesofpatterns of
change, and the badgerpopulation estimates are based only on the data from the resurveyed 1-
km squares.
For both resurveyed and new l-krn squares, squareswere surveyedaccordingto standard
protocoldeveloped for the original 1980ssurvey,and were used by myself and the volunteer
surveyors. Details were noted on standardrecording sheets.This was entirely compatiblewith
the original 1980ssurvey. The first sectiondescribed how to record the badger data
(Appendix 11.1), and explainedhow to categorise the setts into one of five types (main,
annexe, subsidiary, outlying& disusedmain); the definitions of these sett types are given in
Appendix 11.1. For each sett, the numberof well-used, partiallyused and disused holes were
recorded; the definitions of these are also given in Appendix 11.1. These details were recorded
onto the form shown in Appendix 11.2.Two maps were also used to record the data; these
were copies of the 1:25,000Pathfinderseries, enlargedto a scale of approximately 1:6250.
One map was used to mark the positionof each badger sett. On this map, the survey l-km
square was divided into nine sub-squares, and surveyors were asked to record the presence or
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absence of badgerfootprints, badger pathsor runs, and dung pits in each of the nine sub-
squares on the recording form(Appendix 11.2). This provided a measure of badgeractivity in
each l-km square.
The other instruction sheetdetailed the habitatkey (Appendix 11.3). The second map of each
l-km square was usedto record the habitatdata.All habitat areaswithin the l-km squarethat
were greater than 50 metres in lengthor 500 square metres in area were shaded, referring to
the 40 different habitattypesdescribed on the key. Furtherdetailsof this are given in Section
6.2.
One further instruction sheetand recording formwere included for the repeated l-km squares
(squares surveyed in both surveys). Thisexplained howto recordany changes to the badger
setts within the l-km square sincethe 1980s survey (Appendix 11.4), and there was a
recording sheeton whichto record thesechanges (Appendix 11.5). It was essential to ensure
that any changes wererecorded accurately; eachsurveyor, therefore, was sent a copy of the
badgerdata fromthe 1980s survey. Whilst it is possible that havingthe originaldata sheets
could have biasedthe resultsby focussing the searcheffort to setts that had alreadybeen
recorded, therebymissing any new setts, surveyors weregiven strict instructions to survey the
whole l-km squarethoroughly. In addition, the whole l-km squarehad to be surveyed to
recordthe habitatdata,and recorders werenot sent a copy of the original habitatdata. Having
a copy of the original badgerdata was essential, since it enabledthe surveyorto check the
qualityof the data recorded in the 1980s survey, to document any errors in the originaldata,
and to determine whether a sett had fallen into disuse or disappeared, or had appeared since




Of the 2455 l-km squares surveyed in the 1980s, 2271 (93%) wereresurveyed in this current
study. The distribution of the resurveyed squares is shownin Figure 2.2. In addition, 307 new
l-km squareswere surveyed; their distribution is shownin Figure2.3. The proportion of l-km
squares resurveyed and numberof new l-km squares in eachcounty, land class and land class
group are shownin Table2.1 and Table2.2 . The proportion of l-km squares resurveyed was
similarby regionand by landclass group, and therewas no bias introduced by under-
surveying particular areasor habitattypes. Failureto resurvey l-km squares was generally
because ofa lackof volunteers in the region, although 14 (0·6%of the original 2455) were not
resurveyed because access was refused to all (nine) or part (five)of the l-km square. In theory
it is possible that access was refused because any setts on the landhad been damaged or
destroyed, or therehad been someother formof illegalactivity that the landowner did not
want recorded. However, this was not considered to be a significant potential sourceof bias
because badgersettswereonly recorded in the 1980s in five of the 14 l-km squares(35·7%)
to whichwe wererefused access. Of the total sample of2455 l-km squares surveyed in the
1980s, 699 (28·5%) contained badgersetts. Sinceaccess was refused to so few l-km squares,
and because this sub-sample was not skewed towards l-km squares that held setts, there is no
evidence that being refusedaccess biasedthe survey results. Generally, there were few





~Figure 2.2 The distribution of the 22711-km
squares which were surveyed in both the the
1980s and 1990s surveys
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Figure 2.3 The distribution of the 307 J-km
squares surveyed for the first time in the
1990s survey
2.6 Data checking
2.6.1 Ensuring comparability between the twosurveys
For a repeated survey methodology such as this. it is important to ensure that the data were
treated in exactly the same way during both surveys to ensure comparability. This was
essential to ensure that we are measuring real change rather than differences in interpretation
between the two surveys. To check that there were no differences between the two surveys,
the full-time surveyor on the 1980s survey, Penny Cresswell Lewns, met with myself to
standardise field data collection, and interpretation of the field data provided by volunteers.
2.6.2 Preliminary datasorting: quality checkofvolunteer surveys
On receipt. the completed forms and maps for each l-km square were carefully checked by
myself to ensure uniformity of approach for the survey work, and that all the data had been
entered correctly. Those l-km squares that were not clear, or for which some data were
missing, were returned to the surveyor for completion. The sett classifications were then
carefully checked against the other field data, and care was taken to ensure that the sett
classifications were consistent between the 1980s and 1990s surveys. Where there was doubt
as to whether a sett had been correctly classified, this was queried with the recorder and
corrected if necessary. In both surveys, fewest problems were encountered with identifying
main setts, and most problems were encountered by surveyors who had confused annexe and
subsidiary setts. The habitat data were then checked to ensure that no improbable categories
had been recorded; any queries were referred to the surveyor for clarification. Finally, the
quality of the overall data collection was classified to one of the three following groups: a
rating of" 1" denoted clear field data with well-labelled maps and no queries; "2" denoted
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fielddataand/ormapsthat needed somecare to interpret because therewas ambiguity in the
badgerdata that needed clarification, or the habitatdatahad not beenfullycompleted, or the
shading of the habitattypeswas suchthat the boundarieswere not clearlydefined; and "3"
denoted data sheets and/ormapsthat were incomplete. In addition, therewas a fourthcategory
that denoted l-km squares surveyed by myself. Sample sizes in eachcategory in the 1990s
survey were as follows: category 1 - 1067 (47%); category 2 - 357 (16%); category 3 - 110
(5%);and category 4 -737 (32%). Thusoverall only 21%of the resurveyed l-km squareshad
queries that required clarification, and the quality of datacollection was high. All the new 1-
km squares were surveyed by volunteers; the quality ratings for thesewereas follows:
category 1 - 209 (68%); category 2 - 79 (26%); and category 3 - 19 (6%).
The following testswere undertaken to determine whether thereweredifferences in the
qualityofdata between these fourquality categories and, in particular, whetherthe volunteer
surveyors collected data of a comparable standard with those collected by myself. First, the
meanmain sett density for each of these four dataquality categories were compared within
eachofthe six landclass groups (Upland VII wasexcluded, because only very few main setts
were found in that landclass group: two in the 1980s and five in the 1990s). Kruskal-Wallis
tests were used withineach landclass group; for five there was no difference in recorded main
sett densities (Arable I, ..\'2=6'24, n.s.; Arable II,..\'2=5'77, n.s.; Arable III,..\'2=6'65, n.s.;
Pastoral IV,..\'2=3·66, n.s.; Pastoral V,X2=4'17, n.s.). For Marginal uplandVI, there was a
significant difference (X2=21·10, p<0'0001)because badgerdensitywas low, and most main
setts occurred in the l-km squares rated III". Applying the sametests to all other sett types
showedthat there wereno significant differences in three land class groups (ArableII,
..\'2=4'50, n.s.; Pastoral IV,..\'2=7'36, n.s.; Pastoral V, ..\'2=7,38, n.s.), For the other three, there
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were differences. In Arable I (X2=9'52, p<Q·Q5) this wasdue to fewersetts in the l-km
squares surveyed by myself, whohad surveyed a largenumber of squares from the Kent
marshes and similarhabitats where fewer settswouldbe expected. In ArableIII (...\'2=15·88,
p<Q·QQ5), this was because the smallnumber of l-km squares rated "3" actually containeda
greaternumberofsetts. In Marginal upland VI (X'2=28·41,p<O·OOOI) this occurred becauseI
concentrated on surveying the moreremote upland l-km squares wherethere was a lack of
volunteer surveyors, whichcontained fewer setts.Thus, therewere no consistent patternsto
suggest that thereweredifferences in the quality of the data withinany ofthe four sub-
samples of the data. Therefore, they werepooled for all further analyses.
2.7 Criteria used tor interpreting sett changes
It was important that any sett changes between the two surveys werecorrectly identified, and
so the surveyor carefully checked the original fielddata to ensurethat they had been recorded
correctly. It was possible, for instance, that setts weremissedor the positionof a sett was
wrongly recorded in the original survey. It was emphasized to surveyors to take as much care
as possible whenmakingthesejudgments, especially if they felt that a sett had been missedor
if they felt that its statushad beenwrongly assessed. Whenmakingthesejudgments,
information fromthe relevant landowner, farmer, gamekeeper, shootingtenant or any other
personwho mayknowthe localbadgersettswas solicited. Where surveyors felt that the
originaldata had been recorded incorrectly, they wereaskedto document fully on the
recording formtheir reasons for comingto this decision, providing as much information as
possible so that the rationale behindtheir conclusions could be checkedlater.These sheets
were then carefully evaluated prior to accepting or rejecting the decisionof thenew surveyor.
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The following criteria were used in making these assessments:-
2.7.1 Changes to main setts
On thirty occasions, surveyors considered that a main sett had been missed on the 1980s
survey. They usually based this assessment on one or more of the following criteria:-
a. Their personal knowledge of the area extended back to 1980s.
b. The landowner, farmer or gamekeeper knew that the sett was present in the 1980s and
from hislher description it appeared to have been a main sett at that time.
c. Evidence of the age of sett, such as a large number of holes, the size of the spoil heaps
or the presence of old elder trees at the sett.
d. The difficulty/complexity of the habitat to survey. This occurred when a main sett was
found in the 1990s survey in an inaccessible area, such as on a cliff face, or in
impenetrable scrub, such that it may have been missed in the 1980s. One main sett had
been missed in the 1980s survey because, at the time of the survey, the whole area was
flooded, and the surveyor had assumed that there would be no sett under water.
Being sure that a main sett had been missed in the 1980s survey was not easy, and the above
criteria are not an infallible guide; it is impossible to be totally sure that a sett was missed.
However, based on careful scrutiny of the data, it was concluded it was likely that thirty main
setts had been missed in the 1980s survey. These were evenly distributed across the four
quality ratings used in the 1980s survey. Ofthe 2271 l-km squares resurveyed, main setts
were thought to have been missed in '111767 (1'4%), 9/682 (1'3%), 4/202 (2'0%) and 6/620
(1'0%) 1-km squares for quality ratings 1,2,3 and 4 respectively. The setts that were judged
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likely to have beenmissed were, therefore, evenly distributed across all the qualityratings.
Fora further 12 cases(ninefromquality rating2, three fromquality rating4), it was
considered likely that a main setthad beenmissed in the 1980s survey, basedon criteria(c)
and (d) above, but this was unconfirmed. Thesesettswereconsidered to have been missed.
The original 1980s database was corrected to allowfor these42 main setts for whichthere
was strongevidence, or for whichit appeared likely, that theywere missedduringthe 1980s
survey. All subsequent changes weremeasured againstthesecorrected data.
In a very few caseswheresurveyors considered mainsetts to have been missedoriginally, this
assessment was not accepted whenthe previous surveyor was knownto be reliableand/or the
sett was in an obvious positionin terrainthat was easy to survey. For these cases, the sett was
classified as having beendug between the two surveys.
Where surveyors considered that a mainsett had appeared sincethe 1980s survey, this was
accepted by default. Manyof these l-km squares withnew main setts were accompanied by
reports of a perceived increase in localbadger activity, particularly in the last four to five
years, as well as substantiating fieldevidence suchas increased levelsof badgeractivity
(footprints, pathsor runs,or dung pits) and other typesofsett in the same l-km square.
2.7.2 Changes to annexe setts
Where main setts were found in the original survey, it was unlikelythat an associated annexe
sett wouldbe missedbecause, by definition, they are close to main setts and usually
connected by a clearpath.Therefore, where a main sett was recorded in the 1980ssurvey,any
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annexe setts that were not recorded then were assumed to have appeared in the intervening
years. An annexe setts was considered to have been missed in the 1980s survey when:-
a. It was in association with a main sett which was thought to have been missed in the
1980s survey (n=3).
b. The landowner or some other person confirmed that the annexe sett was definitely
present at the time of the 1980s survey. In practice, apart from those annexe setts
which were associated with previously missed main setts, this only occurred near to
the edge of l-km squares when there was a main sett outside the l-km square being
surveyed (n=21).
Annexe setts were considered to be new when:-
a. The previous surveyor was known to be reliable and/or the sett was in an obvious
position in terrain that was easy to survey. These were generally in association with
new main setts; this occurred only rarely.
b. The annexe sett was found near a main sett recorded on the 1980s survey and for
which there was no reason to suspect that the annexe sett had been missed.
c. The annexe sett was found in association with a new main sett which was either inside
or just outside the l-km square.
2.7.3 Changes to subsidiary and outlying setts
Subsidiary setts usually consist of only a few holes; mean size in the 1980s was 4.3±0.1 holes,
and outlying setts usually consist of only one or two holes; mean size in the 1980s was
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1.8~0.1 holes (Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990). Furthermore, neither typeof sett is in
continuous use, and so deciding whether such setts had been missedin the 1980s surveywas
not easy. Therefore, only 20 subsidiary setts and 36 outlyingsetts wereclassedas missed
whena landowner or someotherpersonconfirmed that a sett had been presentsincebefore
the time of the last survey. All other subsidiary and outlying setts recorded for the first time in
the second survey wereconsidered to be new. This obviously invites the possibility ofa bias,
but the surveying in the original surveywas assumed to be of a high standard, so this was
considered to be of little importance
\
2.7.4 Changes in sett status
Any changes in the statusof a sett between the two surveys were recorded. This assessment
was basedon a significant increase or decrease in activity, and whetherthe sett now appeared
to be in one of the other sett categories. Surveyors were askedto provide as much information
as possible to enableus to assess the validity of their conclusions. In practise, most of the
changes wereclear-cut, with setts showing a marked decrease or increase in size and/or
activity, leading to a straightforward re-categorisation. In cases where a slight difference in
size and/oractivity ofa sett werenotedbut it was unclearif it shouldbe placed in a new
category, the sett was entered into the database with no changein category.
2.7.5 Setts that had disappeared
The reasons for sett disappearance between the two surveys were recordedwhere possible. In
practise this provedto be difficultto ascertain exceptwhere there had been an obviouschange
in land use e.g. a hedgerow had been removed, or the land built upon. Often,however, the
factors leading to the lossof a sett could not be determined with certainty; these setts were,
therefore, simplyclassified as "lost".
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2.8. Extracting the data from the fieldsheets
Afterthe data had beenchecked and verified, the location of eachsett was assigned to one of
the following habitat types fromthe land-use map: hedgerows, treelines, semi-natural
broadleaved woodland, broadleaved plantations, semi-natural coniferous woodland,
coniferous plantations, semi-natural mixedwoodland, mixedplantations, youngplantations,
parkland, tall scrub, low scrub, bracken, coastalsand-dunes, lowland heaths, heather
moorlands, uplandunimproved grassland, semi-improved grassland, improved grassland,
arable, amenity grassland, unquarried inlandcliffs, quarries and open-cast mines,and built
land.
Badgeractivity data were extracted as follows. For each of footprints, pathsor runs, and dung
pits, the numberof the nine sub-squares withineach 1-kmsquarethat were positivewas
recorded separately, thus giving a scaleof 0 to 9 for each of the three activitymeasures. Hole
blocking, snaring and digging wereeach scoredon a scaleof 0 to 3. For hole blocking, "1"
denoted only one or two holes blocked, "2" denoted several holes looselyblockedor fewer
severely blockedwith itemssuch as logs that the badgers wouldhave difficulty in removing,
and "3" denoted manyholes blocked, oftenwith immovable objects. Snaring was rarely
recorded, and then only on the first point of the scale, to indicate some evidence of snaring
around the sett; moreextensive snaring around setts was not observed, and surveyors were not
askedto recordsnaringaway fromthe sett area.For digging, "I" denotedsome evidenceofa
past attemptat digging into the sett, "2" was a more recent relatively small dig at the sett or a
more seriousattempt sometime ago, and "3" denoteda seriousattempt in which severalholes
had been dug, usuallyrecently. Theseclassifications were based on the field notes suppliedby
the surveyor (see Appendices 10.1 and 10.2). In practice,the numberof setts sufferingdirect
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interference, otherthan hole blocking, proved to be low, and so for digging and snaringthese
classifications werenot subsequently used in the analyses, whichwereon the presence or
absence of eachtype of interference.
The habitatdatawere measured to the nearest0.5 hectares, or the nearest 50 metres for linear
features, usinga pen tracerand bit pad. In additionto the 40 habitat types listedon the field
sheet (Appendix 11.3),'two additional habitattypeswere measured, as had beendone in the
1980s surveys. Habitat 41 was sea, whichwas the area of each l-km squarebelowthe mean
low watermark, and habitat42 was canals, whichwereseparated fromcanalised ditches
(habitat28) and were recorded as an area and not a linearmeasure.
Finally, for each l-km square, the square number, the Ordnance Surveynational grid
coordinates, the countycodeand the land classcode fromthe Institute of Terrestrial Ecology's
land classification systemwere recorded, and all the data for each I-km square were entered
in fixed format onto the University of Bristolmainframe computer; 249 columnsofdata were
enteredfor each l-km square. The datawere then checkedmanually and by a varietyof data
checking programmes. In addition, the badgersett changes were enteredinto a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet for eachof the 2271 l-km squares. Analyses were carriedon SPSS for Unix
and Windows, and on dedicated Excel spreadsheets.
2.9 Tests for differences between resurveyed and new t-km squares
A potential bias associated with repeating the same squares in the secondsurveywas the
possibility of increased surveyor efficiency in finding setts due to prior knowledge of the
square: for eachrepeat squaresurveyed in the 1990s survey,each surveyorcarriedwith them
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the.sett details of the original survey with them, in orderto record changes to the badgersetts
(section 2.4).
To checkwhether this methodology had indeedled to a bias, Mann-Whitney tests were used
to compare meannumbers ofboth mainsetts, and all other sett types combined, in the 1990s
by landclass group for the 2271 resurveyed l-km squares with those in the 307 new l-km
squares (Table 2.3 and Table2.4).Nationally, therewere no differences in either the densities
of main or other setts.Mainsett densities werehigherin both ArableI and UplandVII for
new as opposed to resurveyed l-km squares, but this was almostcertainly an artifactof the
smallnumberof new l-km squares surveyed in each of these land class groups. For other sett
types,densities were significantly lower in new l-km squares in Arable II. Whereas the
reverse pattern was seen in UplandVII, the sample size was too small for statistical analysis;
therewere no significant differences for any of the other land class groups. Since there was no
evidence that sett densities werehigher in l-km squares surveyed twice compared to those
only surveyed once, it was concluded that no bias existed. Hence, the changes recordedduring
this surveywere real rather than artifacts of a biasedmethodology.
2.10 Data analysis
The sett data wereheavily skewedtowardzero,particularly for most of the data on badger
setts. Therefore use of non-parametric statistical methodswas often necessary. Wilcoxon
matched pairs tests were used to test for the significance of changes in badgersett numbers
betweenthe 1980s and 1990s surveys. Mann-Whitney tests were used to examinedifferences
betweensamples that were not paired. Kruskal-Wallis tests for differences betweenthree or
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more groups of samples wereused, forexample, whentesting for differences in the numbers
of setts recorded in squares assigned different quality ratings. Rankcorrelations- were used to
measure association between two variables on a ranked scale. For example, rankcorrelations
wereused to examine the relationship between changes in the number active mainsetts and
disused mainsettsbetween the two surveys. Regressions wereusedto look for a causal
relationship between two variables, and to produce models fromwhichpredictions couldbe
made, as with the relationship between activity scores and mainsett densityin Chapterfour.
Multivariate techniques wereemployed in Chapter six to explore the relationhips between the
various habitat variables an badgerdistribution.
2.11 Presentation and interpretation of the results
Whenpresenting the results, the percentage change is shownfor each land class group or
region (where applicable), and the overall percentage change for the sample of l-km squares
that weresurveyed. Thesepercentage figures are for the samplesquares. It was deemed
important that the monitoring scheme was able to detectchanges at all population densities.
However, because the distribution of badgersetts is clumped, with most l-km squares
containing no main setts,population changes withineach land class group or each region, in
termsof the number of social groups, needto be substantial in areas of very low population
densitybefore they can be statistically significant (seeAppendix 11.6). Thesechanges are
discussed in Chapter three. For those land class groups and regions wherethe change is not
statistically significant because of the underlying naturethe data, the surveyresults still
demonstrate real changes in the sample squares for that land class groupor region.
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Table 2.3 Comparison by land class group of the number of main setts in the 1990s in
resurveyed and new l-km squares. The figures are ± s.e,
Land class group Number of Number of Mean main Mean main Significance
resurveyed new squares sett density, sett density, ofdifference
squares resurveyed new squares
squares
Arable I 208 30 0.45±0.12 0.73±0.14 p<0.05
Arable II 493 76 0.24±0.06 O.l8±0.05 n.s
Arable III 188 22 0.10±0.07 O.l8±O.l1 n.s
Pastoral IV 428 55 0.49±0.10 0.51±O.l1 n.s
Pastoral V 333 49 0.25±0.08 0.22±0.07 n.s
Marginal upland VI 335 65 0.14±0.05 O.l9±0.05 n.s
Upland VII 286 10 0.02±0.04 0.50±0.31 n.s
Totals 2271 307 0.25±0.03 0.31±0.03 n.s
Table 2.4 Comparison by land class group of the other of other setts (i,e. annexe,
subsidiary, outlying and disused main setts combined) in the 1990sin the resurveyed and
the new l-km squares. The figures are ± s.e,
Land class group Number of Number of Mean main Mean main Significance
resurveyed new squares sett density, sett density, ofdifference
squares resurveyed new squares
squares
Arable I 208 30 2.21±0.77 2.60±0.86 n.s.
Arable II 493 76 0.74±0.22 0.28±0.08 p<0.05
Arable III 188 22 0.22±0.21 0.90±0.66 n.s.
Pastoral IV 428 55 1.94±0.54 1.93±0.45 n.s,
Pastoral V 333 49 0.88±0.31 0.63±O.l8 n.s.
Marginal upland VI 335 65 0.62±0.23 O.63±O.l8 n.s.
Upland VII 286 10 O.lO±O.24 1.30±O.94
Totals 2271 307 0.98±0.15 1.01±O.l4 n.s.
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Whilst it is likely that the data indicate that there has been a real change overall in that land
class group or region, they must be interpretedwith caution,particularlywhere badger
densities are low and relativelyfew l-km squarescontain a main sett.
The two surveyswere undertakenover very similar time periods; the first ran from November
1985 until early 1988,the second from October 1994to January 1997.For each, the majority
of the field data were collected in the first two winters, with any gaps in the coverage filled in
the early part of the third winter. This is not a completely instantaneous measure of the status
of the British badger population. However, completingalarge-scalesurvey in a shorter period
oftime is impossible. Nor, for logisticalreasons, was it possible to ensure that all the squares
were resurveyedafter exactly the same time period, and so for the great majority of l-km
squares the time between the two surveys was between seven and eleven years. Since the
timing of the two visits to anyone squarewere completely independentof any other variable,
the time between the two surveyswill not cause any bias in the analyses. So for ease of
presentation in the report, we treat these samples as if they were exactly nine years apart, and
the results are presented as a measureof change for the nine-year period between the ends of
the two surveys, i.e, 1988to 1997.
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3. Changes in abundance and distribution of badger setts,
1988 to 1997.
3.1 Introduction
In the repeated badgersurveys, main sett presence was interpreted as indication ofthe
presence of a badgersocialgroup, therefore main sett distribut~on was assumed to reflect
socialgroupnumbers and distribution. This was the parameter of primary interest. In this
Chapterthe patternof sett changes in the Britishbadgerpopulation between 1988 and 1997is
looked at, with particular attention paidto the changes in the numberand distribution of main
setts.Factors leading to the loss of main setts are also quantified. I then discuss the changes in
the numberand distribution of other, smallersett types, the patternofchange between
different categories of sett and, finally, changes in sett size. For these analyses, data from the
2271 l-km squares surveyed in the national surveys in the 1980sand the 1990sare used to
compare change. The data are presented both by landclass group,and, where appropriate, by
region. I have presented the results in this way becausethe patterns ofchangewere complex;
therewere clear, smaller-scale regional patterns in additionto changeswithin the broad
landscape types. Viewing the results from both perspectives gives a cleareroverallpicture of
the patterns of change.
3.2 Methods
Data collection, collation, and treatment are described in Chaptertwo. Sett numbersand sizes
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for the two surveys are presented for the sample squares, and the precentage change given.
The statistical significance is presented. The advantage ofa repeatsample designsuchas this
means that any differences .observed are real for the sample squares. Despite non-statistically
significant differences, in this casedue to the clumped underlying distribution of badgersetts
and associated largeconfidence intervals, the difference in the sample squares is likely to
reflecta trend in the countryside as a whole, because of the fact that badgers setts are
relatively intransient andbetween-square movements of badgers is extremely unlikely
(Cochran, 1963).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Changes in main sett numbers
The changes in the number of mainsetts recorded in the sample squares are shownin Table
3.1 & Table 3.2.Therewas an increase overall of22%. The pattern ofchange was, however,
veryvariable (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). Wilcoxon matched pairs tests showed
that of the sevenlandclass groups, the meannumber of main setts km-2 (i.e. population
density in termsof socialgroups) did not change significantly for ArableI, ArableIII,
Marginal uplandVI and Upland VII (z=-O.34, n.s.; z=-O.24, n.s.; z=-1.83, n.s.; z=-1.60, n.s.;
respectively), whereas Arable II, Pastoral IV and Pastoral V all showed significant increases
(z=-2.89,p<O.Ol; z=-3.ll,p<O.05; z=-2.92,p<O.Ol). Froma geographical viewpoint, some
regions (NorthEngland, North-west England, East Midlands, Southern England, South
Scotland and SouthWales) showedonly smallchanges. The greatest increase was in the West
Midlands, wherethere was a 86%increase in the numberof badgersocial groups. There was
significant increase in South-west England (23%). There werealso largebut statistically non-
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significant increasesin the number of badger social groups in the sample squares in North-
east England(24%) and Mid and north Wales (35%), and in East Anglia, where there was a
rise from 9 to 14 main setts in the 161 l-km squaressurveyed.
This latter rise is in close agreementwith that recorded in Norfolk by Vine (1993) and in
Suffolk by MargaretGrimwade (pers. comm.y. The fact that the results in the sample squares
appear to agree with the findingsofother authors working in the same areas, despite the lack
of statistical significance, implies that survey protocol detected population changes even in
low density areas. The ability of a survey such as this to monitor small badger population
changes is discussed in more detail in Appendix 11.6.
The changes in badger density, in terms ofsocial groups km-2, are shown in Table 3.3. There
were significantdifferences in the badger densities across all land class groups (Kruskal-
Wallis tests; for the 1980s,X2=78.5,p<0.0001; for the 1990s,X2= 103.2,p<0.0001). There
were changes in the rank order of the land class groups by main sett density, but those that
had similar populationdensities in the 1980shave remained so (Figure 3.4).
Spearmanrank correlations, by land class group, revealed no relationship between main sett
density in the 1980sand the percentagechange in the number ofmain setts (rs=0.23, n.s.), nor
the differences in the number of active and disused main setts in the two surveys (rs=0.77,
n.s.). The increases in the number of social groups, therefore, were not determined by the
initial 1980ssocial group densities, nor were the changes simply due to disused main setts
being reoccupied.
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Table·3.1 The change in the number of badger social groups, 1988-1997, by land class
group.
Land class group Number of Number of Number of Percent Significance
squares main setts main setts in change
in the 1980s the 19905
Arable I 208 95 94 -1 n.s,
Arable II 493 93 117 28 p<O.OI
Arable III 188 18 17 -6 n.s.
Pastoral IV 428 173 211 22 p<O.OI
Pastoral V 333 58 84 45 p<O.OI
Marginal upland VI 335 32 46 44 n.s.
Upland VII 286 2 5 n.s.
Totals 2271 471 576 22 p<O.OOOI
Table 3.2 Regional differences in the change in the number of badger social groups,
1988-1997.
Region Number of Number of Number of Percent Significance
squares main setts in main setts in change
the 1980s the 1990s
North England 170 18 19 6 n.s.
North-west England 72 13 12
-8 n.s.
North-east England 121 17 21 24 n.s.
West Midlands 177 44 82 86 p<O.OOI
East Midlands 153 28 29 4 n.s.
Central England 91 22 26 18 n.s.
East Anglia 161 9 14
South-west England 205 116 143 23 p<O.OI
Southern England 131 46 49 7 n.s.
South-east England 159 54 62 15 n.s.
North Scotland 366 8 12
South Scotland 208 15 15 0 n.s.
Mid and north Wales 143 34 46 3S n.s.
South Wales 114 47 46
-2 n.s.
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Figure 3.1 Regional variation in the number of
main setts km-2 in the sample in the 1980s
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Figure 3.2 Regional variation in the number of
main setts km-2 in the sample in the 1990s
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Figure 3.3 Pattern of change in the mean number of main
setts km-2 in the surveyed squares between the two surveys.
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Table 3.3 Changes in the mean number of main setts km-% by land class group between
the two surveys.
Main sett km-t, 1980s(s.e) Main sett km-2 , 1990s(s.e.)Land class group
Arable I 0.457 (0.046) 0.452 (0.050)
Arable II 0.189 (0.023) 0.241 (0.021)
Arable III 0.096 (0.023) 0.090 (0.023)
Pastoral IV 0.404 (0.037) 0.493 (0.037)
PastoralV 0.174 (0.029) 0.252 (0.025)
Marginal upland VI 0.096 (0.024 0.137 (0.020)
UplandVII 0.007 (0.007) 0.017 (0.005)
Totals 0.207 (0.008) 0.254 (0.007)
Table 3.4 Losses and gains in the number of main setts, 1988-1997, within each land
class group.
Land class group Numberof Number of Number of Number of Percent
main setts main setts main setts new main change
in the 19805 "lost" in the setts overall
1990s
Arable I 95 35 94 33 -I
Arable II 93 22 117 48 28
Arable III 18 5 17 5 -6
Pastoral IV 173 45 211 83 22
PastoralV 58 17 84 43 45
Marginalupland VI 32 12 46 26 44
Upland VII 2 0 5 3
Totals 471 136 576 241 22
3.3.2 Losses ofmain setts
Althoughthere was a net increase in main setts number overall, there were also substantial
losses. Of the 471 main setts recorded in the 1980s, 136(29%) had been "lost"; this definition
includes those setts which were recorded in the 1980sbut could no longer be classed as
"main" in the 1990sdue to a reduction in signs of use. The net increase occurred because the
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"loss" was compensated for bythe addition of241 main setts in the 1990s (Table 3.4). The
losses of main setts since the 1980s occurred across all land class groups, with all showing a
quarter to a third ofall main setts lost (Table 3.5). For 40 of these (8%), no sign of the sett
could be found.
A further 63 (13%) had declined in status; 22 had become disused main setts, 11 annexe setts,
23 subsidiary setts, and seven only had one or two active holes, and were classed as outliers.
The remaining 33 main setts had been lost due to known factors (Table 3.6). To determine if
there were anything different about the main setts that were lost and those which had persisted
from the 1980s to the 1990s, l-km squares with a single main sett were examined. Squares
with only one main sett were used to eliminate any confounding influences from the presence
ofother main setts nearby. The sample was divided into three groups: those that contained a
single main sett in the 1980s but which had no main sett in the 1990s; those with a single
main sett in both the 1980s and the 1990s; and those with a single main sett in the 1990s but
no main sett in the 1980s (Table 3.7). For these three categories, the size of the main sett (all
holes combined) and the number ofannexe setts per main sett, were compared. The number of
annexe setts per main sett reflects productivity (Cresswell et al., 1992).
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1980s 1990s
Land class group Kruskal-Wallis Significance Land class group Kruskal-Wallis Significance
mean rank mean rank
Arable I 1351 Pastoral IV 1331}s. .~ =]n.s.
Pastoral IV 1290 Arable I 1319
p<O.OOOI -~---- p<O.OOOI
Arable II 1132 ~n.s. Pastoral V 1145 _~_~n.s.
Pastoral V 1118 Arable II 1135
p<0.05 p<O.OOOI
Arable III 1047 ~n.s. Marginal upland VI 1022 =--.-=J n.s,
Marginal upland VI 1037 Arable III 992
p<O.OOOI p<O.OOOI
Upland VII 951 Upland VII 921
Figure 3.4 Comparison of the rank order of the land class groups in terms of social group density, based on mean number of mean
number of main setts per km2 • The breaks denote those land class groups where the badger population densities are significantly
different.
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Table 3.5 Factors leading to the disappearance of main setts recorded in the 1980s, by
land class groups.
Land class group Number of Number Number Number Total
main setts (percent) (percent) (percent) lost number of
in the 1980s not found reduced in for known main setts
status reason "lost"
Arable I 95 7 (7) 17 (18) 11 (12) 35 (37)
Arable II 93 7 (8) 10 (11) 5 (5) 22 (24)
Arable III 18 2 (11) 2 (11) 1 (6) 5 (28)
Pastoral IV 173 14 (8) 20 (12) 11 (6) 45 (26)
Pastoral V 58 9 (16) 5 (9) 3 (5) 17 (29)
Marginal upland VI 32 1 (3) 9 (28) 2 (6) 12 (37)
Upland VII 2 0 0 0 0
Totals 471 40 (8) 63 (13) 33 (7) 136 (29)
Table 3.6 Known reasons for the loss of main setts in each land class group
Land class Building, Digging Loss of Loss of Loss of . Totals
group development and/or hedgerow woodland pasture
and/or road disturbance and/or
construction treeline
Arable I 1 1 3 4 2 11
Arable II 3 1 1 5
Arable III 1 1
Pastoral IV 5 2 2 2 11
Pastoral V 3 3
Marginal 1 1 2
upland VI
Upland VII - 0
Totals 7 8 5 7 6 33
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Table 3.7 Comparison of the main setts that persisted between the two surveys (no
change), those that were only present in the 1980s (lost), and main setts that were first
recorded in the 1990s (new). For the main setts present in both surveys, data are given
for the 1980s and 1990s. The analysis is confined to those l-km squares that contained a
single main sett. The figures are ± s.e.
Number of l-km Number of holes Mean activity Number of
squares per main sett score annexe setts
Lost main setts 67 9.4±0.7 5.7±0.6 OJO±O.1
No change - in 181 13.2±0.8 5.9±0.4 0.34±0.1
the 1980s
No change - in 181 15A±0.8 8.3±OA 0.68±0.1
the 1990s
New main setts 158 12.0±O.6 8.5±O.4 0.46±0.1
Main setts which had persisted from the 1980s to the 1990s were then compared with new
main setts first recorded in the 1990s.The new setts were significantly smaller (z=-3Jl,
p=O.OO1), they had significantly fewer annexe setts (z=-2.17,p<0.05), but the squares in
which they were contained had similar activity scores to the previously occupied squares (z=-
0.49, n.s.), Thus, even though there are comparable levels of badger activity as recorded by
field signs, new main setts are smaller. When comparing the main setts recorded in the 1980s
that had disappeared by the 1990s, with those which had persisted between the surveys, there
was no significant difference in the total activity scores (z=-0.002, n.s.) or the annexe to main
sett ratio (z=-0.30, n.s.), but the main setts that were lost were significantly smaller (z=-2.60,
p<O.OI).
3.3.3 Changes in the number ofother types ofsett
The pattern of change in other types of sett is summarised in Appendix 11.7.The most
substantial increase was for annexe setts, which in the surveyed squares increased by 82% in
the sample squares; subsidiary and outlying setts increased by 53% and 51% respectively. The
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number of disused main settsdeclined by 42%. In the 1980s, the average numberof setts per
socialgroup was 4.10 (onemain, 0.24disusedmain, 0.43 annexe, 0.86 subsidiary and 1.57
outlying setts). By the 1990s, this had risento 4.96 (one main, 0.11 disusedmain, 0.69
annexe, 1.14 subsidiary and 2.02 outlying setts).The disproportionate increase in numberof
annexe settswas the most striking result. The ratio of annexe to main setts in the 1980sand
1990s is illustrated in Figure3.5 by landclass group and in Figure3.6 by region.
Wilcoxon matched pairs tests showed that of the sevenland class groups, the mean numberof
annexe, subsidiary and outlying setts combined km-2, did not changesignificantly for Arable
III and Upland VII (z=-0.68, n.s.; z=-1.36, n.s.; respectively), whereas Arable I, Arable II,
Pastoral IV, Pastoral V and Marginal uplandVI all showed significant increases (z=-4.l9,
p<O.OOOI; z=-3.79,p<0.001; z=-6.51,p<0.0001; z=-2.98,p<0.01; z=-3.26,p<0.001). Some
regions (e.g.North-west England, Southern England and South Scotland) that showed little or
no growth in the numberof socialgroups still showed substantial growth in the numberof
annexe and other sett typeswithinestablished socialgroups. Other regions that showedlittle
growth in the numberof socialgroups (e.g, North Englandand East Midlands) also showed
little increase in the number ofannexe settswithin established social groups. Conversely, land
class groups (e.g. ArableII) and regions (e.g.North-east England and East Anglia) that
showed a substantial growth in the numberof social groups showedlittle increase in the
numberofannexe or other sett typeswithinsocial groups. There was no relationship (rs=0.03,
n.s.) betweenpercentchange in the numberofmain setts and percent changein numberof




















Figure 3.5 Changes in the ratio of annexe to main setts by land class group
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Figure 3.6 Regional pattern of changes in the ratio of annexe to main setts. The numbers denote the regions as follows: I=North
England, 2=North-west England, 3=North-east England, 4=West Midlands, 5=East Midlands, 6=Central England, 7=East Anglia,
8=South-west England, 9=Southern England, 10=South-east England, II=South Scotland, 12=North Scotland, 13=Mid and north
Wales, 14=South Wales. The counties included in each region are listed in section 2.2.
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3.3.4 Changes in the status ofsetts
For the smaller sett types that disappeared or fell into disuse, it was difficult to determine the
exact reasons for their disappearance because few field signs remained. However,some
smaller sett types increasedin status, and became main setts; these changes are summarised in
Table 3.8. Lossesofdisused main setts are shown in Table 3.9; of the 64 disused main setts
recorded in the 1990s,22 (34%)had been active main setts in the 1980s.
Table 3.8 Summary of the types of sett that changed in status between the two surveys to
become active main setts



































Only 70/241 (29%) of the new main setts originatedby expansion of an established, lower
status sett, The category of sett which most regularly expanded to become a main sett was
subsidiary; 28 (7%) of these became main setts between the two surveys. Of the 14 annexe
setts that became main setts, in five cases there was a simple exchange of status with the
nearby main sett. Most new main setts were dug from new, reinforcing the assertion that the
different sett types are functionally different and are established in different types of locality.
Thus a site that may be suitable for an outlying sett, for instance, may not be suitable for a
main sett.
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Table 3.9 Changes in the status of disused main setts recorded in the 1980s
Land class group Sett was still Sett Sett only Sett had Sett had Sett had Sett had Totals
a disused could not used by become an become an become a become
main sett be found rabbits active annexe subsidiary an outlier
main sett sett sett sett
Arable I 10 6 1 0 0 4 0 21
Arable II 8 6 1 2 1 2 1 21
Arable III 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 4
Pastoral IV 6 7 2 6 1 1 0 23
Pastoral V 8 10 4 4 0 3 3 32
Marginal upland VI 3 3 0 2 0 0 0 8
Upland VII 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Totals 35 35 9 16 2 10 4 111
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3.3.5 Changes in thedistribution a/badger setts
In parallel with a signific~t increase in the number of main setts, there was also an increase
in the distribution ofbadgers. Most of the increase ofnumbers of main setts was in the form
of l-km squares which contained no main setts in the 1980s gaining one by the time of the
1990s survey. Despite this, the majority of l-km squares surveyed still did not contain a
badger sett in the 1990s. The distribution of l-km squares with main setts in the two surveys
is shown by land class groups and regions in Table 3.10 & Table 3.11, and all types ofsett by
land class groups and regions in Table 3.12 & Table 3.13. In the 1980s, only 378/2271 l-km
squares (17%) contained main setts, and 676/2271 l-krn squares (30%) contained setts ofany
type. Taking just the five lowland land class groups, which excludes the very low density
upland areas ofScotland, only 21% contained main setts in the 1980s, and 330/0 setts of any
type. Main setts were found in an additional 4%, and any setts in an additional 3%, of all rural
l-km squares in the 1990s. For the five lowland land class groups, these figures are also 4%
and 3% respectively.
Table 3.10 Changes in the number of 1-km squares in each land class group containing
main setts in the two surveys.
Land class group Number Number Number Percent Significance
of squares (percent) of (percent) of 1- change
l-km squares km squares
with main with main
setts in the setts in the
1980s 1990s
Arable I 208 74 (36)· 76 (37) 3 n.s
Arable II 493 81 (16) 102 (21) 26 n.s
Arable III 188 17 (9) 15 (8) -12 n.s
Pastoral IV 428 126 (29) 160 (37) 27 p<O.Ol
Pastoral V 333 51 (15) 72 (22) 41 n.s
Marginal upland VI 335 27 (8) 37 (11) 37 n.s
Upland VII 286 2 (1) 5 (2)
Totals 2271 378 (17) 467 (21) 24 p<O.OOOI
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Table 3.11 Regional changes in the number of l-km squares with main setts, 1988-1997•
.
Region Number Number - Number Percent Significance
of (percent) l-km (percent) l-km change
squares squares with squares with
main setts in main setts in
the 1980s the 1990s
North England 170 17 (10) 18 (11) 6 n.s.
North-west England 72 11 (15) 11 (15) 0 n.s.
North-east England 121 12 (10) 17 (14) 42 -n.s.
West Midlands 177 42 (24) 68 (38) 59 p<O.OOI
East Midlands 153 26 (17) 27 (18) 4 n.s.
Central England 91 19 (21) 24 (26) 26 n.s.
East Anglia 161 9 (6) 14 (9) 56
South-west England 205 78 (38) 105 (51) 35 p<O.OOI
Southern England 131 36 (27) 42 (32) 17 n.s,
South-east England 159 -46 (29) 46 (29) 0 n.s.
North Scotland 366 6 (2) 10 (3) 67
South Scotland 208 15 (7) 14 (7) -7 n.s.
Mid and north Wales 143 28 (20) 34 (24) 21 n.s.
South Wales 114 33 (29) 37 (32) 12 n.s.
Totals 2271 378 (17) 467 (21) 24 p<O.OOOl
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Table 3.12 Changes in the number of f-km squares in each land class group containing
any setts (i,e. all types combined) in the two surveys.
Land class group Number of Number Number Percent Significance
squares (percent) of 1- (percent) of 1- change
km squares km squares
with main setts with main setts
in the 1980s in the 1980s
Arable I 208 115 (55) 117 (56) 2 n.s.
Arable II 493 140 (28) 160 (32) 14 p=O.OI
Arable III 188 31 (16) 28 (15) -10 n.s.
Pastoral IV 428 209 (49) 229 (54) 10 p<0.05
Pastoral V 333 111 (33) 125 (38) 13 p=O.OI
Marginal upland VI 335 60 (18) 74 (22) 23 n.s.
Upland VII 286 10 (3) 13 (5) 30 n.s.
Totals 2271 676 (30) 746 (33) 13 p<O.OOOI
Table 3.13 Regional changes in the number of L-km squares with setts (i.e, all types
combined), 1988-1997.
Region Number of Number Number Percent Significance
squares (percent) 1- (percent) 1- change
km squares km squares
with setts in with setts in
the 1980s the 1990s
North England 170 44 (26) 41 (24) -7 n.s.
North-west England 72 22 (31) 25 (35) 14 n.s.
North-east England 121 24 (30) 23 (19) -4 n.s.
West Midlands 177 84 (47) 115 (65) 37 p<O'OOOI
East Midlands 153 42 (27) 50 (33) 19 n.s.
Central England 91 35 (38) 35 (38) 0 n.s.
East Anglia 161 18 (11) 27 (17) 50 p=0'05
South-west England 205 130 (63) 145 (71) 12 p<0·05
Southern England 131 58 (44) 64 (49) 10 n.s.
South-east England 159 68 (43) 68 (43) 0 n.s.
North Scotland 366 24 (7) 20 (5) -17 n.s.
South Scotland 208 41 (15) 25 (12)
-19 n.s.
Mid and north Wales 143 35 (31) 55 (38) 22 n.s.
South Wales 114 51 (45) .53 (46) 4 n.s.
Totals 2271 676 (30) 746 (33) 13 p<O.OOOI
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3. 3.6 Changes in the sizeofsetts
Changes in the size of main setts are shown in Table 3.14 by land class group, and by region
in Appendix Table 11.8.1. Annexe, subsidiary and outlying setts are also summarisedby land
class groupand regions in Appendix 11.8.Overall, there were significant increases in the size
of main setts since the 1980s, a small increase in the size of subsidiarysetts, but no change in
the size ofannexe and outlyingsetts. For main setts, the majority of the increase in size
occurreddue to an increase in the numberof well-usedholes; there was a small decrease in
the number of disusedholes. For annexe setts, there was an increase in the ratio ofwell-used
to disusedholes, but no overall increase in hole number. For subsidiary setts, the increase in
size was the result ofan increase in the numberof well-usedholes. There was no change for
outlying setts.
The regionalpatternsof changeare more complex; regions such as North England and North-
west England,which showed little or no increasein the number of social groups, showed
substantial growths in the sizes of main setts, whereas regions such as North-east England and
the West Midlands, which showed significant increases in the number ofbadger social groups,
showed little growth in the size of main setts. The pattern of change for the smaller types of
sett was even more variable.
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Table 3.14 The change in the size of main sett, 1988-1997, by land class group; figures are ±s.e. The statistical tests are for comparisons
between the total number of holes in the 1980s and 1990s.
Land class Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Total Total Significance
group well-used well-used partially- partially- disused disused number number of
holes in the holes in the used holes used holes holes in the holes in the ofholes holes in
1980s 1990s in the in the 1980s 1980s in the the 1990s
1980s 1980s 19805
Arable I 6.l±OA 8A±0.7 3.0±Oo3 4.5±0.6 3.l±0.5 3.7±0.5 12.5±0.8 16.6±l.5 p<O.OOI
Arable II 5.8±0.5 8.7±0.7 3A±OA 3A±OA 4.1±0.7 3.2±OA 13.5±l.0 15.2±l.1 p=0.0001
Arable III 4A±O.8 503±l.1 1.8±0.5 2.l±OA lA±0.6 1.6±OA 7.6±l.3 9.l±l.2 n.s.
Pastoral IV 6.5±0.5 8A±0.5 3.5±OA 3.9±0.3 3.2±OA 3.2±Oo3 13.3±l.0 15.5±0.8 p<O.OOOI
Pastoral V 5.5±0.9 8.0±0.6 2.0±0.3 3.0±OA 2.3±0.6 2.0±0.3 9.8±1.2 12.9±1.0 p<O.OOI
Marginal 4.5±0.8 7.7±0.7 l.8±OA 2.6±0.5 2.8±l.1 1.3±OA 9A±I.6 11.5±1.1 n.s.
upland VI
Upland VII 3.5±O.5 5.0±0.6 1.9±1.0 3A±I.6 2.5±2.5 1.0±0.6 7.0±1.0 9.4±2.l n.s.
Totals 5.9±O.5 8.2±0.3 2.9±0.2 3.6±0.2 3.1±O.3 2.9±0.2 12.3±0.5 14.6±0.5 p<O.OOOI
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3.3.7 The number ofbadger socialgroups in Britain
The total number of badger social groups in Britain was estimated, using the mean main sett
densities for each land class group adjusted for area of sea in the sample squares (Table 3.14).
These density estimates are based on the number of l-km squares that were surveyed, minus
the area of sea. Only l-km squares that were predominantly rural were included in the survey.
The number of urban squares in each land class comes from the Countryside Information
System (version 5.40) (Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Monks Wood, Abbots Ripton,
Huntingdon, PE17 2LS). For this, urban l-km squares were defined asbeing more than 75%
built up. The densities for each land class group were then multiplied by the number of rural
1-km squares to give the number ofbadger social groups; the 95% confidence intervals were
calculated as explained in Appendix 11.6. By this means the number ofbadger social groups
in Britain was estimated as 50,241±4327.
Table 3.14 The number of badger social groups in Britain in the 1990s.
Area (Ian2)Land class group Number of 1- Mean main Mean main Total
km squares in of rural land sett density sett density number of
land class in land class in the in the main setts
group group 1980s 1990s
Arable I 14460 14069 0.457 0.452 6366
Arable II 48385 46387 0.189 0.241 11381
Arable III 18339 17391 0.096 0.090 1600
Pastoral IV 34730 30949 0.404 0.493 16743
Pastoral V 35383 33974 0.174 0.252 8586
Marginal upland VI 35483 34793 0.096 0.137 4816
Upland VII 45150 42069 0.007 0.017 749
Totals 231885 219633 0.207 0.254 50241
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Table 3.15 The number of badger setts in Britain. The percent change is the change in
the total number of setts in Britain between the two surveys.
Land classgroup Number Number Number Number Number Totals
of active of of of outlier of
main setts annexe subsidiary setts disused
setts setts main
setts
Arable I 6366 6197 10,422 14,647 986 38,618
Arable II 11,381 7084 9455 18,889 1417 48,216
Arable III 1600 711 1244 1777 178 5510
Pastoral IV 16743 12,566 19,019 33,962 1698 83,988
Pastoral V 8586 4089 9199 16,354 681 38,909
Marginal upland VI 4816 3164 5237 13,911 703 27,667
Upland VII 749 132 1762 2202 132 4977
Totals 50,241 33,942 56,364 101,543 5795 247,885
Percent change 24 87 54 55 -41 43
since the 1980s
In the 1980s, only a small sample of l-km squares in Britainhad been classified to a land
class (section 2.2), and estimates of the area of each land class in Britainwere less precise
than thoseavailable today. Thus, Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990) used207,501 km2 as
the estimate of the areaof rural land in Britainwhenderiving their population estimate,
whereas in this survey an estimate of219,633 km2 was used. Mainlyas a resultof the
improved estimate for the area of rural land in each land class, it is estimated that the number
of badgersocialgroups in Britainhas risen by 24%,despite the new estimate for the number
of badgersocial groups in Britainis not being exactly 24% higher than that presented in the
,
original survey report(Reason, Harris & Cresswell, 1993). Sincethis is a rural survey, this
estimate does not include the number of badgersocial groups living in urban areas. In the
1980s, Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990) estimated that there were no morethan 200 active
main setts in urbanareas, and of these 37 were in Bristol, the city with the largesturban
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badgerpopulation (Harris & Cresswell, 1991). Sincethen, a numberof localBadger
Protection Groups have reported an increase in the number of badgers seen in urbanareas(E.
King, pers. comm.). Badgers in urbanareas are still likelyto constitute only a very small
proportion of the total population.
The same approach was used to estimate the number of setts ofall types in eachland class
group and Britainas a whole (Table 3.15).The percentage changein the actual numberof
setts sincethe 1980s in Britainis also shown; there are now estimated to be 247,885 setts of
all types in Britain - 70,000 morethan the estimate of Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990).
This tablealso shows the percent change in the number of each type of sett for Britainas a
whole.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Changes in numbers and distribution ofsetts.
In this Chapter, it has been shownthat between the 1980s and 1990s surveys, there was a 24%
increase in the number of badgersocialgroups, and that this patternof increase was not
evenly distributed across Britain. The original density of main setts in the 1980s did not
appear to determine the levelof change in sett numbers within the land class groups.
Regionally, the changes werecomplex, with someregions showing little or no increase in the
number of badgersocialgroups, but othersshowing substantial increases. The loss or decline
,
of29% of all mainsetts in a decade was surprising, giventhat it has been argued that main
setts are a valuable resource that are not easily replaced (Doncaster & Woodroffe, 1993;
Roper, 1993). Of the main setts recorded in the 1980s, 33 (7%) had been lost as a
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consequence of land use changes. How manyof these were destroyed illegally, and how many
legally i.e. a licence had been issuedunder the Protection of Badgers Act 1992, was not
known. In somecasesthe lossof the main sett may havebeen accidental e.g. some main setts
werecovered by fallentrees in the gale of 16 October 1987,and subsequently destroyed by
the heavymachinery that clearedthe fallen trees (Stephen Harris,pers. comm.i. This may
havecontributed to the loss of the sevenmain setts wherethe causalfactorwas identified as
beingwoodland loss.
For the 8% of main setts whichcouldno longerbe found, in the absence of any obvious
reasons, it was difficult to determine the causalnatureof their loss. This was due to the
"snapshot"nature of the surveys. Failureto find any sign remaining of badgermain setts
suggests that they had falleninto disusesomeconsiderable time before, since evidenceof
disusedbadgersetts can persistfor sometime (Neal& Cheeseman, 1996). Badgersocial
groups are knownto be veryvariable in terms of the disturbance levels they will tolerate
before deserting a main sett. It has been recorded (Roper, 1993) that badgerswill sometimes
endure intense disturbance t~ remainin the natal main sett. They also commonly dig their
setts into busy road and rail embankments. Badgers in urban areasappear to be habituatedto
everyday humannoises. Yet on the otherhand, it has been noted that a groupwill relocate for
apparently innocuous reasons. Badgergroups living in setts in pasturehave been observedto
desert the sett when cattlewere introduced, and conversely when cattle were removed, thus
reducing the feeding potential of favoured foraging sites (J. Brown,pers. comm.y. So despite
the reputedimportance of main setts as a resource to badgers, there is clearlya proportion of
the population whichwill desert their natal main sett, for reasonsas yet unclear. Of the known
factors leading to main sett loss, diggingand humandisturbance were the most common. This
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couldbe an important factor in termsof mainsett declines. Digging is one of the only types of
directhuman impact that can recorded by this survey methodology. It is by no meansthe only
formof persecution (Chapter seven) with the traditional pest control operations of shooting,
gassing and snaring eachhaving at leastas greatan impact. Therefore I suggestthat human
persecution is an important parameter determining the loss and decline of badgermain setts. It
can alsobe argued that morerecentcolonists are affected most by these factors, sincethe
main settswhichwere"lost" weresignificantly smaller than thosethat persisted. Total sett
size in termsof number of entrance holes is known to be a correlate of age (Kruuk, 1978; Neal
& Roper, 1993) suggesting that on average those settswhichdid not persistwere 'younger'.
This couldbe interpreted in termsof intolerance of a proportion of the landowners or farmers
to the establishment a badgerpopulation on their land. Furtherevidence for the continuing
role of persecution in the population patterns of badgers in Britainis discussed in Chapter
seven.
3.4.2 Changes in group size
The impressive increases in numbers of smallersett types, and size of setts (particularly at
main setts and in termsof active holes)provide strongevidence to suggestthat groupsizes
have increased on average, in addition to the number of groups. The increase in the numberof
annexe settswas of particular importance. Cresswell et al. (1992) showedthat annexe setts
serveas additional breeding sites and correlate with increased productivity within social
groups. Theyalso tend to indicate largersocial groups. Thus the growthin the numberof
other types of sett, and particularly annexe setts, is a measure of growthwithinbadger social
groups. The relative contributions of increasing groupsize and numbers of groups to the
overall population change is investigated in Chapter four. The relationships betweenthe
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number, size and activity of setts,and social group are exploredin Chapterfive.
Thesedata takentogether s~ow that the patterns ofchange in the badgerpopulation have been
complex; increases in the number of social groups are not necessarily matched by growth
within social groups, but therecan be growthwithin social groupswithoutpopulation
expansion into new areas. Reasons for these observations are likely to be manifold, and
influenced by a numberof factors; initialbadgerdensity; availability of suitable main sett
sites; availability of suitable outlying sett sites; historical and current patterns of land-use and
persecution.
3.4.3 Changes in the distribution ofbadger social groups
The absence of any type of badgersett from the majority of lowland rural Britain despite the
considerable increase in numbers suggests either that substantial areasof ruralBritain were
unsuitable for badgers, or else historical anthropogenic factors have led to the loss of badgers
from much of ruralBritain. Equally, their recentspreadinto new areas suggeststhat the
factors limiting their distribution hitherto havechanged. Again humanactivities, both land-
use and persecution are likely to be important factors.
3.5 Summary
Badgersocial groups were estimated to have increased in numberby 24% betweenthe
originalbaseline surveyand the repeatwhose findings are documented here. In 1997there
were estimated to be 50,241±4327 badgersocial groups in rural Britain.This changewas not
uniform acrossthe country, being least in two of the three arable land class groups.
Regionally, therewas also great variationin the patternsofchange; some regions showedvery
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largeincreases while in others therewas littlechangeor evensmalldeclines. Smaller sett
categories increased to an evengreater extent; annexe setts increased by 87%,subsidiary setts
by 54%, and outliers by 55%. The number of disused setts declined by 41%. Therewas a
surprising amount of 'churning' of sett numbers. 29%ofall main setts recorded in the original
survey had eitherbeen lost of declined in use and status. Main setts increased in size in terms
number of entrance holes, and in particular, active entrance holes. Combined with the large
increase in othersett categories, this was interpreted as evidence of increases in social group
size in addition to an increase in number of socialgroups. The patterns ofchangein these
factors werealso complex; in someregions there had been increases in number of social ,
groups, but no change in the sizeofmainsetts,while in others therehad been no change in
socialgroup numbers, but significant increases in sett size and numbers of smallersetts. In
conclusion, therehas beenan overall trend in Britainfor an increase in badgernumbers, but
the patterns of change havebeencomplicated.
Chapter four investigates the changes in badgernumbers (the productof group size increase
and increasing numbers of groups) usingthe field sign indexdeveloped for the survey.
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4.. Badger population changes, 1988 to 1997: estimated
change in relative abundance
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter three, it was recorded that therehad been a 24% increase in the numberof badger
social groups throughout Britain, in the nine years between the two nationalsurveys. It was
also found that therehad been a disproportiona1ly largeincreasein the numberof smallersett
types, and that the size of main setts had increased on average. This suggested that there had
been an increase in average socialgroup size across muchof the country. The actual change in
badger numbers, therefore, wouldbe productof these two modes of change. In this Chapter, a
field sign indexis used to estimate the relative increase in actualbadger numbers betweenthe
two surveys.
Other than at very low population densities, badgers mark their territorial boundaries, and
features withinthe territory, with latrines (Neal& Cheeseman, 1996). In addition,there are
oftenconspicuous pathways connecting the boundary latrines, and well-used pathwayswithin
the territoryconnecting setts and leading to foraging areas.These are often particularly
obvious where they pass througha hedgeor under a fence. Finally,badgers leave
characteristic foraging signs, as described by Neal & Cheeseman (1996). These field signs are
easy to find and distinguish fromthose left by other species. Field signs, and particularly
faeces, are frequently used as a measure ofanimalabundance e.g. see reviews by Putman
(1984), Staines & Ratcliffe (1987) and Sutherland (1996). Factors such as the dunging
behaviour of the particular species being studied, differential search ability of surveyors,
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differential easewithwhichsignscan be found in different habitattypes, and differential
decay rates, amongst others, can all in theoryaffect the reliability ofdung countsfor
estimating the abundance of animals. However, Putman (1984) concluded that, whentrying to
use field signsto assess abundance, there is goodevidence to conclude that manyof the
potential sources of error are insignificant in practice. This is likelyto be particularly true with
badgers: their faeces accumulate in latrines (Brown, 1993) whichare easy to identify and
persistfor extended periods. Finding dungpits is also madeeasierbecause badgers generally
placetheir latrines in conspicuous places (Kruuk, 1978). Also, other field signs, such as paths
and runswererecorded whichare obvious irrespective of weatherconditions.
The ideathat counts ofdungpits or latrines, or other field signs,may providea measure of the
number of badgers in an area is supported by the workof Brown(1993) and Hutchings
(1996). Brown (1993) showed that the number of faeces produced each night is constanteach
season, and so the number of faeces deposited in a territory in a particular time period can be
used as a measure of social group size (Brown, 1993; Hutchings, 1996). Factors such as
variable weather conditions, which affects breakdown rates of faeces, and seasonality of
dunging behaviour haveto be taken into account whenproceeding with such work.
Faecal density per se is not easy to measure in the field. However, changes in the levels of
incidence of badgerfield signscan be measured with confidence if the measures used are
easilyquantified in the field and can be recorded equallyreliably acrossall habitat types. Both
the 19805 and the 1990s, surveys wereundertaken acrossexactlythe same months of the year,
and the samesquares were repeated. Also,by taking large samples from each land class
group, average activity levelscould be calculated for each grouping, in each surveyand
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compared. This large scale approach means that approximate comparisons can be madewith
confidence. The timingof the fieldworkwasadvantageous, beingconfined to the autumn, .
winterand earlyspring, whenvegetation is lowestand field signswere most visible. Finally,
many of the field signsthat wererecorded (dungpits, ratherthan actual faeces, pathsand
runs)remain visible for an extended period, irrespective of how recently they had been used.
Thus seasonal variability in the behaviour of badgers will be less important whenmonitoring
a variety of field signsthan if a singlemeasure, such as faecal counts, was used.
In this Chapter, a simpleindexof field sign incidence is used to estimate changes in the
relative abundance of badgers fromthe 1980s to the 1990s. The results complement those in
Chapter three, whichhighlighted primarily the changes in abundance and distribution of
socialgroups. The analysis is extended to estimate how muchof the change has been due to
the growth in social group size, and how muchhas been due to the spreadof badgers and the
establishment of new social groups. The limitations of the data and assumptions used are
discussed, as is the further work that is required.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Data collection
Data on socialgroups were recorded and collated as described in Chaptertwo. Duringboth
surveys, the presence or absence of footprints, pathsor runs, and dung pits were recorded in a
nine sub-square gridwithinthe l-km square. The relative proportion of l-km squares with the
various field signs recorded remained the samebetween the two surveys(Table4.1),
indicating that the incidence of thesemeasures was consistent, and their likelihood of
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discovery by surveyors was not unduly influenced by any extrinsic circumstances, such as
weather conditions, between the two surveys. Furthermore, pathsor runs were the field signs
recorded most frequently, and thesewerethe field signsthat wereparticularly obvious and
were least likelyto be influenced by weather conditions.
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Fromthese fielddata,measures of "activity score" for each square were obtainedby
combining all these scores (score range0 to 27), and measures of scent marking activityby
combining the scores for "dungpit score" (scorerange 0 to 9).
4.2.2 Data analysis
The relationships between badgersettsand field signswere exploredin orderto estimate the
proportional change in badgernumbers in the periodbetweenthe two surveys. In this section,
looking at the estimated change in badger numbers, the value for badgersocial groupdensity
was converted to actual badgerdensity by multiplying by a global average groupsize figure of
5.9 adultbadgers per group. This was considered to be the case at the time of the 1980s
survey(Cresswell, Harris & Jeffries, 1990). However, that figure was produced from a review
of a relatively smallnumber of studies into badgers, primarily in high-density habitats. Since
then, further research has revealed the extentof the variability in social groupsize, and that
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thefigure of 5.9 badgers/group is likelyto be too high for many areasof the country. It must
be stressed, therefore, that figures presented for overallnumberof badgersare hypothetical:
altering this global meanvaluechanges the numbers of badgers in the 1980s, the relationship
between field sign indexand badgernumbers, and therefore the_r.esultant estimateof badger
numbers in the 1990s. However, changing this value does not affect the estimate of
proportional change in badger numbers betweenthe two surveys. The effectof the variationin
group size on the estimates of changein badgernumbers is explored in Chapterfive.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Changes in incidence offield signs
In the 1990s, a higher incidence of field signswas recorded than in the 1980s in each land
class group. For the sample as a whole, dung pit scores increased by 92%, and activity scores
increased by 69%. There was a significant (Wilcoxon) increasein both these measures in
every land class groupexceptuplandlandclass groupVII (Table4.2, Table 4.3). UplandVII
is exceptional in that, as mentioned in Chapterthree, it is montane and supports very low
numbers ofbadgers and, therefore, field signs.Any small change in numbers of setts or
incidence of signs in even one squareresults in a largepercentage change. The contributionto
the overallbadgerpopulation in Britain from land class group VII, is extremely small and is
discounted in someof the following analyses. Distribution of signs was greater in the 1990s.
Whencomparing the numberof squares in the two surveyswith any signs of activity, there
was a significant increase in both measures. Squares ontainingdung pits increased from 17%
to 22%. Squares with presence of any activity increased from 31% to 38%.
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Table 4.2 Changes in activity score between the two surveys, by land class group.
Land class group Number Mean activity Mean activity Percent Significance
of score± s.e.in score ± s.e.in change
squares the 1980s the 1990s
surveyed
Arable I 208 3.86±0.37 4.66±0.37 21 p<O.OI
Arable II 493 1.57±0.16 2.94±0.16 87 p<O.OOOI
ArableIII 188 0.52±0.10 0.94±0.19 81 p<0.05
Pastoral IV 428 3.07±0.22 5.34±0.32 74 p<O.OOOI
PastoralV 333 1.59±0.19 3.03±0.31 91 p<O.OOOI
Marginal upland VI 335 0.79±0.12 1.71±0.24 117 p<O.OOOI
UplandVII 286 0.25±0.09 0.26±0.11 4 n.s.
Totals 2271 1.70±0.08 2.88±0.11 69 p<O.OOOl
Table 4.3 Changes in dung pit score between the two surveys, by land class group.
Land class group Number Mean dung pit Mean dung pit Percent Significance
of squares score± s.e.in score ± s.e.in change
surveyed the 1980s the 1990s
Arable I 208 0.96±0.12 1.22±0.13 27 p<0.05
Arable II 493 0.35±0.05 0.72±0.07 106 p<O.OOOI
Arable III 188 O.l2±0.03 0.27±0.07 132 p<0.05
Pastoral IV 428 0.61±0.06 1.24±0.09 103 p<O.OOOI
PastoralV 333 0.33±0.05 0.77±0.08 133 p<O.OOOI
Marginalupland VI 335 O.l8±0.04 0.48±0.07 167 p<O.OOOI
Upland VII 286 0.06±0.03 0.01±0.01 -83 n.s,
Totals 2271 O.37±0.02 0.71±0.03 92 p<O.OOOI
4.3.2 Relationship between mainset!numbers and incidence offield signs. within land class
groups.
The relationships betweenmain sett numbers and badger field signs in the 1980s and 1990s
were investigated for each land class group.Using main sett number as the dependent
variable, there was a positive, significantrelationshipwith activity score in each of the land
class groups. However, in each group the slope of the line was steeper in the 1990s, except
for Upland VII (Table4.4), suggesting that as number of main setts increases, activity scores
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increased at a faster rate in the 1990s. Thepatternwasrepeated with dung pit scores alone
(Table 4.5). Also, the intercept valuewas higherin each groupsin the 1990s (apartfrom
Upland VII), suggesting that in squares withoutmain setts, there is likelyto be more field
signs.
























































































The regression assumptions of linearity and normality of the dependent variable with respect
to the independent variable were not met for thesedata, so it was not possible to test for the
significance of the difference in the slopesof the line. However, there appeared to be a trend
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that for a given main sett number, there was a higher level of activity in the 1990s than the
19805. To verify this, squares were selected which had at least one main sett in the 1980s and
had the same number in the 1990s, thus factoring out any effects due to changes in the number
of social groups within the l-km squares. Of the 232 l-krn squares of this type, 156 (67%)
had higher activity scores in the 1990s (Wilcoxon z == -6.85, p<O.OOOI).
Additionally, the percent change in main sett density by land class group did not correlate
with the percent change in activity score (rs==O.51, n.s.) which suggested that the increase in
activity score was not solely due to the increase in the distribution of badger social groups. To
further test the idea that the increase in activity within the l-km squares was at least in part
due to larger groups, the increase in number of active holes per main sett (Table 3.14), which
reflect group size (section 5.4.1), and the increase in activity scores were compared. They
were found to be correlated (rs==0.77, p=0.07). This can be viewed graphically in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Average activity score per J-km square against average number of main setts
per l-km square, by land class group
,
The remainder of this observed increase in activity was attributable to field sign incidence in
squares whichdid not containsocialgroups. In the 1980s, there were social groups present in
17% of the squares, while therewere field signs of some sort in 31% of the squares. In the
1990s, these figures were22% and 38%respectively. A slightlyhigher proportion of the
activity signs observed in the 1990s was contained in squares where there wereno badger
main setts recorded. This implies that moreoften in the 1990sthan in the 1980s, there was
badgerpresence in squaresadjacent to, and with activitypatternsoverlapping with the survey
squares. Someof the increase in activity levelswithin the sample squares, therefore, is
attributable to the increased distribution of social groups,and some to the increase in within-
group sizes.
4.3.3 The effectofsurveydate
Because badgers are lessactive in the period from mid-Novemberto mid-January, it was
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possible that the incidence offield signs found could be influenced by the timing of the survey
fieldwork: different proportions of the l-km squares being surveyed within this time period
between the two surveys could, in theory, lead to a bias in dung pit and/or activity score
values. In the 1980s, 761 of the 2115 l-km squares (36%) for which the date of survey was
known were surveyed in this 'low activity' period, whilst in the 1990s this figure was 40%.
The 1980s data on activity score and dung-pit score from squares surveyed within this three
month period were compared with those from the remainder of the squares, for each land class
group. There were no significant differences in the levels of activity found in the 'low-
activity' season. Therefore the methodology was robust to the timing ofthe fieldwork.
Table 4.6 Difference in mean dung pit score between low-activity season and rest of












































Table 4.7 Difference in mean activity score between low-activity season and rest of













































4.3.4 Relationship between main sett numbers and incidence offieldsigns between landclass
groups
To further compare badger social group numbers and field signs,comparisons between the
landclassgroups werecarried out. For the first step, activity scorewas related to main setts
by plotting meanactivity sc?reagainst main sett density in the 1980s. The assumptions for
carrying out regression analysis werechecked, for bothdung pit scoresand activity scores.
The relationship between meannumber of badgers per squareand both dungpit and activity
scores per square were linear, and the residuals for bothwere not significantly different from
normal (dung pits: K-S=0.23,p > 0.2, activity: K-S=0.21,p >0.2), so regression was a valid
technique. The results for the relationship between average number of main setts per square















Figure 4.2 Average number of main setts per square against average activity score per
square, by land class group (y = 0.123x • 0.001, R1 =0.98, p<0.05)
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When averaged out over a large sample, the level ofbadger activity across a given area relates
closely to the number of social groups. Therefore, for any large sample of squares, the
incidence' of field signs observed using this survey protocol gives a value from which the
average number of main setts per square (or a measure of density) can be predicted. Using this
rationale, the values for number of main setts per square that would be predicted by the level
of field sign incidence in the 1990s were calculated by applying the regression equation from
the above relationship to the 1990s activity score data. The predicted values and the 95%
confidence intervals CZar, 1996) are shown in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 Average number of main setts per square from the survey sett data in the
1980s and 1990s, and the predicted value for the 1990s from the regression analysis.
Land class group Main setts per Main setts Main setts per Lower Upper
square, per square, square 1990s - 95%CI 95%CI
1980s 1990s - actual predicted from
regression
Arable I 0046 0045 0.57 0.52 0.61
Arable II 0.19 0.25 0.36 0.33 0.38
Arable III 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.13
Pastoral IV 0040 0049 0.65 0.60 0.70
Pastoral V 0.17 0.25 0.37 0.34 0.39
Marginal upland VI 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.18 0.23
Upland VII 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.05
The predicted densities of main setts are considerably higher than the actual values produced
from the survey (Table 3.3). This is because, on average, the field sign incidence for each
social group is higher in the 1990s due to the groups being larger.
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4.3..5 Relationship between badger numbers and activity score, by landclass groups
To investigate the relationship between badgers numbers and activity score, main sett density
was converted to badger density by multiplying the mean number of main setts per square by
a constant, average group size of 5.9 adult badgers, as described in section 4.2.2. Figure 4.3
shows the relationship between mean number of badgers per square and mean activity score
per square. This is essentially the same line as in Figure 4.2, with the y-axis modified to
represent badger numbers instead of main sett numbers. This was assumed to be the
relationship, between number ofbadgers and incidence offield signs.To calculate the change
in badger numbers in Britain between the two surveys, estimates had to be made for the 1980s
and the 1990s. Firstly, the number ofbadgers in the 1980s was calculated by extrapolating the
values for mean badgers per square, in each of the land class groups, to the whole country
(Table 4.9). Secondly, the estimated number of badgers in Britain in the nineties was
predicted from the activity scores, by applying the regression equation to the values for mean



















Figure 4.3 Average number of badgers per l-km square against average activity score
per square, by land class group. (y =0.725x - 0.006, R1 =0.9S,p<0.05)
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Table4.10 shows the meanactivity scores 1990s, and estimated numberofbadgers, with
prediction confidence intervals. Thesefigures represent an increase in the total numberof
badgers in Britainof 75%± 17%. The sameprocedure was carriedout using dung pit scores
alone, and the difference was found to be 78%± 33%.The largeconfidence intervals are due
to the fact that there are only sevenlandclasses, or pointson the regression line. Only very
strongrelationships can be detected with any kind of certaintywith less than 20 points on a
regression line. Having only sevenpoints leads inevitably leads to uncertainty, despite the
strengthof the relationship. Activity scoresand dung-pitscoresproducesimilarestimatesof
the proportional change in badgernumbers, but the former produce a considerably more
accurate estimate. Therefore, activity scores will be used in the following analyses.
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Table 4.9 Estimate of the number of badgers in Britain in the 1980s, based on an assumed mean group size of 5.9.
Land class group Average number of Average number
social groups per ofbadgers per
square square
Total number Total number
ofsquares ofbadgers
Arable I 0046 2.6963
Arable II 0.19 1.1151
Arable III 0.10 0.5664
Pastoral IV 0040 2.3836
Pastoral V 0.17 1.0266
Marginal upland VI 0.10 0.5664


















Table 4.10 Predicted number of badgers in the 19908, based on the known mean activity scores for each land class group.
, '
Land class group Mean Predicted Predicted Predicted Number of Numbers of Numbers of Numbers of
activity badgers per badgers per badgers per squares inland badgers, badgers 1990s, badgers 1990s,
score, square, 1990s square 1990s, square 1990s, class group 1990s lower 95%CI upper 95% CI
1990s lower 95% CI upper 95% CI
Arable I 4.66 3.37 3.19 3.55 14,463 48,739 44,710 52,789
Arable II 2.94 2.12 1.98 2.26 48,683 102,785 94,839 111,998
Arable III 0.94 0.68 0.54 0.81 18,358 12,381 10,497 14,291
Pastoral IV 5.34 3.86 3.66 4.06 24,848 134,175 123,388 145,873
Pastoral V 3.03 2.19 2.05 2.33 35,325 77,472 70,944 83,747
Marginal upland VII.71 1.23 1.10 1.36 35,233 43,697 39,240 47,624
Upland VII 0.26 0.18 0.04 0.32 45,032 8235 3255 13,172
Totals
- - - -
231,932 427,486 386,874 469,494
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4.i6 Relationship between badger numbers and activity score, by landclasses
To investigate the robustness of this methodology, a similarprocedure was carried out at a
finer scale,usingaverage values for badger numbers and field signs for each of the 32 land
classes from which the sevenlandclassgroups are made up of (Chapter one).The total
number of badgers in the 1980s wasestimated to be 250,093 usingthe 32 landclasses. This
figure is slightly different to that produced when usingthe land class groups, but only by 2%.
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Figure 4.4 Average number of badgers against average activity score per square, for
each land class (y = 0.700x+0.05, R1 = 0.93, p<O.05).
The predicted increase in the total number of badgers based on the activity scores in the
1990s, usingthe samemethod as with landclass groups was 75% ± 9%. This is a very similar
result to whenthe analysis is carriedout by land class group,but due to the greater numberof
points,the 95%confidence intervals are smaller.
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4.3.7 Relationship between badger numbers and activity score, by region
In Chapter three, the differences in numbers of setts were documented both by land class
group and by region. l-km .squares of individual land classes, and thence land class groups are
identified by being comprised of characteristic combinations ofpotentially biologically
significant physical features. On a regional basis, there is no such stratification, and there are
l-km squares of several land class groups iri each region. It is true, however, that any given
region is likely to have an abundance of squares of a particular land class group. By carrying
out the above analysis by region, it was possible to further test both the robustness of this
method, and investigate the influence of landscape homogeneity on the estimate of change.
Badgers per l-km square were plotted against activity score per l-km square by region. The
relationship is shown in Figure 4.5. By applying the equation of this relationship to the
average activity scores in the 1990s as in section 4.3.5, the increase in number of badgers was
found to be 68% ± 20%. This figure is of similar magnitude to that produced when land class
groups or land classes are used. Grouping the sample squares by land class group does appear
to produce a different estimate of change in badger numbers than when the procedure is
carried out by region, but this difference is not large. The 95% confidence intervals are larger
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Figure 4.5 Relationship between average number of main setts per square, and average
activity score per square, in the 1980s, by region. (y = 0.64x+O.l0, R1 = 0.93,p<0.05).
4.3.8 .Relationship between changes in badger numbers and changes in badger social group
number
To investigate howthe change in number badgers, as predicted from the activity scores,
relates to the observed change in number of social groups, the two were plotted againsteach
other(Figure 4,6). Therewas a positive, straight line relationship, with the line cuttingthe x -
axisat a point relating to a 25% increase in number of badgers. This suggests that an increase
in number of social groups is noticeable with our survey protocol after the number of badgers
has increased beyond 25%, on average. The values used for this relationship are subject to
variation and assumption. The constant group size assumption, and the confidence intervals
associated withboththe 1980s badgerdensities andthe regression-predicted 1990s values for
badger density, will both affect the slope of the line. However it seemsbiologically plausible
to expect that badger numbers will increase initially by meansof increasing group size, then
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by establishment of newgroups.
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Figure 4.6 Relationship between percent change in badger numbers (from Tables 4.7
and 4.8) and percent change in the average number of badger social groups per square
(from Table 3.3), by land class group.
4.3.9 Changes in group size
The above analyses indicate an increase in badger numbers of around75%.Giventhat there
was a 24% increase in numbers of social groups, and assuming an meangroup size of 5.9 in
the 1980s, it is possible to calculate the average increase in group size required to produce
75%badger population increase. The average increase in group size required to bringthis
about is 41%, (2.4 individuals). This valueis the mid-point of the range37%to 45% (2.2 to
2.7 individuals) whenthe 95%confidence intervals around the estimate of change (section
4.3.6) are takeninto account.
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4.4 Discussion
In this Chapter, a simple fieldsign indexwas used to estimate proportional change in the total
numberof badgers in Britain. Badgernumbers in Britainwere estimated to have increased by
around 75% in the periodbetween the surveys. In the absence of reliable data on typical
badgergroup sizes in different habitatand landscape types, this is necessarily a crude
estimate, basedon the assumption of a uniform groupsize.The relatively wide confidence
intervals associated with the predicted values for change in badgernumbersalso have to be
taken intoaccount. However, the analysis is valuable in that it highlights the fact that the
badgerpopulation has grownconsiderably morethan the increase in social group numbers
alone mightsuggest: the population has grownvia the two modes of group size increaseand
increase in numbers of groups. An insight is also gained into the mechanism of badger
population growth i.e. how much is due to groupsize changeor group numberchange. This
methodis applicable only at a largescale,with largesamples of l-km squares, as in this
survey. At a local scale,the crude field sign indexused would be not be sensitive to the
variability associated with individual badgergroup movements, territorial behaviour, and
socialgroupsize, and the fine scale differences in field-signincidence that these variations
wouldentail.
The use of a constant, mean groupsize of5.9 adult badgersalso must be addressed. This was
assumed to be the average groupsize at the time of the original badger survey,derived from a
number of studies, primarily from goodbadgerhabitat (Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990).
This figure was not weighted in any way for differential group sizes in differenthabitats
and/orgeographical regions, or differential densities of main setts. It is conceivable that in the
1980s, for the majority of lowland Britain this figure was too high, resulting in an erroneously
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highestimate for number of badgers in Britainas a whole. Also, badgergroup sizecan be
veryvariable. Groups rangefrom one or two adults in low density areas (Kruuk & Parish,
1982) to very largegroups in prime badgerhabitats, the largestrecorded being27 individuals
(Rogers et at. 1997). Group size may typically differbetween land class groups and I or
regions, but datado not exist to validate this. However, in large samples such as those used in
the analyses using landclass groups, whichcover large geographical areas of the country, the
average group size is unlikely to vary greatly and it provides a suitable starting point.Altering
the value produces only smalldifferences in the resultant proportional change estimates
between the two surveys. If further research were to produce different typicalgroupsizes
between landclass groups, then thesecouldbe incorporated into the analyses, and the results
refined.
The two field sign indices investigated, dungpit scoresand activity scores gavesimilar
estimates of change in badgernumbers. However, there was greaterconfidence associated
with the estimate using activity score. Analysing the data by region gave a slightlydifferent
estimated change value, and there was morevariation in activityscoreswith respect to badger
density. This is due to the uniformity of the l-km squares in the land class groupings, in terms
of habitat: the likelihood of finding field signs,with this surveyprotocol, is consistentwith
the density of badgers. The variability in the habitatcharacter of squares withinthe regions
used here has someinfluence on the levelsof field signs which will be found by surveyors.
The difference is not great, but nevertheless, using land class groupings is moreaccurate for
these analyses.
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,The question as to why exactly activity scores increase with increasing group size remains
unanswered. Territory boundaries are known to remaininvariant in size irrespective of
changes in the size of the resident group(Kruuk, 1982). However, badgersspend much of
their time foraging alone, therefore it is seemslikely that a largerproportion of a group's
territory will be visitedregularly whenmore animals are present. This would lead to increased
incidence of field signs throughout the area, and an increased probability ofdiscovery by
surveyors. Also, as groups become large, they are more inclinedto be distributed throughout
the territory for muchof the year (ChrisNewman,pers. comm.). This would again lead to
greater likelihood of field sign discovery by surveyors across a largerarea.
The results are in broad agreement with the two intensive, longditudinal studieson badger
demography. In the M.A.F.F. studyat Woodchester Park on the demography of an area of 21
contiguous socialgroups, the group sizeshave increased markedly in recentyears. The mean
groupsize increased from 5.3 to 8.8 from 1985 to 1994 (Rogers et a,/1997), approximately
the sametime periodbetweenthe two surveys. This corresponds to an increase of66%. At
Wytham Woods near Oxford, badgerdensity rose from 8.7 adults per l-km2 in 1978 to 16.7
adultsper l-km2 in 1989, an increase of87% (Woodroffe 1992). These increases are in the
sameregionas the estimate of total change in badgernumbersproducedin the analyses in this
Chapter. The extentsof the increase in group size in these studies are beyondwhat I have
estimated to have occurred nationwide: a 45% increase on averagewas estimatedto have been
requiredto result the 75% increase badgernumbers, given a 24% increase in social group
number. Situated as they are in what is considered to be prime badgerhabitat, in the areas of
highestbadgerdensity in the country(Rogers et al, 1997),they are not typical sites. But it is
clear that the increases in group size in these studiesare not isolatedcases: the trend of
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increasing group sizehas beenrepeated over much of the country.The predictionthat, on
average. after an increase in badgernumbers of20-30%. new groups begin to be established is
revealing in termsof how badger populations grow. Locally, this patternwill vary according
to the existing conditions in any givenarea: badgerdensity. carrying capacityof the habitat.
availability newmain siteswill all effect the level at whichnew groupswill begin to appear.
Indeed. the Woodchester studydoes not directlysupport the theory. Despite the marked
increase in the population throughgroup size growth. the numberof social groups remained
constant. The situation at Woodchester, however. is unlikelyto be typical of the rest of the
countryside. It appears to represent optimal habitat due to the surrounding land use and
underlying soil type. Therefore it is possible that the area is 'saturated' with badger social
groups. Roper(1993) proposed that suitable sites for main sett construction were a limiting
resource, and that distribution of main setts was determined ultimately by the availability of
these sites. If this is the case then the only mechanism by whichthe badger population can
grow in an areasuch as Woodchester is throughincreasing group size. This is unlikely to be
the situationthroughout muchof Britain. whereonly 25% of lowland l-km squarescontained
main setts, suggesting that there couldwell be suitablehabitat for the establishment of new
socialgroups.
Sincea higherproportion of females raise cubs in small social groups than in largerones
(Woodroffe and Macdonald, 1995). it could be advantageous in terms of reproductive success
for females to moveonce groupsize becomes large.Althoughstudies have shown that only a
small proportion of badgers leavetheir natal groups(Cheeseman et al. 1988). there is
evidence to suggestthat females disperse more readily from larger groups, with an associated
increase in reproductive success(Woodroffe et al. 1993).The results presented may also help
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to explain the speedofrecolonisationof badgers into clearedareas; it will be in part
dependent on the size of the groups in surrounding areas.
4.5 Summary
In this Chapter, the field sign indexdeveloped for the surveyprovideda meansof estimating
the changein relative abundance ofbadgers between the two surveys. The findings
complimented the resultspresented on changes in sett numbers in Chapterthree. The number
of badgers in Britainwas estimated to have increased by around75%. To have achievedthis, .
givena 24% increase in socialgroups, an average increase in groupsize of 45% would have
been required. Theseresultsare in parallel with the disproportionate increases in sett size, and
numberof smallersetts reported in the previous Chapter.
The relationships between the size of social groups, main sett size and size and number of
smallersetts within a territory, providean alternative perspective in attempting to assess the
extentof changein numbers betweenthe two surveys. These are explored in Chapter five.
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5. -Estimation of badger abundance from field signs
5.1 Introduction
The comparison of two population estimates to detecta change, basedon socialgroupdensity,
depends on the meangroup sizeremaining unchanged throughout the intervening period. The
results presented in Chapters threeand four clearlyshowthat this is not the case with badgers
in Britain. Also, lackof data on the variability of group size throughout the country renders it
problematical to makepopulation estimates; usinga constant mean group size does not weight
the estimate for group sizevariation: an un-weighted estimate fails to accountfor the
possibility that areas (regions or land class groups) of differentdensities of social groupsmay
typically havedifferent groupsizes.This wouldalmostcertainly result in an inaccurate
estimate of the sizeof the overall badgerpopulation. Estimation of actual badgernumbers in
both national surveys, therefore, couldnot be carriedout with confidence.
In Chapter four, a simple field sign indexwas utilisedto estimate the change in relative
abundance in badgernumbers from 1988 to 1997, which provided an idea of the extent of the
badgerpopulation increase and complemented the resultsof the changes in numbers of social
groups documented in Chapter three. However, actualfigures for badgernumbers in the
surveys remained unknown.
Knowledge of the patterns of abundance, distribution and densityof mammals is often an
important requirement in the fieldof functional ecology. Successful studiesof predator-prey
interactions, economic damage by mammals, and studies into diseasetransmission to name
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but a few hingeon reliable estimates of animal abundance. It is often difficult, labour
intensive, or both to achieve suchestimates. Methodsbased on capture-mark-recapture are the
most commonly used, and have led to the development of numerous statistically robust
models (Montgomery, 1987). Because of the intensive work requiredto carry out such
studies, investigations are often restricted to a small spatial scale, when much larger scale data
are required. In viewofthis, a numberof attempts have been made to estimateanimal
abundance usingeasilycollected field sign data associated with the ecologyof the species in
question. For example, patterns oflatrine production by water voles (Arvicola terrestris) have
been used as indices ofabundance in population surveys (Woodroffe & Lawton, 1990).
Similartechniques have been applied to field voles using evidence of grazing intensity and
runways as indices (Hansson, 1979), and deer (Odocoileus virginianus) using faecal counts
and track counts(Mooty & Karns, 1984).
Evaluation of badgerabundance in any givenarea profits greatly from their social behaviour.
Main setts are reliable indicators of the presence of a social group. At a local scale, counts by
. directenumeration can givean accurate pictureof badgerdistributionand some measureof
abundance. At a large scale, as with the nationalsurvey, stratifiedsurvey techniques and
extrapolation can be used effectively. Clearly, however, this deals only with social group
numbers. True enumeration of badgernumbers can only be achieved if the size of social
groups as well as the numberof socialgroups is known. Social group size can be very
variable, even at a limitedspacial scale (Rogerset al., 1997). This presents considerably more
difficulties, as it is inherently difficult to assess how many badgersare in any given social
group withoutcarrying out laborious capture-mark-recapture studies. As alreadymentioned,
how group sizesvary across the countryis not known,althoughthey appear to be larger on
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average in moreoptimum habitat(Kruuk& Parish, 1982), but the determinants of groupsize
are not simple.
In parallel with the increase in numbers of social groups in Britainas a whole and average
activity scores, it was also reported in Chapterthree that there had been an increasein average
badgersett size (particularly activeholes)betweenthe surveys. Therefore it appeared possible
that a relationship existedbetween resident badgernumbers and sett size, at least for a given
habitator substrate. Anecdotal evidence froma numberof surveyors involvedwith data
collection on this projectsuggested that the numberof very active holes fluctuates at their
local sett in parallel with changes in the social grou~.
It has been suggested the size of badgermain setts is a correlate of age rather than group size
in any givensubstrate, as badgers are knownto continueexcavating and extending the setts
over time (Kruuk, 1978; Neal & Roper, 1991), but that this is relationship is confusedby the
effects by disused entrances becoming blocked, both naturallyand through the activitiesof
man. However, it is also apparent that badgers can very quicklyexcavate large setts in a short
period of time. It could be arguedthat setts were larger simply becauseof the greaterage of
those setts whichwere recorded in both surveys. This possibility is also investigated in this
Chapter.
A consistent relationship between groupsize and size / activity of the main sett (and other
setts withinthe territory) wouldtherefore allow the estimationof badger numbers from sett
data and would dispose of the need of using a constantmean group size value. The survey
results could be refined basedon the sett data held, and the findings in Chapter four could be
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tested by a separate analysis from a second approach.
The aimof this section, therefore, was to carryout a pilot studyinvestigating methods of
estimating the number of individuals in a group, specifically adultbadgers, from field signs. It
was intended that mostattention be paid to thosevariables collected in the course of the
national surveys, in orderthat any reliable relationships couldbe incorporated into the
national database, thusrefining the results. As outlined previously, duringthe repeated badger
surveys, datawere collected on number of active, partially used and disused holes for each
sett recorded, and so theywere the primary parameters of interest in this pilot.
The opportunity wastakento gather territory size /latrine use data for the groups studied, to
investigate the possibility that estimating numbers at a more local scale i.e, the numberof
badgers in any givengroup would be improved by the inclusion of latrine use data in any
predictive model.
5.2 Methods
Datafrom badger social groups in a variety of habitats were required. To this end, in addition
to myselfstudying five contiguous social groups in an area in Wiltshire, surveyor help was
solicited from two mainsources: people who had surveyed squares of the national survey, and
badgerprotection groups affiliated with the National Federation of BadgerGroups. People
who had in-depth localknowledge of one or morebadgersocialgroupsthroughregularsett
monitoring and badger watching wereenlisted to take part in the data collection. The data
recording forms and instruction sheetsused are shownin Appendix 11.10. Fieldwork was
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carried out during the peakterritorial marking periodin March- April,when latrines are
. .
heavily used, andwhenvegetation was still low,enabling easierand more thorough
surveying. The sett watches to ascertain group size werecarriedout in May, whenobservation
in the evening became possible due to lengthening daylight. Groupsizewas investigated with
respect to number andactivity of setts, and patterns of latrineuse.
The data were collected in three stages:
1. Territorial boundary established
Bait-marking was usedto delineate the territory of the groups being studied. Indigestible
coloured pellets were introduced into a bait mixture attractive to badgers in the standard
manner as described in Harris et al. (1994). This was fed to the groupsover a periodof
fourteen daysas recommended, afterwhichthe area was searched for pellet returns in latrines
in the surrounding area.
2. Setts and latrine survey withinthe boundary
Location of all settswithinthe boundary were recorded on a map. The numberof active,
partially used and disused holes at eachsett were recorded, in accordance with the national
badgersurvey protocol. Additionally, soil type and slope at the sett site were recorded, but
were not included in the following analyses due to their incompatibility with the national
badgersurvey database. Locations of all the latrines in the area were also recorded on a map.
The number of pits, number of fresh faeces, and numberof faeces containing pelletswere
recorded at each latrine. Evenon the boundary, all the fresh droppings in the latrine were
counted as 'belonging' to that group. The implications of this are discussed in section 5.4.3.
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The habitat,using the same habitat key as in the national badger survey, at each latrine
locationwas recorded. A latrinewas defined as group ofdung-pits, from one - n, with at least
one pit containing badger faeces. The latrineswere entered into the databaseas follows:
1. Definitely within territory
2. Probablywithin territory - these were consistentwith the territory boundary but did not
containcoloured pelletsas proof.
3. Probablyoutsideterritory - these were considerably beyond the extent ofthe furthest latrine
with markers, and thereforeassumedto be outside the group territory.
3. Group size estimationfrom regular observations
Data were collectedfrom groupswhich were regularlywatched, and from previous studies
carried out at Bristol (M.R.Hutchings,pers. comm.). In many cases, the observers were
familiarwith the individuals within the group,and had tracked fluctuations in the group
occupancyfor years. For those groups where this level of detail was not available, watches
were carriedout to estimate the group size. Where possible, all setts within the territory
boundarywere watchedsimultaneously, to ensure accurate estimation of number of
individuals. Also to this end, severalwatcheswere carried out. Each record was given a credit
rating relating to a numberof factors: the numberof unwatched setts in the territory where
there was a possibility of badgers in residence, the number of watches undertaken the ease
" ,
with which the sett(s) could be viewed and the confidencethe observers had in their results.
These were considered and a rating of 1-3 given as follows:
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1: Confident in the results- group size assured.
2: Group size estimate probably correct, but few watchesundertaken, or other outlier setts not
watched and possibility of underestimation of group size.
3: Little confidence in estimate, due to unsuccessful watches, or impaired view of
sett(s) due to undergrowth.
Only groups with credit rating"1" or "2" for the above were used in the analyses. 33 social
groups fell into these categories, and couldbe used in analyses involving sett sizes and group
sizes.Bait-marking was carriedout on only a proportion of these. Cases for which
baitmarking was successful, but whichhad a credit ratingof"3" for the group size estimate
were not used in the analyses (n=5). Ten of the 33 groupshad a successful bait-marking
exercise carried out on them. For one of these, the surveyordid not record hole details ofthe
main sett. Therefore, in the analysis of group size variation with respect to extentof fresh
dung deposition, n = 9. Of these, threewere from ArableI, one from Arable II, four from
Pastoral IV and two from Pastoral V.
5.2.1 Data analysis
Bivariate correlations were used to establishthe relationships between group size and the field
sign variables. Regression analysis was used to predictgroup size from main sett active hole
numbers from the surveydatabases of the 1980sand 19905. Multiple linear regressionwas




5.3.1 Group size and sett size
The sample of social groups were distributed unevenly across the land class groups, with zero
occurring inUpland VII, and a maximum of 13 occurring in Pastoral IV. Because of this, and
the small sample size which would result from dividing up the sample by land class group, the
data were pooled for the analyses. Sett details are given in Table 5.1. The mean adult group
size for the 33 social groups studied was 6.06 (s.e.= 0.45), with a range of2 to 12 adult
badgers. Timing of first emergence ofbadger cubs is variable. Because the fieldwork was
undertaken early in the breeding season, many of the groups recorded a zero return for number
ofcubs. Long-term capture-mark-recapture in two high density populations showed that 35%
of social groups fail to breed each year (C.L. Cheeseman & S. Harris, unpublished results).
Table 5.1 Mean number of entrance holes for main setts, and for all other setts
combined, (n=33 social groups).
main sett main sett main sett other setts other setts other setts
active partially- disused combined combined combined
holes used holes holes active partially- disused holes
holes used holes
Mean 8.18 3.30 2.42 3.55 2.18 2.94
s.e. 0.65 0.49 0.48 0.96 0.60 0.98
Because of the variability in timing of first emergence by cubs, and the impossibility of
determining whether a given group had failed to breed or the cubs had simply not emerged at
the time of the observations, the data on cub numbers were not used in these analyses. This
was not a problem since the aim of the pilot was the estimation of the adult population size.
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Group size in this chapterrefers to the numberof adult badgers.
5.3.2 Relationships between groupsize and settparameters
To establish whether therewereany simple relationships betweenthe size and numberof
setts, a bivariate correlation matrixwas produced. The following variables were plotted
againstgroup size: mainsett activeholes; all holes at main sett; partiallyused holes at main
sett; combined active and partially used holes at main sett; number of setts in territory; total
numberof active holesat all setts in territory. Main sett active holes correlated best with
group size (r = 0.80,p < 0.001). The only other variables which correlatedsignificantly were:
all holes at main sett (r = 0.43,p = 0.01), numberof activeand partiallyused holes combined
(r =0.65,p < 0.001) and total number of activeholes at all setts in territory (r =0.59,p <
0.001). None of thesewere an improvement, and were in any case confounded in that the
main sett activeholesvariable was largecomponent of each ofthem. The relationship
between groupsize and main sett active holes is shownin Figure 5.1.
Main sett active hole numbers, therefore, explained 64% of the variation in number ofadult
badgers in the group, with regression equation:
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Figure 5.1 The relationship between group size and number of active holes at main setts
(y =0.55x+ 1.55,R1 =0.64).
The distribution of the residuals around the regression line were not significantly different
from normal (Shapiro-Wilks = 0.98,n.s.) and the relationship was linear,and so the
assumptions for regression weremet.
5.3.3 Population estimates usingsett size
The sett sizes in termsof number ofactive holes at main setts from the repeated surveyswere
used, with the equation fromthe above relationship to predictbadger numbers nationally in
the 1980s and 1990s. The above regression equation was appliedequally to all main sett data
on a square by square basis, to provide an estimate of groupsize for each sett recorded,
including 95%confidence intervals. The resultswere then grouped by land class group to
producea value for average numberof badgers per main sett in each group, 1980sand 1990s.
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· The estimates for number ofmain setts in each land class group as presented in Chapter three,
were then used: the estimated number ofbadgers in each land class group was calculated as
the product of the number of main setts and average number ofbadgers per social group.
Table 5.2 Estimated number of badgers in Britain in the 1980s, using sett size to predict
group size, by land class group
Land class group Estimated number of Mean Total badgers
main setts group size
Arable I 6436 4.83 31,109
Arable II 8925 4.68 ,41,766
Arable III 1706 3.96 6751
Pastoral IV 13,721 5.22 71,630
Pastoral V 5928 4.57 27,105
Marginal upland VI 3375 4.14 13,955
Upland VII .308 3.48 1071
Total (± 95% C.I.) 4.79 193,387 ± 37,031
Table 5.3 Number of badgers in Britain in the 1990s, using sett size to predict group size,






































The sett sizes in the 1990s predicted larger group sizes. The large confidence intervals are the
result of the spread ofpoints around the regression line, resulting in a range of possible values
for group size at each sett. The upper and lower 95 % values for group size used in the
calculation of the population confidence intervals are presented in Appendix Table 11.11. The
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predicted number of badgers was 193,387 in the 19805 and 308,892 in the 19905, a difference
of 60%. The overall average group size in the 19805 basedon number of active main sett
holeswas 4.8, while in the-1990s the valuewas 6.06, an increase of 27%.There was an
increase in group size in eachland class group (Table 5.4).
It was possible that the largersetts in the 1990s werea consequence of the repeated squares
sampling design. Many of the setts extantin the 1980s remained in the 1990s and were
therefore at leastnineyears old and perhaps largersimplyas a factor of greater age. If this was
the case, then the setts in the repeated squares wouldbe expected to be larger than those in the
newly surveyed squares. The number of active holesper sett in the 1990s repeatsquareswere
compared with those in the 307 squares whichwere sampled at the time of the 19905 survey,
and whichwere previously unsurveyed. Therewas no significant difference (Mann-Whitney z
= -0.94,n.s.). There were significantly fewer active holes per main sett in the 1980s than in
the newly surveyed squares in the 1990s (Mann-Whitney z = -3.06, p < 0.01).Therefore the
increased number of main sett active holes in the 19905 is not a factorof sett age in the
repeated squares, but a genuine trend.







































Therewas no correlation between the percentchange in number ofmain setts (Table 3.1) and
percentchange in group size by land class group (rs = 0.68, n.s.).
Badgeractivitytends to be reduced during the period mid-November to mid-January. If this
were reflected in the numberofmain sett active holes then clearly the relationship between
that and groupsize wouldbe different, hence ultimatelyproducinga differentpopulation
estimate. However, exploration of the badger survey data showed that in the 1980s,the
numberofmain sett activeholes did not vary betweenthese three months and the rest of the
surveyperiod,eitheroverall (F(I,292) =0.13, n.s.), or when consideredby land class group
(F(l,292) = 1.15,n.s), The same was true for the 1990smain sett data (F(l,393) =0.02, n.s, and
F(1.393) =0.30, n.s. respectively).
5.3.4 Group size and latrine use
The numberof freshdroppings at latrineswas demonstrated to be on the boundary or within
the territory of the badgergroupswere relatedto group size. There was a significant, linear
relationship between them (r = 0.83,p<0.OS). When those fresh droppings in latrines with
credit rating"2" were included(whichwere a small overall proportion), the correlationwas
not improved(r = 0.80,p<O.OS).
5.3.5 Relationship between groupsize andsett size / latrine use combination
Multiple linear regression was used to determine how much of the variability in badger group
size could be explained by a variatecombining main sett active holes and fresh droppings
within the territory. Main sett active holes was shownto explain 64% of the variation in group
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size for the 33 groups where such datawereavailable (section5.3.2). Whenthe nine groups
where group size,holesize and latrine data wereall available wereconsidered, the
, .
relationship was similarwith66% of the variation in groupsize explained (r = 0.81,P < 0.01)
by mainsett active holes. Whenfreshdroppings withinthe territorywere included, the
resulting model explained 94%of the variation in group size (r =0.97, F(2,9) = p < 0.01),
whichwasa significant improvement on the modelwith only main sett activeholes included
(F(l,6) = 14.2, P < 0.05). Themodelequation was:
Group size = 0.29 x ActiveHoles + 0.10x Fresh Droppings - 0.10
The distribution of the dependent variable, group size,did not vary significantly from normal
(Shapiro-Wilks =0.86,n.s.). The residuals fromthe regression incorporating both variables
were also not significantly different fromnormal (Shapiro-Wilks = 0.95, n.s.). Main sett
active holesand freshdroppings wererelatedto eachother as mightbe expected, but the
correlation was not significant (r = 0.62,n.s.) and the two variables met the required tolerance
requirements suchthat they couldboth be included in the model together. Therefore, the
assumptions for multiple linearregression were met.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Relationships withsocialgroup size
Of the variables relating to sett numbers and activitycollatedin this pilot study,the numberof
activeentrance holes at main setts proved to be the single best predictorof groupsize. The
fact that total number of holes, of any levelof use, at the main sett did not correlate with
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group size is not surprising, giventhat a numberof factors will have an influence in
determining this. Ageof the sett, soil type, aspect etc. all have an influence, irrespective of the
number of resident badgers. (Neal& Roper, 1991). However, for any given badgermain sett, it
may expected that over time the numberof activelyused entrances will vary to some extent
with variations in the numberof resident badgers. Data from excavated setts (Roper, 1992a)
showed that nest chambers withinmain setts are scattered throughout the extent of the sett,
and are constructed in such a manner as to suggest that they could only be used by a small
number of adults at anyone time. It was also found duringradio-telemetry studiesthat
animals most frequently slept aloneor in very small groups,except perhaps in winter (Roper,
1992b). If this remained the case with increasing groupsizes then it would not be
unreasonable to suggestthat moreentrances wouldbe used regularly. The size of the sett, and
eventual maximum number ofentrance holes may be restrictedby local geology and habitat,
but this limit will varywith each individual sett. The theory that the observed increase in
actively used entrance holes per main sett reflects an increase in group size is therefore
supported.
It has been suggested that increased within-sett movement by badgers may restrict the build-
up of ectoparasites suchas fleas and ticks with which they and their nest are often infested
(Hancox, 1980; Butler& Roper, 1996). It is also thought possible that there is a degree of
competition among the female members of a social group for the opportunity to breed (Kruuk
1978b; Cheeseman et al. 1981). Therefore, there may be reproductive gains to be had by less
dominant females in living in a separate part of the sett, again possibly resulting in more well-
used entrances. In view ofthis, the fact that there was a significantrelationship between group
size and numberof main sett active holes is not surprising. The variablility aroundthe main
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regression trend, however, is a reflection of the independent influence on the numberof holes
of unrecorded parameters suchas substrate type and available excavation area, and indeed
variability in the behaviour'of individual badger groups. It is entirelypossiblethat if a large
enough sample of badger groups were studiedin differentsoil types, there wouldbe closer,
but differing relationships between groupsize and active hole counts within each soil type.
It was also unsurprising that the absolute numberof setts in a territorywas uncorrelated with
group size.This parameter is more likelyto be a factorof the availability of suitable sites than
solelyanimal numbers, making the relationship a complexone. It might be expected,
however, that number of very actively used outliersat anyone time should give some crude
indication of group size, givenoutliersett site availability. More data, gathered from areas
invariant in termsof substrate and sett site availability would be requiredto test this. In this
pilot study, failure to count social group members locatedin outlier setts is the most likely
sourceof error. Efforts were madeto minimise this (section5.2), but if indeed there was some
under-recording of badgersat outlyingsetts, then the chancesof a significantrelationship with
outlyingsettswouldbe reduced. Outliersett use is very variablebetween both groups and
individuals, and season. In one study, the overall frequency ofoutlier (definedas setts which
werenot 'main') sett use, averaged over five individuals in one social group, from September
throughuntil April, was 26% of days (Roper& Christian, 1992). Thus, count errors due to
individuals sleeping in other setts are likely to be small.
5.4.2 Estimation ofbadger population size from main sett active hole data
Becausegroupsizewas found to be meaningfully related to main sett active holes, such data
held on the national survey databases for the 1980s and 1990swere incorporated. The
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relationship wasusedto produce an estimate of badgergroup size at each main sett, and
thence a properly weighted average group size per land class group. The residual variation
around the regression line meant there wasa rangeof possible group size values (95%
confidence) at eachmainsett, and therefore aroundthe national population estimates. This
range was relatively large. Within any givenland class group, the relationship betweenmain
sett active holesand group size may possibly be slightly differentand fit better than the
overall regression presented here. A largersample wouldbe required to test this. However it is
known that the soil conditions at a very local scale are the important factor in determining
presence, and indeed size to some extent, of any givenmain sett (Dunwell & Killingly, 1969;
Clements et al., 1988) and so the land classification of a whole l-km squareis unlikely to be
an influential factor and the relationship may not improve.
The resulting estimates indicated a badgerpopulation of just under 200,000 in the 1980s
increasing to just over 300,000 in the 1990s: a population increase in Britainofaround 60%.
The overall meangroup sizewas estimated to be approximately 4.8 in the 1980s and 6.1 in
the 1990s, an increase of27% on average. Although the value for the change in overallbadger
numbers is in broadagreement with the 75% increase estimated using the relative abundance
method described in Chapter four, it is somewhat smaller. One possiblereasonfor this is as
mentioned earlier: it is possible that there was an elementofunderestimation of social group
size. Watches at settsare proneto sucherror (Macdonald, Mace & Rushton, 1998) and it is
intuitively obvious that largersocialgroups, whichare more likely to be spread throughout
the territory, will be underestimated more often. If this scenariois true, then using this
method, the values for socialgroupsize, and therefore overall populationsize, are likely to be
underestimated to a greater extent in the 1990s, due to the larger group sizes on average. The
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estimate of population change presented here would, under this scenario, be largerand hence
closerto that estimated in Chapter four. Furtherresearch is required, with data fromsocial
groups for whichthe number of adults is knownwithabsoluteconfidence, to test if this is
indeed true. However, the findings heresupportthose in Chapter fourthat there has been a
considerable increase in social group sizesacrossmuchof Britain, in additionto the increase
in numbers of social groups.
5.4.3 Prediction ofgroup size using combinedfield sign variables
The goodcorrelation between number of freshdroppings and groupsize suggested firstly that
the estimates of group sizewererobust. Assuming that there is a consistentrelationship
between the two, the existence of residual variability around it can be explained in a number
of possible ways: variable accuracy of groupsize estimates; not all latrinesin the territory
were found; inter-group variability in the intensity of feacal depositions throughout the
territory. Any of thesecouldapply in this study. One other likely reasonexplaining some of
the error is the technique of counting all droppings in the latrineas being associated with the
groupin question. Boundarylatrines are often shared by more than one group, with dung from
badgers of neighbouring groups present in the latrines at anyone time (Kruuk, 1978;
Cheeseman et al., 1981; Roperet al., 1993). So the numberof fresh droppings counted for
any group in this study is likelyto be an overestimate, to a greateror lesserextent depending
on the proportion of latrines lyingon the boundary, and the degree ofcontiguity betweenthe
territories of neighbouring groups. The strengthof the correlationbetweenfresh dung and
group size suggests that this errorwas not greatoverall. Using main sett activeholes and
latrines in a combined variate, however, produced significantly better predictions of group
size for this dataset than eithermain sett activeholes or fresh droppings alone. They appear to
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be complementary in this respect. The amountof variationin groupsize described was
impressively high. The reasons for this are unclear, but much ofthe variabilityin group size
not accounted for by variations in main sett activehole numbers is thence explained by the
number of fresh dungdepositions. For example, a largesocial groupmay not be reflected in
the numberof active holes, for the reasons alreadydiscussed, but this may be compensated for
by there beinga largenumberof fresh droppings within the territory. However, it must be
borne in mind that therewere only nine groups included in this process. The true predictive
powerof the resultant modelcan only be assessed whentested against another, comparable
dataset, which is not yet available. If this did prove to be an accurate technique for estimating
badger abundance at a local scale,there would still be drawbacks to be overcome when
applying it to field studies. The initial step of territoryboundarydelineationby baitmarking is
labour intensive, particularly so if the area under investigation containsa number of badger
social groups. Thereare, however, new methods being developed to approximate the territory
boundary simplyfromthe spatialdistribution ofmain setts, using diamond-seeded
tesselations (Stewart et al., 1997). In this currentstudy, the predictive model, including main
sett active holes and active latrines, appeared to be robust to the relatively crude allocationof
fresh dung in boundary latrines to the study group.Therefore a field methodology combining
remote territory approximation, latrinesurveyand main sett survey (incorporating perhaps
also soil type at main sett) could provide a quick and accurate means ofestimating badger
abundance at a local scale.
5.5 Summary
Activeentrance holes into main setts were found to be correlatedwith group size. No other
sen parameter withinthe territorieswas found to correlatemore strongly.This relationship
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facilitated the estimationof an averagesocial group size in each land class group, using the
national surveydata for the 19805 and 1990s. These were properly weighted for the typical
variability in group size in these groupings. The populationestimate in the 1980s,using this
methodwas found to be 193,387 ± 37,031 adult badgers, and in the 1990s,308,892± 47,376.
This represented a badgerpopulationincreaseof around 60% in Britain between the two
surveys, whichwas comparable to the result using the relative abundancemethod
incorporating activity indices, as describedin Chapter four. Number of fresh droppings within
the territory of a given group was found also to correlatewith group size. A multiple linear
regression model incorporating both main sett active holes and fresh dung depositionswas
found to accurately predict group size, for the groups for which all these data were available.
This model requires testing against another, comparable dataset. It is consideredpossible that
a field method incorporating these techniques could be used in the future as a quick, easy
method to estimatebadger abundance accuratelyat a local scale. In Chapters six and seven,
changes in habitat availability and levels of persecutionwill investigatedto elucidate the
reasons for the large increase in badger numbers between the surveys.
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6.' Habitat selection by badgers: the effect of changing
landscape on ba~ger distribution and .abundance
6.1 Introduction
As with any animal species,a badger populationcan persist only where there is available
habitatwhich is sufficiently productive in terms of food resource, and where there are suitable
sites in which to live. Studiesofbadger diet have shown that they are true omnivores,being
able to feed on a wide range ofplant and animal material (Neal & Cheeseman, 1996).This
gives them the theoretical capacity to thrive in a broad range of landscapes. Despite this
catholic taste, however, badgershave been shown to rely heavily on certain foods. The
earthwormLumbricus terrestris has been shownto make up the majority ofthe diet in Britain.
Hancox (1973) showed that earthworms occurred in 91% of over 2000 badger faeces from
WythamWoodsnear Oxford, makingup 61% of the total volume. Kruuk (1978a) found that
earthworms were the only food item found in consistently large quantities in scats, with wheat
the next most abundant. He estimated that one 10 kg badger should need about 169 worms per
day for its basic energy metabolism. Clearly, sufficientbiomass ofwonns is required to
supporta badger population. Earthworms are found in greatest abundance in short grass
pasture (Kruuket aI., 1979); therefore, grasslandhabitat is considered important to badgers.
The badger's habit of living in groups, situated in large setts withextensive tunnel systems
also has a bearing on its distribution. The reasons for expending such energies on constructing
these elaborateliving quartershave been the subject of some speculation. A variety of reasons
for the evolutionof this behaviourhave been proposed: provision of a constant temperature /
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environment; protection frompredators; ventilation have all been suggestedas reasons for the
maintenance of these structures (Roper& Kemenes, 1997). Setts are situated in many
different habitats, such as woodland, hedgerows, scrub, quarries, sea cliffs and many others
(Neal, 1972). Thereare, however, certainfactors which influence the choiceof sett situation.
In the Mammal Society National BadgerSett surveycarriedout from the 19605, 81% ofall
setts recorded weresituated in habitats whichprovidecover, such as woodlandand scrub.
Settsweredug into sloping land in 88%of cases, whichfacilitates removalof excavated soil,
and tends to be well drained. In a surveyof setts in Sussex, where 1,719setts were recorded
(Clements, 1974),90% of them were in chalk or sandysoils. The combination of these
requirements led Roper(1993) to suggestthat suitable sites for the situationof badger main
setts were limited. Badgerdistribution wouldbe expected to reflect the availability of both of
food resources and sett sites.To investigate this, habitatdata collected in the 1980sand 1990s
national badger surveys were investigated with respectto badger sett distribution.
Since the 1980s badgersurvey, there have been substantial landscape changesin Britain, and
these have been summarised by Barr et al. (1993). Some of the key changesare listed in
(Table6.1); the definitions of the habitat types used by Barr et al. (1993) are broadlysimilar
to those used in the badgersurvey. Most ofthe largechanges were due to shifts between the
majoragricultural categories, principally tilled land and managedgrass. The built-up category
expanded, whereas managed grassand tilled land both declined in abundance. Broadleaved
woodlands changed little in abundance overall. Conifer forests expanded in area, while the
area of land covered in brackendeclined. Withintilled land, for instance, therewere increases
in non-traditional crops, such as maize,which increased three-fold.
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Table 6.1 Summary of some of the, main changes in land-use in Britain, 1988-1997. (After
Barr et al., 1993)
Land cover type
Broadleaved / mixed woodland
Coniferous woodland
Dense bracken














More substantial changes occurred in the linear features. Barr, Gillespie & Howard (1994)
showed that in England and Wales, the length ofhedgerows declined from 563,100 kilometres
in 1984 to 431,800 kilometres in 1990 (77%), and that by 1993 this had declined further to
377,500 kilometres (67%), an annual loss of 20,600 kilometres of hedgerow. Thus, overall the
increases in land cover between the two badger surveys (coniferous woodland, railways and
roads, and built up) are mainly habitats not favoured by badgers. All the losses (hedgerows,
dense bracken and managed grass), however, were habitat features favoured by badgers. Thus,
if habitat availability was the most important factor determining the density and distribution
of badgers in Britain, the habitat changes in the period between the two surveys would not be
expected to lead to an increase in badgers. In this Chapter, the importance of habitat in
determining badger distribution and density in Britain is investigated, and whether changes in




Badgersett data werecollected as described in Chaptertwo. Habitatdata were also collected
for each 1-kmsquare surveyed. Detailswere recorded on Ordnancesurvey 1:25,000
Pathfinder maps, enlarged to approximately 1:6250. A habitat key was used to classifyeach
parcelof habitatwithinthe 1-kmsquare(Appendix 11.3). Only linearhabitatsat least 50m in
length, or habitats with an area of at least 0.5hawere recorded. The categories used were easy
to identify, whileat the sametime relatedto the Nature Conservancy Council's National
Vegetation Classification scheme (Rodwell, 1990). The data receivedfrom volunteer
surveyors werechecked for improbable categories, and for uniformity with my own. The 1-
km squares were classified according to quality,as described in section2.6. Upon completion
of the l-km squares, the areasof eachhabitat (and lengthsof linear habitats)were measured
using a computerised bit-pad.
6.2.2 Data analysis
Multivariate statistics were used to establishthe importance ofdifferenthabitat types, and
combinations of habitats. Discriminant analysis was used to highlight those habitats which
occurred in greater abundance in those squareswith badgerpresencethan those without.The
habitat types whichhad greatest influence over the probabilityofbadgers being present in a 1-
km squarewere isolated via logistic regression. The analyses were confined to the 2169 l-km
squaresfor whichthere were full habitatdata for both surveys.Analyses were carried out for
the countryas a whole,and by land classand by region where appropriate.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Correlations between habitats and mainsetts
As a first step in establishing whichof the habitatvariables recordedin the surveyswere
important in determining badgerpresence, simplebivariate correlations were carriedout for
eachvariable againstmain sett number. This determines, for the sample l-km squares,
whether differences in the area/length of a given habitatare reflected in corresponding
changes in badgersocial group numbers. All habitatvariables (Appendix 11.3)recordedwere
used in the analysis, and initially, no divisionwas made into land class or regional groupings.
The analysis was carried out for both the 1980sand 1990sdata. The results are shown in
Table 6.2 . Mainsetts in the 1980s were significantly positivelycorrelatedwith semi-natural
broadleaved woodland, the three commonly found lowlandgrasslandtypes, hedgerows and
•
tall scrub. Main setts were significantly negatively correlated with built land, drainage
ditches, upland unimproved grassland and heathermoor.The results were broadlysimilar in
the 1990s, with the addition of arable land,mixedplantation, mixed woodland, low scrub and
treelines. The resultsfrom these straightforward tests can be interpreted satisfactorily in terms
of badgerbiology. The positively correlating factors are typically utilisedby badgers as sett
(cover) and foraging habitat (grassland). Conversely, the negatively correlating factors (built
land, drainage ditches, uplandgrassland and heathermoor) are all associated with habitats
unsuitable for badgers, such as urbanised areas, low-lyingwet areas and montanehabitat. On
a national scale,these are the features in terms of land- use I habitat type which are related to
the persistence or otherwise of a badgerpopulationin or near any given l-km square.
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Table 6.2 Habitats with significant correlations with main setts (p < 0.01) in 19808, 1990s


















































6.3.2 Discriminant analysis to highlight potentially important variables
In the above analysis, noneof the variables displayed a strong, linearcorrelation with main
sett number. For example, the variable whichcorrelated most stronglywith main sett number
in the 1980s was 'hedgerow', where r = 0.17.Therefore, it is clear that in the l-km squares
sampled in the national survey, littleofthe observed variation in main sett numbers was
explained by the abundance of any singlehabitatvariable. In view of this, multivariate
methods were investigated to assess the importance of habitat combinations.
Use of discriminant analysis for predictive purposes was not viable due to sensitivity to non-
normality of the independent variables. However, as a first step in the process, SPSS provides
an outputdisplaying the meanvaluesfor the independent variables in the differentgroups
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(e.g. l-krn squares with sett presence or l-km squareswith sett absence), and a one-way
ANDVA test of significance of the difference betweenthem.Table 6.3 showsthose habitat
variables whichwere significantly different between l-km squares with and withoutmain
setts, in eitherthe 1980s, 1990s or both.
Table 6.3 Habitats with significant differences (p < 0.01) in area I length between l-km
squares with and without main setts, Figures are given hectares, except where denoted
otherwise. "." denotes no significant difference.
1980s 19905
Habitat Type Average Area, Average Area, Average Area, Average
Group Group Group Area, Group
Absence Presence Absence Presence
Arable 26.9 31.3
Blanket bog 2.5 0.2 2.5 0.1
Semi-natural 3.6 6.4 2.5 5.4
broadleaved woodland
Mixed plantation 0.5 1.1
Mixed woodland 0.8 1.5
Conifer plantation 5.0 3.4 4.9 2.7
Drainage ditch (m) 407 245
Hedgerow (m) 2243 3835 1786 4097
Treeline (m) 475 648 384 694
Improved grassland 11.8 19.2
Lowland unimproved 1.4 2.6
grassland
Semi-improved 9.4 12.7 8.7 13.5
grassland
Upland unimproved 7.5 2.2 5.0 1.8
grassland
Tall scrub 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.5
Low scrub 0.5 1.0
Heather moorland 6.0 0.5 5.3 0.5
The variables whichweresignificantly different in abundance between l-km squareswith and
squares without main settsare broadlythe same as those which correlated significantly with
main sett number (Table 6.2).
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Table 6.4 Habitat variables with significant differences between those J-km squares with main setts and those L-km squares without, in
the 1980s. Figures are in hectares, unless otherwise indicated
Land class group I II III IV V VI
"mainsett absent present absent present absent present absent present absent present present absent
Habitat
Semi-natural 5.7 8.8 3.4 6.8 2.35 5.5
broadleaved woodland
Broadleaved plantation 0.13 0.54
Co~ifer plantation 1.3 4.6 0.9 2.0
Semi-improved 4.2 9.3 14.3 23.5
grassland
Improved grassland 8.6 15.5 19.2 28.2
Treeline (m) 380 934 319 992
Hedgerow (m) 3169 4481 3857 4892 813 1933
Drainage ditch (m) 1080 461
Built-up land 12.7 6.6 11.7 5.8
Tall scrub 0.3 1.1 0.3 0.7
Low scrub 0.37 1.05
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Table 6.5 Habitat variables with significant differences between those l-km squares with main setts and those without, in the 1990s.
Figures are in hectares, unless othenvise indicated
,.
Land class group I II III IV V VI
~ainsett absent present absent present absent present absent present absent present present absent
Habitat
Semi-natural 2.9 5.12 2.6 4.5 1.8 5.5
broadleaved woodland
Broadleaved plantation 0.27 0.75
Conifer woodland .
Mixed plantation 0.9 3.7 0.3 1.4
Improved grassland 6.9 14.7 15.5 23.4
Semi-improved 4.1 11.1 6.7 16.1 11.4 18.6
, , grassland
f Treeline (m) 476 863 401 719 470 815
Hedgerow (m) 2475 3572 2863 5620 741 2464
Arable 54.9 51.5 18.5 25.3 29.3 27.6
Built-up land 12.9 8.3
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The same procedure was carried out within land class groups, and the results, for the 1980s
and 1990s respectively are given in Table6.4 and Table 6.5. Thereare fewersignificant
variables overall in eachofthe landclass groups in the 1990s, but there is much similarity in
the habitats whichweremoreor less abundant in l-km squarescontaining badgersocial
groups.
6.3.3 Logistic regression to investigate nationally influential habitatcombinations
As mentioned above, discriminant analysis is knownto be very sensitive to violations of the
assumptions of multivariate normality. Whenthis is the case, as with the badgersurveydata,
it is advised that any results obtained from a discriminant analysisbe verifiedby using a
parallel technique (Hairet al. 1995). When dealing with a two category dependent variable, as
with presence I absence data, the alternative technique usuallyemployed is logisticregression.
•
Logistic regression analysis is far less sensitive to deviations from normality in the
independent variables than discriminant analysis.
Logistic regression is a form of Generalised LinearModelling, where the probability ofan
eventoccurring (badger sett presence) is modelled giventhe various inter-relations with the
independent variables. As a first step, presence or absence of badgermain setts was used as
the predicted variable, with the recorded habitatvariables acting as the independent values.
The variables werealways entered simultaneously into the model. This methodof variable
selection is considered more statistically robustthan forward selectionor backward
elimination whena largenumber of independent variables are under investigation. The
analysiswas initially run on the data for the wholecountry.The model produced in this way
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performed poorly, predicting correctly the presence of badgermain setts only 9% of the time,
whichwas less thanwouldhavebeenexpected purelyby chance, in the I990s (21 %); l-km
squares tended to be overclassified into the 'absent' category.
This poor performance can be explained by the nature of the data. The l-km squares sampled
in the badgersurvey weredistributed across the wholeof mainland Britain. Although the
analyses in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2highlighted variables which exist in greaterabundance in
l-krn squares containing mainsetts,noneof them correlated strongly with main sett number.
Similarly, whentaking the country as a whole from a multivariate point of view, it is not
possible to selecta single combination of habitatvariables - a variate - which will predictwith
accuracy badger main sett presence. This is because in differentgeographical areas I regions
of the mainland, habitats havedifferential influence in terms of badgerpopulationpersistence
i.e. a habitatwhichis important in one area may not be in another. Also, the underlying
distribution of badger social groups mayhave an effect. Badgers are knownto display a
clumped distribution in termsof main setts, therefore there are many l-km squareswhich do
not contain badgers irrespective of the habitatwhichcomprises them. A l-km squarecan be
considered a smallareaof survey whenthe territory size of an averagebadger group is taken
into account. Dueto the spacing of badgergroups, and their clumpednature, for any given
samplesquare there remains a relatively high chanceof a badger group or groupsexistingjust
outside the square, irrespective of the habitatwithin it. Therefore, logistic regression analysis
was carriedout on the presence or absence of any sett, rather than main setts alone, as an
indicatorof badgerpresence. In the 1990s, 33%of l-krn squarescontaineda sett of any type,
'as opposedto 21% whichcontained mainsetts, and so the technique would be expectedto be
more successful.
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When applied to the whole country. the model in this case performed considerably better than
when considering main setts alone, and 40% of the l-km squares which contained a sett were
correctly predicted as such; compared to a prior probability of33%. However, the ability of
the recorded habitat variables to predict the presence or absence of badger setts on a country-
wide basis remains limited.
6.3.4 Logistic regression to investigate influential habitatcombinations within land class
groups
As described in section 2.2, l-km squares with the same land class grouping have similar
underlying characteristics in terms of land-use, climate, geology etc. It is reasonable to
surmise, therefore, that variations in badger numbers (as represented by sett numbers) will be
modelled with greater accuracy within the relatively less variable strata provided by the land
class groups. Logistic regression analyses as described above were performed on each of the
land class groups. Upland VII is ommitted from the following analyses, because the very
small number of setts contained therein means such analysis is inappropriate due to the high
. probability of spurious results.
; ;-
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Table 6.6 Significant variables from logistic regression, by land class group in the 1980s (*= p<0.05, **=p<O.OI, ***=p<O.OOI).
, I's
Land class group I .. Land class group II Landclass group III Land class group IV Land class group V Land class groupVI
Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R
LSB 0.11* BLW 0.07* RESV 1.67* IMG 0.11 ** TRE 0.14** BLW 0.15**
SIG 0.08* HDG 0.06* TSB 0.11* BLW 0.10** TSB 0.06* HDG 0.11 *
CP 0.06* TSB 0.03* BLP 0.10* RIV 0.07* BLP 0.05* LSB 0.09*
BLW 0.05* MP 0.09* ABL 0.06* LUG -0.07*
TSB 0.05*
HDG 0.05*
Table 6.7 Significant variables from logistic regression, by land class group in the 1990s (*= p<0.05, **=p<O.OI, ***=p<O.OOI).
Land class group I . Land class group II Landclass groupIII Land class group IV Land class group V Landclass group VI
Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R Habitat R
SIG 0.14** BLW 0.15*** HDG 0.18** HDG 0.15*** BLW 0.21 *** BLW 0.14***
HDG 0.12* HDG 0.10** LUG 0.15* BUL -0.05* HDG 0.17** HDG 0.12*
TRE 0.09* TRE 0.08* BKN 0.14* BLW 0.05* TRE 0.13** LSB 0.04*
SIG 0.05* BUL -0.13*
TSB 0.11 *
KEY: BLW=semi-nat. broadleaved wood., BLP=broadleaved plantation,CP=conifer planation, MP=mixed plantation, SIG=semi-improved
grassland, IMG=improved grassland,LUG=lowland unimproved grassland,TSB=tall scrub, LSB=low scrub, BKN=bracken, HDG=hedge,
TRE=treeline, ABL=arable, BUL=built land.
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The variables which influenced significantly the probability of setts being present in any
given square are shown in Table6.6 and Table6.7. The R-statistic presented in the tables
describes the partial correlation, between the habitatvariables and the probability of sett
presence, taking intoaccount the contribution of the othervariables. The largerthe value, the
greater the probability of an eventoccurring, and the greater influence that variablehas. A
minus sign indicates a negative correlation. The habitats are listed in orderof magnitude of
influence. Model fit was assessed by comparing predictions fromthe modelwith prior
probability. Model fit for each landclass group in the 1980s and 1990sare presented inTable
6.8 andTable6.9.
Logistic regression modelling performed with variable accuracy within each"of the different
land class groups. The models predicted the presence of setts considerably better than the
prior probability in all groups in both surveys, exceptin land class group II. The variables
with the greatest influence on the probability of a sett being presentvaried from group to
group,but therewere a number of habitat typeswhichappeared to be importantacross most
of the land class groups. Semi-natural broadleaved woodland and hedgerowappeared most
often as significant variables. Scrub (lowand tall) also featured consistently, and grassland
was occasionally a significant variable (improved, semi-improved or lowlandunimproved).
Habitat factors associated with providing coverwere most often the most influential variable
and have the greatest influence in determining the probability of badgersbeing present in any
gi~en square, whenthe effectof the otherhabitatvariables is taken into account.
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Table 6.8 Model fit of logistic regression using habitat variables to predict presence or
absence of badger setts, 1980s.
































Table 6.9 Model fit of logistic regression using habitat variables to predict presence or
absence of badger setts, 1990s.
Percent l-km squares Percent prior
correctly predictedto probabilityof setts































6.3.5 Habitatsfavoured as sitesfor main setts
In order to investigate the importance ofhabitat as sites for sett location, the habitats were
grouped into functionally similar groupings. This is because some of the habitats are very
similar in character, and there is a degreeof subjectivityin the divisions between them. For
example, in the case of the lowland grasslandtypes (unimproved, semi-improved, improved),
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they are characterised by the degree of management, past and present,but with respect to
badger sett selection, are similar in physical and biological terms.The groupings used are
outlined below:
hedgerows - hedgerows; treelines - treelines; broadleaved woodland - semi-natural
broadleaved woodland, broadleaved plantations, youngplantations; coniferous woodland -
semi-natural coniferous woodland, coniferous plantations; mixed woodland - semi-natural
mixedwoodland, mixedplantations; parkland - parkland; scrub - tall scrub, low scrub;
bracken - bracken; lowland heath - lowland heaths; upland - heathermoorlands, blanketbog,
uplandunimproved grassland; grassland -lowland unimproved grassland, semi-improved
grassland, improved grassland; arable - arable; cliffs - unquarried inland cliffs, vertical coastal
cliffs, sloping coastal cliffs;quarries and mines - quarries and open-castmines; built land -
built land, amenity grassland; other - all the other habitat types listed in Appendix 11.3.The
numberof main setts in eachhabitatgroupwas then explored.
Across all landclass groups exceptArable III, broadleaved woodland was the most regularly
selectedhabitat for main sett sites, followed by hedgerows. In the Arable III land class group,
coniferous woodland was more important. Since there were generally few differences between
land class groups, thesewere combined to present the overall changes between the two
surveys (Table 6.10). Broadleaved woodland and hedgerows were selectedmost regularly for
.:nain'sett location. Grassland was also commonly used. Coniferous and mixed woodland,
scrub and bracken were also regularly used. Therefore habitats which are associatedwith




Table 6.10 The percent of main setts recorded in each habitat group across all land class

















































6.3.6 Changes in availabilityofimportanthabitat types.from the 1980s to the 1990s
Changes in average area and length of the important habitat types, as defined from the
analyses in sections 6.3.2, 6.3.4 and 6.3.5 were calculated for each land class group (Table
6.11). There were no major changes in the average availability of the different habitats
overall, but there were variations between the two surveys. The average length of linear
features (hedgerow and treeline) declined over much of the country. There was little change
overall in abundance of cover-providing habitats (broadleaved and coniferous woodlands, and
scrub types) although there was a slight decline in average availability of semi-natural
broadleaved woodland in much of the country. Noteably, broadleaved woodland, the single
most important habitat type, declined slightly on average in the land class groups which
~xhibited the largest increases in badger social group numbers (II, VI, V and VI). Across the
land class groups, semi-improved and improved grassland appeared to mirror each others
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declines or increases, but combined therewas little change in their abundance. There was a
tendency for an increase in areaofunimproved grassland, which wouldnot be considered
specifically beneficial to badgers.
6.3.7 Changes in availability ofoptimal l-km squares.
Linearmodelling procedures such as logistic regression uses abundance, as measured in area
or lengths, of the independent variables to estimatea relationship with the dependent variable.
Simplebivariate correlations showed that on a squareby squarebasis, no habitat type
recorded in the surveys correlated strongly with badger social group numbers. An alternative
approach is to define a 'good' square for badgers by considering simply the presence or
absence of habitatcombinations rather than their relativemagnitudes. Reason, Harris &
Cresswell (1993) used the data from the 1980s badgersurvey to achieve this. Using the
habitat features whichwere important in termsof sett site location,and those which were
significantly moreabundant in l-km squares with badgerspresent, it was found that the most
successful combination of features for defining a 'good' square for badgers was a square with
five or moreof the following: hedgerows, treelines, semi-natural broadleaved woodlands,
semi-natural mixedwoodlands, mixedplantations, parkland, tall scrub, low scrub, bracken,
'. running naturalwater, lowland unimproved grassland, semi-improved grassland, and
\~ improved grassland. The availability of l-km squares with five or more favoured habitat types
declinedby 19%overall in the nine years betweenthe two surveys. This trend was not
uniform across the country. The magnitude of the declinevaried between the land class
~j groupS (Table6.12)and even more so when considered on a regionalbasis (Table 6.13). In
:' some regionsthe declines were small, and there were even small increases in the availability
.: Orngood" l-km squares in two regions.
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" Table 6.11 Cha~~ges in the availability of important habitats between the 1980s and 1990s surveys. Figures are average per l-km square;
.'
hedgerows and,,'treelines are given in metres, all other habitats types are in he~tares
Arable I Arable II Arable III Pastoral IV Pastoral V Marginal upland VI
1980s 1990s 1980s 1990s 1980s 1990s 1980s 1990s 1980s 1990s 1980s 1990s
Specific habitats
Hedgerows 3040 3680 3750 3260 1500 1190 4860 4530 4320 3980 980 910
Treelines 610 560 620 550 420 330 530 520 650 540 370 340
Totals 3650 4250 4370 3810 1920 1520 5390 5050 4970 4520 1350 1250
Semi-natural 6.7 . 6.2 3.4 3.4 2.0 1.4 3.6 3.3 3.8 3.6 2.6 2.2
broadleaved woodland
Broadleaved plantations 1.7 1.1 1.4 1.4 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1
Coniferous plantations 2.5 1.8 1.0 0.8 6.6 6.5 1.4 1.0 3.9 4.0 8.6 ' 8.7
Mixed plantations 1.3 1.9 0.3 0.4 0.7 1.0 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.4
," Tall scrub 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2
Bracken 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.5 3.3 3.0
Low scrub 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.4 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.6
Totals 15.7 15.0 7.4 7.3 11.1 11.0 8.0 8.1 10.2 9.9 12.5 13.7
General habitats
Lowland unimproved 3.8 3.8 1.4 1.8 1.4 1.3 2.4 2.6 1.5 3.1 0.6 1.8
grassland
Semi-improved 5.9 6.7 7.4 6.6 10.1 7.4 9.6 13.3 15.6 14.9 16.0 12.2
grassland
Improved grassland 10.6 9.0 9.5 8.5 12.6 16.8 21.7 18.5 22.0 21.5 10.4 16.0
Totals 20.3 19.5 18.3 16.9 24.1 25.5 33.4 34.4 39.1 39.5 27.0 30.0
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Changes in sett numbers were then considered with respectto "good" and "poor" l-km
, .
squares. The number of main setts in "good" l-km squaresincreased betweenthe two surveys.
However, therewas a greater increase in the number of main setts in "poor" l-km squares, and
overall the proportion of main setts in "good" I-kID squaresdeclinedby 6% (Table6.14 and
Table6.15). In the 1990s, 65% of "good" l-km squares still lackeda main sett, compared to
86%of "poor" l-km squares. Thus, therewere still many l-km squareswith good badger
habitatwhich lackeda main sett.
6.3.8 Habitat richness to explain appearance or disappearance ofmainsetts
Changes in the number of "good" and"poor" l-krn squares were comparedto changes in the
numberof main settson a regional basis.A Spearman rank correlationshowedthere was no
significant correlation between regional changes in the number ofmain setts and the change in
numberof "good" l-km squares (rs=-0·27, n.s.), The numberof favourable habitatspresent, as
defined in section6.3.7,were used to assigna 'richness' score to the sample l-km squares. 1-
km squares whichcontained main setts at the time of the 19805 survey were selected. l-km
squareswhich gained additional main setts betweenthe two surveyshad a mean richness
score greater than 5,0, while l-km squares whichhad lost main setts had a mean richness
score of less than 5·0 (Table6.16).
The l-km squares which lost main setts tendedto have lower habitat richness scores than
those l-krn squares which gainedmains setts.
-a '
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Table 6.12 Changes in the availability of "good" J-km squares for badgers between the


























































Table 6.13 Regional changes in the availability of "good" l-km squares for badgers
between the two surveys
Region Number of l-km Number Number Percent
squares (percent) of (percent) of change in
surveyed "good" l-km "good" l-km the number
squares, 19805 squares, 19905 of"good"
squares
North England 162 55 (34) 47 (29) -15
North-west England 69 37 (54) 31 (45) -16
North-east England 116 36 (31) 23 (20) -36
West Midlands 156 97 (62) 95 (61) -2
East England 143 54 (38) 34 (24) -37
Central England 83 38 (46) 39 (47) 3
East Anglia 158 43 (27) 38 (24) -12
South-west England 200 111 (56) 88 (44) -21
Southern England 123 65 (53) 35 (28) -46
South-east England 145 58 (40) 47 (32) -19
North Scotland 364 60 (16) 37 (10) -38
South Scotland 205 60 (29) 45 (22) -25
Mid & north Wales 138 58 (42) 61 (44) 5
South Wales 107 50 (47) 42 (39) -16




.Table 6.14 Change in the number of main setts in "good" and "poor" l-km squares for badgers between the two surveys by land class
groups.
Land class group Number of Number (percent) Number (percent) Number of Number (percent) Number (percent)
main setts in main setts in main setts in main setts in main setts in main setts in
the 1980s "good" l-km "poor" l-krn the 1990s "good" l-krn "poor" l-krn
squares in the squares in the squares in the squares in the
1980s 1980s 1990s 1990s
Arable I 90 48 (53) 42 (47) 93 45 (48) 48 (52)
Arable II 84 52 (62). 32 (38) 109 51 (47) 58 (53)
Arable III 18 9 (50) 9 (50) 17 9 (53) 8 (47)
Pastoral IV 168 103 (61) 65 (39) 207 119 (57) 88 (43)
pru;toral V 53 36 (68) 17 (32) 73 46 (63) 27 (37)
, .
19 (59) 13 (41) 45 28 (62) 17 (38)Marginal upland VI 32
. I
1 (50) 1 (50) 5 1 (20) 4 (80)Upland VII 2
Totals 447 268 (60) 179 (40) 549 299 (54) 250 (46)
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Table,_6.15 Regional changes in the number of main setts in "good" and "poor" J-km squares for badgers between the two surveys.
Region Nwnberof Nwnber (percent) Number (percent) Nwnberof Number (percent) Number (percent)
main setts in main setts in main setts in main setts in main setts in main setts in
the 1980s "good" l-km "poor" l-krn the 1990s "good" l-km "poor" l-km
squares in the squares in the squares in the squares in the
1980s 1980s 1990s 1990s
North England 18 8 (44) 10 (56) 19 8 (42) 11 (58)
North-west England 13 8 (62) 5 (38) 12 8 (67) 4 (33)
North-East England 17 9 (53) 8 (47) 19 8 ,(42) 11 (58)
West Midlands 37 30 (81) 7 (19) 70 54 (77) 16 (23)
East Midlands 25 15 (60) 10 (40) 28 11 (39) 17 (61)
Central England 20 9 (45) 11 (55) 24 13 (54) 11 (46)
East Anglia 9 6 (67) 3 (33) 13 3 (23) 10 (77)
South-west England 115 77 (67) 38 (33) 141 81 (57) 60 (43)
Southern England 42 26 (62) 16 (38) 49 20 (41) 29 (59)
South-east England 50 24 (48) 26 (52) 57 26 (46) 31 (54)
North Scotland 8 6 (75) 2 (25) 12 4 (33) 8 (67)
South Scotland 15 6 (40) 9 (60) 15 12 (80) 3 (20)
Mid and North Wales 34 25 (74) 9 (26) 45 31 (69) 14 (31)
South Wales 44 19 (43) 25 (57) 45 20 (44) 25 (56)
Totals 447 268 (60) 179 (40) 549 299 (54) 250 (46)
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Table 6.16 The mean habitat richness in l-km squares for different patterns of change in
main sett numbers
Pattern of change in mainsett number, 1980s to 1990s
Increased number of mainsetts, 19805 to 1990s (squares
whichalready contained mainsetts in the 1980s)
Appearance of mainsetts in previously blanksquares
No change
Decreased number of mainsetts in 1980s to 1990s














Habitatrichness in those l-km squares whichgainedmain setts was significantly greater than
in those l-km squares where the number of main setts stayed the same (Mann-Whitney; z=-
2.13,p<0·05). The habitatrichness was not significantly differentbetween l-km squares
which lost mainsettsand l-km squares in whichthere were main setts in the 1980s and
remained the same (Mann-Whitney; z=-0'39, n.s.), However, richness was significantly lower
in those l-km squares in whichtherewereno main sett in both surveys, and those in which




6.4.1 Overview ofthe important habitat types
.. .
Anumber of habitats wereshownto be significantly different in terms ofarea or length in
'those'survey l-km squares in whichbadgersocialgroup(s) e'xisted. When consideringthe
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whole country, 16habitatvariables weresignificantly differentin either the 1980s, 1990s or
both.Mostof these werepositively associated with the presence of badgermain setts, the
exceptions being areaof blanket bog, uplandunimproved grassland and conifer plantation
whichare all common to upland areas(primarily UplandVII) knownto be scarcely populated
by badgers. The habitats whichwere in abundance in l-km squaresharbouring badgerscan
be interpreted satisfactorily in termsof badgerbiology, providing coveror foraging.
Whenthe sample was divided by land class group, the resultingpatternsofdifferentiating
variables weremorecomplex. l-km squares fromany givenland class groupare by definition
homogenous in certainunderlying aspects of their physical and biological nature. Therefore, it
is unsurprising that the variables whichwere important to badgersshould vary between
groups. In boththe 1980s and 1990s, in eachof the land class groups, there was commonlya
combination of one or moreof each of the coverand foraging factors which varied
significantly between l-km squares with and l-km squares withoutbadger social groups.
There were,however, different combinations in the differentland class groups, which again
can be interpreted in viewof the underlying natureof the groupings. In arable land class
groupsI, II andIII, l-km squares containing main settshad significantly more pasture (semi-
improved or improved). Theseare groupings of l-km squarescomprisedofprimarily arable
land, which is avoided by badgers (Cresswell et al., 1990), and so presenceof pasture in this
landscape wouldbe expected to be exploited preferentially by badgers. The same can be said
for the higheraverage lengthof hedgerow in land class groupII. Pastoral land class groups IV
and V are groupings of l-km squares whichare the most heterogeneous in nature, having the
greatestabundance of "good" l-km squares. However, habitat factors providingcover and
foraging, were still in greater abundance in l-km squareswith main setts. So despite the
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overall heterogeneous nature of the l-km squares in the pastoral areas, badgers still tend to
exist in areaswhere thosehabitats are in greater abundance. Built-up land was negatively
associated with main setts,with badgers tendingto exist in areas with less habitation.
In Marginal uplandVI, cover in the formof woodland (broadleaved), treelinesand
hedgerows, appears to the most important factor, being significantly more abundantin l-krn
squares with badgers. This is unsurprising in an upland landscape where the terrain is likely to
be largely open,with relatively little cover. Therefore, the underlying landscape of an area
affectsto an extentwhichhabitattypes are likely to be favoured, or required in abundance, to
maintain a badger population.
6.4.2 Influential habitat types
Habitat typeswhichoccur in greater abundance in l-km squareswithmain setts are influential
to differentextents in predicting whetherbadgers will be present, when the other variablesare
taken into account. Badgers tend to exist in areaswith an abundance of certain ecologically
important habitattypes.The logistic regression analysishighlighteda small number of
habitatswhichweremost influential in determining whether or not badgers would be present,
when the relationship between badgerpresence and all the habitat variables were investigated
simultaneously.
Overall, there was agreement to some extent in the habitats which differed significantly
b~tween l-km squareswith and withoutbadger social groups, and the habitats which were
most influential in terms of probability of badger presence. The overlap ofresults was not
complete, however. The habitatsfound to have the greatest influenceon the probabilityof
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badgers beingpresent tendedto be habitats associated solely with providingcover.Foraging
habitats featured rarely. Broadleaved woodland and hedgerow were commonly the variables
with the most influence. Thesesame habitattypes were also the most favoured sites for main
sett location, and so although badgers tend to locate their main setts in areas with an
abundance of both coverand foraging, coveravailability has the greater influence in
determining badger presence. The differences betweenthe two surveys,for the same land class
groups, in the habitats highlighted as being important is, at least in part, due to the lack of
strongcorrelations between badgerpresence and abundance of the habitat types.
It has been suggested that suitable sites for main setts are a limiting resource, and are an
important factor in determining population density(Roper, 1993).Of 18 environmental
variables investigated by Thornton(1988) in relationto main sett distribution, tree cover was
one of only three variables whichcorrelated with sett density. The other two were concerned
with substrate and aspect, neitherof whichwere recorded in the national surveys. These
studies supportthe resultspresented here: whilebadgersare more likely to exist in areas with
sufficient coverand foraging, cover-providing factors are the most important. Clements et al.
(1988) reported that 81%of badgersetts were dug into sites associatedwith woodland, scrub
or hedgerow, whichare believed to be favoured due to the protectionaffordedto emerging
badgers. The earlierwork ofKruuk et al. (1979)showedthat the primary food ofbadgers,
earthworms, is especially commonin short-grass pasture, and that the territory size ofa social
group is relatedto the distribution of food patchessuch as this. He proposed that badger
density is defined primarily by food availability, in two steps:
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1. Social group density, as determined by territory boundaries.
2. Group size,as determined by the productivity of the territory.
The results presented heresuggest that although badgers do preferentially live in areas with
abundance of prime foraging habitat, sett site availability provided by cover habitats is the
more influential factor. This supports the work of Thomton(1988)and Roper (1993)who
proposed that sett site availability determines main sett densitydirectly, therebydictating
social group density, which, combined with socialgroupsize will determine badgerdensity.
Soil type and slopeare knownto be important factors in determining where setts are dug.
Certainsubstrates are conducive to digging and the majority of badger setts are dug into these.
Thornton's analysis found substrate type to be significantly correlated with main sett density.
Clements et al. (1988) recorded that 67%of main setts in Britainwere dug in either sandy soil
or in chalk. 92%weredug into sloping ground. These variables were not recorded in the
surveys reported in this thesis, therefore by necessity were ignored in the analyses. Inclusion
of these factors wouldobviously improve the predictive powerof the logistic modelling
process. However, evenwithinthese particular soil types, cover is important. In an area in the
Chiltems,Dunwell andKillingly (1969) notedthat setts were more abundant in upper chalk
than in clay,andmore numerous in woodland than in the open. However, further analysis
showedthat evenwithinthe chalk,there was a significant preference for woodland. This was
also the case at Wytham, wheneven in the preferred soil, calcareous grit, woodland was
preferred for main sett location.
Betweenthe two surveys, there were no striking changes in habitat availability of the
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important habitat typeswhichwouldhavebeen expected to lead to an increase in badger
numbers. If anything, the opposite trendwouldhave beenexpected.
6.4.3 The effect ofhabitat richness
Habitat selection by badgers has not changed significantly betweenthe two surveys, but the
availability of "good" l-km squares, as defined by heterogeneity ofbeneficial habitats for
badgers, declined by 19%. In parallel with this, a higherproportionof badgersocial groups
were found to be in "poor" l-km squares in the 1990s than in the 1980s. This is partiallydue
to l-km squares whichwere borderline "good" in the 1980s losing that classification in the
intervening period, but retaining badgerpresence. By definition, a l-km squarecan in theory
lose a "good" classification by losing perhaps one patchof brackenor scrub thus lowering the
richness score to less than 5.0.This may not affect the badgerpopulationin the square in any
way. In a case suchas this, the square wouldstill contain badgersdespite being classed as
"poor" in the 1990s.
Habitatrichness did appear to be related to the patterns of main sett appearance and
disappearance. In l-km squares in whichmain setts increased in numberor newly appeared,
the habitatrichness was higherthan in those l-km squareswhere there were no main setts in
either survey, or where there was a decline in number. Thus, on average, the very good l-km
squares for badgers, into whichthey weremost likely to expand,were less likely to be
borderline "poor". Therefore, although habitatrichness is not the sole determinant of badger
presence in an area, it does influence changes in the badgerpopulation; the likelihoodof an




A number of habitattypes recorded in the during the badger surveys of the 1980s and 1990s
were shown to be important. Habitats primarily associated with cover (woodland, hedgerow,
scrub) and foraging areas (pasture categories) were typically more abundant in squares
containing badger social groups. Different habitat variable combinations displayed this pattern
in the different land class groups. Logistic regression analysis highlighted variables which had
significant influence on the probability badgers being present in any given l-krn square. These
habitats were primarily those which provide cover, and were most commonly selected for sett
site selection. Although an abundance of foraging area is preferred by badgers, overall, sett
site availability would appear critical in determining the potential ofa l-krn square to
maintain a badger population.
In the face ofa decline in the proportion of l-krn squares which would be considered good for
badgers, the population has increased considerably. The robust nature, relative lack of habitat
specificity, and adaptability of badgers undoubtedly plays a role in this, but it raises the
question of what the factors are which have influenced the population increase. Habitat
changes, at least at the scale recorded in the national surveys, were not the factor causing the
badger population increase. Although not necessarily causative, habitat richness does appear
to influence where the changes have occurred. The trend of declining habitat heterogeneity is
of concern. Although the badger population has tluived during this period, there is no
guarantee that this pattern will continue in the face of further degradation. Chapter seven
investigates the changing levels ofpersecution, to ascertain if the tightening of badger
protection legislation has led to the observed numerical response.
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7.. Changes in levels of persecution of badgers in Britain,
1988 to 1997
7.1 Introduction
In this thesis I haveshown that in the nineyearsbetween the two national surveys, the badger
population in Britainincreased significantly. As explained in Chapter one, hitherto it had
always beenassumed that anychanges in the badgerpopulation wouldbe slow,and so this
population recovery was an unexpected result. Analysis of the changes in land-use between
the two surveys in the previous Chapter showed that therehad been no trends that wouldhave
been likelyto drive the population upwards. In fact, the changes in habitatavailability would
havebeenexpected to havea detrimental effecton badgernumbers. It is also unlikelythat
climatic factors would havecaused this increase: weather in Britain is variable over short time
scales, but if anything, the conditions showed a warmer, drier trend in muchof the period
between the two surveys. Theseare not considered idealconditions for cub survival, and
wouldnot be considered a causative factor for the increase.
In this Chapter, recorded persecution levelsare compared betweenthe two surveys. In
particular, those practices whichleave visiblesigns, and which could be quantified from the
surveyresults, are examined. Theseare signsof digging at setts, and also blocking. The




7.1..1 Changes in the badger protection laws
Persecution by farmers and gamekeepers, particularly last century,and more recentlyby
badgerdiggers, is believed.to havehad a significant impacton badger numbers(Section 1.3).
In recentyears, andwithinthe lifetime of this monitoring scheme, there have been
considerable changes in the lawsdesigned to protectbadgers since the sett survey initiatedby
The Mammal Society, with a potential for a significant impacton badgerpopulations. The
first legal protection was givenby the BadgersAct 1973. This providedsome protection, but
it still allowed badgers to be killedby authorised peoplewith the landowners permission, and
this included digging. The singlemost important piece of legislationprotectingbadgerswas
the Wildlife and Coutryside Act 1981. Badgerdiggingwas finally made illegal, as was the
killing of badgers by the traditional means of snaring, gassing, trapping and shooting.
Following the passing of this Act, badger control requiredappropriate licensingby the
government. In 1991. badgersetts were given legal protectionby the Badgers Act 1991.This
made it an offence to intentionally or recklessly damage, destroyor obstruct access to any part
of badger sett, to causea dog to enter a badgersett or to disturb a badger when it is occupying
a sett. A separate Act, the Badgers(FurtherProtection) Act 1991,made provision for the
removal, disposal or destruction of any dogs used illegallyfor badger digging. This Act made
a numberof exceptions and licensable procedures to facilitateactivities such as foxhunting
and gamekeeping. The various badgerprotectionlaws were brought together by the Protection
of BadgersAct 1992.
Legal restrictions regarding the use of chemicals have also increased in recent years, and these
should have benefited badgerpopulations. In particular, under the Control of Pesticides
Regulations 1986, Cymagonly has approval for use against rabbits and rats and no product is
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currently approved for gassing foxes. Thus, the risk of badger setts being accidentally gassed
during fox control operations should have been removed, although the "accidental" gassing of
setts during rabbit control operations remains a risk. However, the annual reports by MAFF
show that the number of reported incidents each year is very low. For instance, of 56 cases of
suspected pesticide poisoning ofbadgers reported in 1994, only one was due to the abuse of
cyanide (and only three others were confirmed as having died from the effects of pesticides)
(Fletcher, Hunter & Barnett, 1995).
When the original badger survey was initiated, the Wildlife and Countryside Act had been in
place for four years, and by the time the repeat survey was carried out the legislation
protecting setts had been passed. Therefore, the resurvey described in this thesis provided an
opportunity to determine whether the legislation had led to a reduction in the interference at
badger setts.
Although illegal, other forms of persecution still occur. Hunting with lurchers, shooting at
night with the aid of powerful lamps, illegal gassing or widespread snaring leave few field
signs. Therefore the snapshot picture obtained from this survey could not quantify such





In the 1980s, the levelsof persecution at badgersetts were high; Cresswell, Harris& Jefferies
(1990) recorded digging at 10.5% of active main setts, with hole blockingat 15.7% and
snaring at 1.0%. Digging and hole blockingwere consistently higher at active main than at
other types of sett, and these patterns ofpersecution declinedgenerally in the order active
main sett>disused main sett>annexe sett>subsidiary sett>outlying sett, It was argued that this
implied that the persecution was deliberately targetedat badgers, as opposedto being
incidental persecution associated with killing foxes, since the incidence of persecution
declined in parallel with the levelsof badgeruse of each sett type.
When analysing the results, the numberof affected setts within a land class group or region
were generally too small for statistical analysis, and so significance levels are only presented
for the national changes. Also, sincetherewas no information on persecutionlevels at setts
missed in the 1980s survey, some of the samplesizes used in these analysesare slightly
differentfromthose in other Chapters.
7.2.1 Badger digging
Overall, the levelsof badgerdiggingat main setts had declined significantly, to just under half
that recorded in the 1980s; 4% ofmain setts showedevidenceof having been dug in the 1990s
(Table 7.1). Basedon the 1-3 score, there wereno significantdifferences in the severity of
digging at main setts in each land class group betweenthe two surveys (Kruskal-Wallis;
X2=3.84, n.s.).
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Table 7.1 Changes in the number of active main setts showing signs digging in the two
surveys by land class group, 1988-1997
Land class group Tot(,ll Number Total number Number significanc
number of (%)of of setts (%)of eof
setts found, setts dug, found, 1990s setts dug, difference
1980s 1980s 1990s
Arable I 86 6 (7) 94 1 (1)
Arable II 84 10 (12) 119 7 (6)
Arable III 17 2 (12) 17 3 (18)
Pastoral IV 158 10 (6) 211 5 (2)
Pastoral V 52 8 (15) 84 4 (5)
Marginal upland VI 30 4 (13) 46 3 (7)
Upland VII 2 1 (2) 5 1 (0)
Totals 429 41 (10) 576 24 (4) p < 0.01
Table 7.2 Regional differences in the number of active main setts showing signs of
digging in the two surveys, 1988-1997.
Region Total Number Total Number significance
number of (%) ofsetts number of (%) ofsetts of
setts found, dug, 1980s setts found, dug, 1990s difference
1980s 1990s
North England 16 6 (38) 19 5 (26)
North-west England 12 2 (17) 12 3 (25)
North-east England 15 3 (20) 21 0(0)
West Midlands 41 5 (12) 82 1 (1)
East Midlands 27 5 (19) 29 2 (7)
Central England 18 1 (6) 26 0(0)
East Anglia 8 1 (0) 14 2 (14)
South-west England 109 4 (4) 143 2 (1)
Southern England 43 3 (7) 49 3 (6)
South-east England 48 3 (6) 62 0(0)
North Scotland 8 0(0) 12 0(0)
South Scotland 15 2 (13) 15 2 (13)
Mid and north Wales 27 3 (11) 46 3 (7)
South Wales 42 3 (7) 46 1 (2)
Totals 429 41 (10) 576 24 (4) p < 0.01
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Thusdespite a decline in overall incidence of digging. where it still occurred the damage to
mainsetts that had beendug remained the same.As in the 1980s, lower levelsof diggingwere
recorded for annexe and subsidiary (2% each)and outlying setts (1%) (Appendix Tables
11.9.1 to 11.9.3). Also. therehad beenno changein the levelsofdiggingat these types of sett.
This suggests that in the 1980s, digging was deliberately targetedat badgers, since it increased
in parallel with the frequency of occupation of each type ofsett, Unlikethe 1980s. signs of
digging weremost common at disused mainsetts in the 1990s(6%) (Appendix Table 11.9.4).
It is possible that digging activities led to somemain setts being abandoned. but this is
impossible to verify in a one-offstudysuch as this.
Despite the national decline in levels of digging, locallyit was still a significant problem
(Table7.2 and 10.9.5). For all typesofsett, but particularly main setts, digging levels were
higher in North andNorth-west England than for any other regions; in these two regions,a
quarterof all main setts showed signsofhaving beendug and, contrary to the national trend,
these two regions showed little change in levelsofbadgerdiggingsince the 19805, and the
numberof badger socialgroups showedno significant change.Overall,althoughthere is no
significant correlation between the percent of main setts dug and the percentchange in the
numberof badger social groups in eachregion(Spearman rank correlation; rs=-0.407, n.s.),
the general pattern was for no increase or a small decline in the numberofmain setts in areas
where levelsof digging are highest(Table7.3). Whilst the overall pattern is clear, three
regions (EastAnglia, and Mid and north Wales and South wales) did not conformto the
general trend. In the past decade, south and east Suffolkhave been targeted for badger
, ,
reintroduction programs. whichmay partlyexplainthe patternof increasingpopulation
. .
despitehigh levelsof digging. The anomalous positions of Mid and north Wales, and South
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Walesare less easy to understand. It is possible that other forms ofpersecution which could
not be quantified in the national surveysare more prevalent in these areas than elsewhere in
Britain therefore confusing-the observedtrend with digging alone. For the rest of Britain there
was a significant negative correlationbetweenthe percent main setts dug in a region and the
percentchange in the numberof badger social groups (Spearmanrank correlation;n=11 pairs,
rs=-O.754, p<O.OI).
Table 7.3 Regional comparison of the levels of digging at main setts in the 1990s and the


















































The proportionof each type of sett that had some or all holes blocked had not changed
significantly for any type of sett betweenthe two surveys (Table 7.4 and Appendix Tables
11.9.6 to 11.9.10). However, the increase in the number of setts sincethe 1980s has meant
that the total numberof blocked setts has increased. There are, however, quite large regional
IS2
differences in the proportion of setts that hadbeen blocked (Table7.5 and Appendix Table
11.9.10). Theextentof settblocking wasnot related to badgerpopulation density; there was
no relationship between the percent of mainsettsblocked and meanmain sett densityacross
regions (r5=0.03, n.s.). Thus, it is unlikely that the majority of sett blocking was undertaken by
landowners or others in response to problems caused by badgers.
Had this beena significant problem, the level of sett interference wouldhave increased in
areaswhere badgers weremore common. In any case,such activitywould be illegal unless the
relevant licence hadbeenobtained (Harris et al.; 1994). However, under the Protection of
Badgers Act 1992, it is legalfor foxhunts to blockbadgersetts, so long as they follow specific
protocols.
Despite changes in the law, the extentof hole blocking had not changed between the two
. surveys (Table 7.4 and Table7.5). Furthermore, there has been little change in the degreeof
sett blocking; 26/66(39%) mainsettsblocked in the 1980s were graded "2" or "3", whilst in
the 1990s, 22/74(30%) of blocked mainsettswere graded "2" or "3". Basedon the 1-3 score,
there were no significant differences in the severity of hole blocking at main setts betweenthe
two surveys (Kruskal-Wallis test;r=1.19, n.s.), Of the 74 activemain setts with blocked
holes in the 1990s, 15(20%) were illegally blocked with rocks, oil drums,wire mesh and
similar items. Whilst the remainder wereblocked with soil, the surveyors were not asked to
assess whether this hadbeen undertaken in accordance with the provisions of the Protection of
..
Badgers Act 1992. Thus, there is no evidence that nationally the new legislationhas led to a
p 'si~~ificant improvement in the waythat badger setts areblockedby foxhunts.
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Table 7.4 Changes in the number of main setts showing signs of hole blocking, 1988-
1997, by land class group.
Land class group Total Number(%) Total Number significan
number of of setts number of (%)of ceof
setts found, blocked, setts found, setts difference
1980s 1980s 1990s blocked,
1990s
Arable I 86 16(19) 94 13 (14)
Arable II 84 19 (23) 119 22 (18)
Arable III 17 2 (12) 17 2 (12)
Pastoral IV 158 18 (11) 211 25 (12)
Pastoral V 52 8 (15) 84 9 (11)
Marginal upland VI 30 3 (30) 46 3 (7)
Upland VII 2 0(0) 5 0(0)
Totals 429 66 (15) 576 74 (13) n.s,
Table 7.5 Regional differences in the number of active main seth showing signs of hole
blocking in the two surveys, 1988-1997.
Region Total Number Total Number significance
number of (%).of setts number of (%) ofsetts of
setts found, blocked, setts found, blocked, difference
1980s 1980s 1990s 1990s
North England 16 4 (25) 19 3 (16)
North-west England 12 2 (17) 12 0(0)
North-east England 15 2 (13) 21 2 (10)
West Midlands 41 13 (32) 82 17 (21)
East Midlands 27 9 (33) 29 8 (28)
Central England 18 5 (28) 26 5 (19)
East Anglia 8 2 (0) 14 2 (14)
South-west England 109 12 (11) 143 17 (12)
Southern England 43 9 (21) 49 8 (16)
South-east England 48 3 (6) 62 4 (6)
North Scotland 8 0(0) 12 0(0)
South Scotland 15 1 (7) 15 1 (7)
Mid and north Wales 27 3 (11) 46 5 (11)
South Wales 42 1 (2) . 46 " ' 2 (4)




7.2.3 Snaring at setts
Snaring in the immediate vicinity of badger setts was recorded at very low levels in both the
1980s and the 1990s (Appendix Table 11.9.11), and there was no significant change in this
form of persecution.
7.3 Discussion
Badgerpersecution used to be widespread, and took many forms. The extentand varietyof
badgerpersecution in earliercenturies is described in Howes' (1988)reviewof the history of
badgerpersecution in Yorkshire. In the earlypart of this century it was recorded that badgers
wereprotected on a few estates, but thesewere the exception rather than the rule
(Blakeborough & Pease, 1914), and on 90%of estatesbadgerswere systematically harassed,
dug-out, baited, shotor killed in otherways. If this is a reasonable assessment of the levelsof
badgerpersecution nationally, it is unsurprising that at that time many local mammal
recorders considered badgers to be very rareor on the verge ofextinction(Cresswell, Harris &
Jefferies, 1990).
Some forms of badgerpersecution have now ceased. Last century,badgers were hunted at
night with hounds, and Blakeborough & Pease(~914) considered that this "sport" may have
led to the preservation of badgers in someareas. There is little information on badger hunting,
or when it finally died out. However, duringthe earlierpart of this century, many badgers
~ere also killedby traditional foxhunts. For instance, for the 1926-27 hunting season, of the
c_
1O~foxhunts in England and Wales that reported their kill for the season, 14 mentionedthat
. ~her had also killeda total of SO badgers (Anon., 1927). Of these, all but five were specifically
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recorded as having beenkilled by hounds. Badgers were killedby hounds when they were
found above ground; this occurred because foxhunts "stopped out" badgersetts (and fox
earths) at nightto ensure that the foxes wereaboveground the next day to hunt. When setts
were"hard" blocked, so that it wasdifficult for badgers to dig back in, they werealso forced
to spendthe day above ground in cover. In suchcircumstances, they were at risk of being
found and killedby the hounds. The Badgers Act 1991 made it illegal for foxhunts to block
settsotherthan in a number of specified ways. Whenthe methodsstipulated in the Act are
used, sett stopping shouldno longer be such a problem. However, in this currentstudy, 20%
of blocked mainsettswereblocked illegally with rocks, oil drums, wire mesh and similar
itemsdesigned to prevent the badgers re-opening the hole. There was no evidence that the
Badgers Act 1991 has reduced the problem of sett stopping nationally, althoughsome local
BadgerGroups reported changes in sett-stopping by their local foxhunts. The extent ofbadger
mortality due to foxhunting practices is unquantified.
Other forms of badgerpersecution continue, and the most emotiveof these is badger digging,
and muchof the legislation to protectbadgers was designedto eliminate this "sport" (Harriset
al., 1994). Badgerdigging used to be widespread, both in its own right and as an incidental
activitywhenfoxes werebeingdug out of badgersetts.The badger population was concluded
to be declining in the early 1970s, withbadgerdiggingand other forms of persecution acting
as significant contributory factors (Hardy, 1975). After diggingwas finally banned in 1981,
and by the time of the 1980s survey, levelsof badgerdigging had declined, to such an extent
that of 35 localbadger protection groups expressing a view on the extent ofbadger digging in




The further protection afforded to badgers via the 1991 Act and the increase in the numberof
localbadgerprotection groups in Britain(from 19 in 1986to 83 in 1997)led to a reductionin
the number of main settswhichhad beendug in the 1990ssurvey; this had declinedto less
than half that seen a decade earlier.
Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990) estimated that 9000 badger setts were dug each year in
the mid-1980s. Theyassumed that one badgerwas killed per dig. This assumptionwas
supported by Griffiths (1992), who analysed the huntingdiary of a badger digger. He found
that over a sevenyear period, most successful huntingdays resulted in the captureofa single
badger, with a maximum of five. Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies' (1990)estimate of 9000
badgers killedby diggers each year also compared well with that producedby John Bryant
(pers. comm.) of 10,000 badgers killedby diggers each year.
It is unlikelythat sucha well-established rural activityas badgerdigging would cease
suddenly, especially when it was a widespread and serious problem in many areas prior to
1973. The little evidence that is available suggests that badger digging was undertakenby
both rural and urban residents, that it has been on the decline since it was made illegal in
1981,and that this decline has continued into the 1990s. Whilst badger digging has declined
generally, it remains a significant problem in North and North-west England,where a quarter
of all main setts surveyed in the mid-1990s had been dug. This correspondsto a lack of
increase in the number of main setts in these two regions, contrary to the trend for much of the
rest of Britain. It is difficultto quantify exactlywhat effect on the populationa 50% decline in
the incidence ofbader diggingwouldhave. Even more difficult to quantify is the effect of the
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other forms of persecution discussed, which, as mentioned, are likely to have at least as large
an effect on badger mortality as digging and whether together they would be enough to
account for the large increase in badger numbers. To investigate this, in Chapter eight I
present the results of simple computer modelling of the badger population, and in particular
its response to decreasing adult and cub mortality.
7.4 Summary
The incidence ofvisible signs of serious badger persecution was found to have declined by
over 50% nationwide, between the two surveys. The levels ofbadger digging in the 1990s
correlated with the patterns ofchange in badger numbers, on a regional basis. In the regions
where badger digging was still a problem, there tended to be little increase in numbers of
social groups. Signs of badger digging were considered to be visible evidence ofa more
widespread underlying intolerance to badgers. The progressive tightening ofbadger protection
laws, both immediately prior to the original survey and between the two surveys, was thought
to be the reason for the decline in persecution. In conclusion, I suggest that a decline in badger
persecution was the primary factor driving the increase in numbers in the period between the
surveys. In Chapter eight, I use simple computer models to investigate the likely underlying
mechanisms by which this population change carne about.
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8. Understanding the changes in the British badger
population
8.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, a largedecrease in the levelsof visible signs of badgerpersecution
was found to have occurred between the two badger surveys. Of the variables available to
relateto the changes in badgernumbers, this appeared to be the primarycausative factor. As
explained in Chapter one,hitherto it hadalwaysbeen assumedthat any changesin the badger
population wouldbe slow,and so this suddenpopulation recovery was an unexpected result.
In this Chapter, the badgerpopulation growth is analysed, and, in particular, the underlying
mechanisms by whichit may haveoccurred are considered. Population growthcan occur by
two underlying mechanisms: an increase in the numberof young produced, and/ora decrease
in mortality rates. Sincea reduction in persecution levels is more likely to lead to an reduction
in mortality rates ratherthan an increase in fecundity, the impactofchanges in adult survival
on both population size and ratesof population growthwas of particular interest. Based on the
modelling results, possible future changes in the badgerpopulationin Britainare also
considered.
8.2 Methods
8.2.1 Modelling the growth ofthe badger population
, ,
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fecundity and adult survivorship in driving badger population growth.The aim was simply to
try to understand how the observed rates of population increase could have occurred,and
whetherthis conformsto the hypothesisthat the badger population benefited from a decrease
in persecution levels.
8.2.2 Background to the model
The model used for these analyseswas RAMAS (Applied Biomathematics,Setauket,New
York, 11733). This is a Leslie-matrix model which incorporatesdata on age structure,
fecundity and adult survivorship; both fecundity and survivorshipcan change with age
(Ferson & Akcakaya, 1988). This type of model can, therefore, be used to analyse changes in
both populationsize and age structure. A further advantage of a Leslie-matrix model is that it
can be used to estimatethe rate of increaseof a population(Usher, 1972). For this,
.
eigenvalues (lambda) are calculated; when lambda=l, the population is stable, when lambda
>1, the populationis increasing, and when lambda<l the population is decreasing.
Density dependence can also be included in the model, in the form of the logistic equation:-
R=N [1+r «K-N) / K)]
where the annual recruitment to the first age class, R, is a density dependent function ofN, the
number of cubs producedeach year. In RAMAS, K represents the level of recruitment that
occurs at the equilibriumpopulation density, aridr is a parameter which determines the level
of change in recruitment as density changes.At low densities, approximately 1+r x the
potential numberof offspringbecome recruits, and this amounts to an increase in fecundity at
low densities (Ferson & Akcakaya, 1988).Randomvariation is introduced to the model by
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adding a coefficient ofvariation of0.1 into the estimates of fecundity and adult survivorship.
8.2.3 Parameters used in the analyses
In developing thesemodels, I useddata on badgerpopulation biologypublished by Anderson
& Trewhella (1985), Cheeseman et al. (1987; 1988), Harris & Cresswell (1987),Cresswell et
al. (1992), Harris, Cresswell & Cheeseman (1992), Page,Ross & Langton(1994) and White
& Harris (1995). The information used in the RAMAS analysesare summarised in Table 8.1.
The initial adultpopulation size fluctuated around60 adults, which produced 40 cubs. Values
ofr=0.5 and K=40 produced a stablemodel population (lambda=1). Duringthe simulations,
the age structure will varyslightly because of the stochastic variation included within the
model. The figures for fecundity werebasedon the figures givenby Cresswell et ai. (1992),
and females did notbreeduntil their fourth year. The 60 adult badgers were assumedto be
spreadacross 10 social groups, eachcontaining six adult badgers. The adult populationwas
also biasedtowards females, suchthat 70% of adultswere female. This reflects the situation
seen in the most intensively studied badgerpopulation, at Woodchester Park, where the sex
ratio of cubs is roughly equalbut the adultpopulation is heavily skewedtowards females.
This reflects the highermortality rate for adult malesthan females (Cheeseman et al., 1987;
Harris& Cresswell, 1987). To makethe predictions of the model as realistic as possible,
density-dependent effects on productivity were included.In real badgerpopulations the
overall fecundity of females is reduced at high densities (Cresswell et al., 1992). Woodroffe &
I
Macdonald (1995) found that in largergroups a greaterproportion of females lost their cubs,
and Rogers, Cheeseman & Langton (1997) produced evidence for detrimental density-
dependent effects on adultbodyweight. In this model, the numberofcubs produced did not
rise in parallel with the numberof adults: densitydependence limited the numberof cubs that
were produced. Conversely, if the population declined, the fecundity per female rose..
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Table 8.1 The initial data used in the RAMAS model; the sources for the data are
explained in the text.
AgeClass Number in ageclass Fecundity Suvivorship
Cub 40 0 0.60
Second year 20 0 0.70
Thirdyear 14 0 0.70
Fourth year 10 2 0.70
Fifthyear 7 2 0.70
Sixthyear 5 2 0.70
Seventh year 3 2 0.70
Eighthyearand older 1 2 0.70
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Outputfrom the model
Froma stable population, fecundity and adult survivorship were increased by increments of
10% to examine their relative effects on population size. For each run of the model, 50
simulations wereundertaken. The stochasticity applied to the fecundity and adult survivorship
valuescaused eachrun to be slightly different. Eachsimulation lasted twentyyears.
The results are compared in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. Afterchanging eitherfecundity or
adult survivorship, the badger population responded rapidly, and appeared to be reaching a
new equilibrium size withinten years. However, of the two parameters, a consistent increase
in adult survivorship had the biggest impact; a 10% increase in adult survivorship led to a
55% increase in badger numbers in ten years. To obtain a 75% increase in the badger
population, adultsurvivorship had to be increased by 180/0.. Then the badgerpopulationrose
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rapidly, increasing by 75%in six years. After this, the population declinedbecauseofa
reduction in fecundity brought aboutby the density-dependent aspectbuilt into the model.
In reality, the badger population wouldbe unlikely to reacha stableend point. In Britainthere
are still largenumbers of apparently suitable 1-kmsquares that are not yet occupied by
badgers. It is likely, therefore, that dispersal, whichwas not includedin the modelpopulation,
wouldleadto the establishment of newsocialgroups, therebymitigating the effectsofa
density-dependent reduction in fertility. Thus, the decline seen in the model population would
be unlikely to occurin reality, and the increase wouldcontinue. Our field data also suggest
that dispersal wouldoccurafter the badgerpopulation had reached a criticaldensity; in
section4.3 it was shownthat new social groups wereestablished after a population increase of
roughly 25% on the 1980s population. Changes in fecundity did not bring about such striking
changes in population size. In fact, increased levelsof fecundity could not bring about a 75%
increase in population size. This is because density-dependent effects reduced the likelihood
of offspring surviving, andthere is an upper limiton the numberof cubs produced per social
group. This is consistent with the observations of Cresswell et al. (1992),who found that there
was no net reproductive gainfrom livingin a largesocial group,and that there was a decline
in productivity per adultwith increasing group size.Thus, in the model, increasing fecundity
from two to threeoffspring per female only led to a population increase of30%, and further
increases in fecundity did not lead to further increases in populationsize.
8.3.2 Comparison with real data
There are fewdata available to showwhether eitherfecundity or adult survivorship have
changed in Britishbadgerpopulations. At Woodchester Park, social group size has been
monitored since 1978. The data fromthere provide a useful dataset to study in view of the
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results presented here. At Woodchester, the initial mean group size was less than three adults.
In the earlyyears the number of animals may have been under-estimated (Cheeseman et al.,
1987). Usingthe data for the years 1985 to 1994,whichprovide the most accurate measureof
population size, meangroup size at Woodchester increased from 5.3 to 8.8, an increaseof
66%(Figure 8.3). Usingthe model, it was calculated ~at this rate of growth wouldhave been
achieved by increasing adult survivorship by 14%.So there is some evidenceto suggest that
changes in the levelof adult survivorship that used in the models are realistic, and could be
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Figure 8.3 Changes in the mean number of adult badgers per social group for the same
21 social groups at Woodchester Park, Gloucester. Data supplied by Dr. Chris
Cheeseman
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Conclusions from the modelling study
Although theoretical, the population simulations presented here are useful in helping elucidate
the effects of changes in fecundity and adult survivorship. The mainaim was to determine
whether increased fecundity, or adult survivorship, was most likelyto lead to the observed
increase in the badger population. The conclusion is clear: consistent, moderate changes in
adult survivorship can leadto substantial increases in the population, to a similarlevel to that
whichhas beenobserved in the nine yearsbetween the surveys. Badgerpopulations can
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respond quickly to changes in adult survivorship. Changes in fecundity alone could not have
led to the estimated population changes. The data from Woodchester Park indicates that the
ratesof population change calculated are entirely plausible.
In the simulations, the maineffectof density dependence was to makethe model populations
growmoreslowly as they approached carrying capacity. The initial social groupsize used in
the simulations was relatively large, therefore the populations in the model grewmore slowly
than wouldbe the case ifthere wereno density dependent effects. However, density
dependent effects wouldnot limit the growth of new social groups. Females in newly
established, smaller groups wouldhavea higher fecundity than those in well-established, and
hence larger, socialgroups. So whenthe effectof increasing numberof social groups is
included, the potential rate of population increase will be higher than the growthrates
predicted by the model.
Assuming an average badger socialgroup size of 4.8 adults, as estimated for the 1980s in
Chapter five, an increase in survivorship of 18%per annum means in reality the survivalof
less than one extra animal per year.A trend suchas this would bring about the magnitude of
the population increase that was estimated to haveoccurred in Britain, in less than 10 years.
Whenconsidering that thereare manynewlyestablished social groups, which are likely to be
smallerand therefore fastergrowing on average, perhapsa still smaller increasein
survivorship wouldbringabout the observed increase in numbers. This increase in adult
survivalcouldoccur in a number of ways: a reduction in levels of sett destruction, digging,
snaringand/or lamping couldall have contributed, and the relative importance of these
various factors is likelyto differ regionally.
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Thereare other factors that couldhave contributed to a change in badger numbers. The two
factors most frequently citedare changes in weatherconditionsand changes in cropping
patterns, particularly an increase in novelcrops such as maize.These would not have been
recorded in the badgersurvey. Thereare no quantified data on the impact ofweatheror
agricultural changes on badgerfecundity or survival. However, the main impactof adverse
weather patterns is on cub, rather than adult, survival(Neal & Cheeseman, 1996). The
analyses presented here implied that changes in adult survivalhave the greatesteffect on
population size, as wouldbe expected in a long-lived species such as the badger. Adverse
weatherconditions wouldtherefore have a small effecton badger populationsize, unless they
continued over a seriesof years. As for new cropping patterns, there are some data available
on the impactof changes frompasture to cerealson badgerpopulations (Kruuk & Parish,
1985), but not for other types of crop. However, the changes in badger numbershave been
widespread, and there have been substantial increases in areas where little or no maize is
grown. Thus this particular land use changeis unlikelyto have played a major role in the
overallbadgerpopulation increase.
The modelling work supports the assessment that the increase in badger populations over the
last few yearscouldhave resultedfrom reducedlevels ofpersecution leadingto an increase in
adult survival. Evidence that widespread but low levels of persecutionhave an impact on
badgerpopulations comesfrom the long-term study at Woodchester Park. Following the onset
of the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food's study. on this site, the badgers were
intensively monitored and,hence, protected: the badger populationat this site has grown
.:' ,
steadily since the studybegan (Neal& Cheeseman, 1996).
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8.4.2 The colonisation ofnew areas
In most studies to date,dispersal movements by badgers were found to be rare, with
conflicting evidence as to whether it occurs less oftenat higherbadgerdensities(Cheeseman
et al, 1988; da Silva, Macdonald & Evans, 1994). At Woodchester Park, however, animals
weremore likelyto move from largeto small groups than vice versa (Chris Cheeseman, pers.
comm.).
Mostdata on badgerdispersal patterns come fromstudiesofdispersal within established, high
density badgerpopulations ratherthan dispersal into vacanthabitats, which is an important
gap in ourunderstanding. More information is required on how badgersdisperse into new
areas,andhow, contrary to accepted theory, so manynew social groupswere established in a
relatively shortperiodof time. The results of this studysuggestthat the increase in badger
numbers came aboutfirstly through increasing social group sizes, followed by increasing
number of social groups and expansion into new areas. Dispersal of coalitionsof individuals
fromthe samesocialgroup, as has been observed at Woodchester (Chris Cheeseman, pers
comm.) and Wytham (Woodroffe et al., 1993) is a possiblemechanism facilitating the rapid
establishment of new social groups.
8.4.3 Timing ofthe badger population changes.
With two independent snapshot sampling events, it is impossible to determine how the
population changes occurred over that time period. Equally, it is impossible to determine
'c~ent trends; the badgerpopulation could, for instance, h~ve reacheda peak a before the
onset of the second survey, and already be in d~cline again.
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The most recent piece of legislation enhancing the protection of badgers (Badgers Act 1991)
did not become law until 25 October 1991,just four years before the onset of this survey. The
model suggests that even with an increased adult survival of 18%, it would take at least six
years for the badger population to grow by 75%. It is highly unlikely that all the increase has
occurred since that legislation was passed. I suggest that the population was already on the
increase at the time of the original 1980s survey due to the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
taking effect, and that this has continued for much of the period prior to this second survey. A
survey of Midland fanners in the early 1980s showed that half the fanners with badgers on
their land welcomed them, and only 2% regarded them as a considerable nuisance
(Macdonald, 1984). However, the local Badger Protection Groups also generally agreed that
sett destruction had been, or remained, a problem, and that there was a minority of farmers
that continued to resent the presence ofbadgers on their land. This reinforced the results of
this study; illegal sett destruction remains a problem, even if it only by a minority of
landowners.
In the time following the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 however, the attitudes of a cross-
section fanners and landowners appeared to change to a degree, following the release of a
report by the National Farmers' Union (Anon, 1995). This report argued that there were
"unnaturally high" populations ofbadgers on some areas, and that these posed a significant
disease risk to cattle. This report was followed by a widespread campaign reinforcing this
view. A number ofBadger Protection Groups reported that in response to this campaign
farmers were far less tolerant of the badgers on their land, and that there had been a rise in
levels of interference with badger setts. It was felt that badger numbers in their area were no
longer increasing and may even already be declining. The modelling work here has
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highlighted the sensitivity of the badgerpopulation to changes in adult mortality rates. Thus it
is equally likely that the population will undergo equally rapid declineshould persecution
levels, andhence adultmortality rates increase.
8.4.4 Future badger population changes
In this Chapter, it has beenshownthat badgerpopulations can respond quickly to changes in
adult survivorship, and that the estimated changes in the badgerpopulation in Britaincould
haveoccurred in the nineyearsbetween the two surveys as the result of moderate but
consistent and widespread reductions in the rate of adult mortality. I conclude that progressive
tightening of the lawsconferring protection to badgers has broughtabout a reduction
persecution whichhas led to this increase in adult survival.
There are substantial areas of lowland Britainwherebadgersare still absent,even though the
habitat is apparently suitable for them. It wouldbe expectedthat, assumingpersecutionlevels
do not rise again, these areaswill continue to be recolonised, and that badgerswill continue to
expandtheir range withinBritain. In this scenario, the colonisation of new areas is likely to be
slow. Despite the considerable growth ofthe population in the decade or so separatingthe two
surveys, only an additional4% of Britain's l-krn squareswere colonisedby badgers.The
contractionist nature of badgerbehavioural ecology outlined in Chapterone means that in any
givenarea, theyare only likely to exhibit a range expansion when a certain thresholdof
average group size is surpassed (section4.3.7).
8.5 Summary
In conclusion, the model output suggested that the badger population is relatively sensitive to
changes in adultbadgermortality. As outlinedpreviously, there are a numberofother forms
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of persecution which leave no quantifable field signs. There is no doubt that the law passed as
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 deterredfarmers and landowners from openly killing
badgers. It is extremely likely that there has been a decline in these pursuits in parallel with
the decline in digging. Therefore, I suggest that a widespreaddecline in persecution, leading
to a moderate but consistentincreasein adult survivorshipwas the major contributory factor
driving the increase in the badger population in Britain between 1988and 1997.
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9. Discussion and conclusions
9.1 The changing badger population, 1988·1997
In the decade between the original stratified badgersurvey, and the first repeat carriedout as
partof this project. the "snapshot" picture produced showedthat the population in Britainhad
increased significantly. As with the examples of the muledeer and the passengerpigeon
described in Chapter one. the badgerpopulation is sensitive to extrinsic factors impinging
upon it. The results presented in this thesis implythat the badgerpopulationhas historically
been suppressed to a levelconsiderably lowerthan its potential, but that this situation has
been redressed to someextentoverthe periodbetweenthe surveys.
The patterns of change in badgersocial groups throughout Britain were found not to be
uniform. Muchof the 24% increase in social groups took place in the pastoral landscapes,
irrespective of the badgerdensity in theseareasat the time of the original survey. There were
also increases in the number of social groups in Arable II, which covers much of the eastern
English agricultural area, and Marginal upland VI which extendsover much of upland Wales.
On a simple, geographical basis the situation was also complex. Some regions showeda large
increase in social group number, while othersdid not, or even underwenta decline.
The changein numbers of social groups was only part of the story. It has been shown in this
project, and elsewhere (Rogers et al, 1997),that the badger populationcan increase via two
.routes: increases in socialgroupsize, and increases in numberof social groups. Even without
a noticeable pattern of colonisation of new areas, the size of the populationcan increase
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considerably through group size increases. The possibility ofa threshold groupsize after
whichnew groups start to appear was revealed in this thesis. For any given area, this threshold
will varyaccording to the existing density of badgers and the carrying capacityof the habitat.
In this study, therewere significant increases in meangroupsize across the country in
addition to the increase in socialgroup number, reflected in disproportionate changes in
numbers of smaller sett types, largermain setts, and higher levelsof activity throughout the 1-
Ian squares. Thesechanges werenot always in parallelwith the patternsof social group
change. For example, in someregions therewas a largeexpansionin the numberof social
groups, therewas littlechange in the size of the social groups. Conversely, in other regions
where there was little change in the number ofmain setts, mean social group size increased
significantly. Patterns of changein the badgerpopulation are clearlyvery complex. The
reasons for this are likelyto be manifold. Britain's landscape is extremely variable, even at
relatively local scales. The sameapplies to traditional land use and historical patternsof the
treatment of badgers. The observed patterns of changes in group size and number, whatever
the cause, will be influenced by a number of parameters: carryingcapacityof the habitat;
availability of suitable sett sites;historical and currentpatternsof persecution etc.
9.2 Why did the population increase so dramatically?
The fact that the population increased so considerably from the time of the original surveyt to
the time of this update surveyimplies that a fundamental extrinsic factor with a controlling
.. '
effecton the population had changed to allow growth in numbers. It seemedunlikely before
this surveythat badgernumbers and distribution ~ere limitedby.resources. It is true that
locally, the density of badgers will eventually be limited by food resources(Kruuk & Parish,
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1982). However, the original badger survey (Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990) revealed that
a minority of Britain's l-km squares contained badgers, with many apparently suitable
squares remaining empty. Analysis of the habitat data collected in the surveys highlighted
those habitats which were important in determining the likelihood ofbadger presence, and
those habitat types which were in greater abundance in areas with badgers present. These were
primarily habitats associated with cover and potential foraging ground. There were no trends
between the two surveys in the availability of these habitat types that would be expected to
drive the population upward. In fact, the opposite is true; availability ofpositively selected
habitat types declined slightly overall, as did the proportion of l-km squares which were
classed as "good" badger squares on the basis ofheterogeneity.
The other potentially important factor was changes in "predation" levels - the impact of
human activities on the population. Tightening ofbadger protection laws, immediately prior
to the original survey, and between then and the second survey, had the potential to have a
positive effecton badger numbers. There was indeed a significant decline in evidence of
persecution between the two surveys. As the human pressure has been reduced via this
increased protection, badgers numbers have responded accordingly by increasing throughout
much of the country. This result came as some surprise. Much of the legislation protecting
badgers had been passed on animal welfare rather than conservation grounds, and the
depressive effect of human activities on badger numbers was not fully appreciated. The
population was considered to be stable (Neal, 1990; Griffiths, 1993), and any recovery was
expected to be slow. The high density populations from which the research basis of this
assessment was drawn are unlikely to be typical of the population as whole (Kruuk &
Macdonald, 1985; Cheeseman et al., 1993), and information on the population fluctuation
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processes in otherareas is sparse.
It can be concluded that the lawssurrounding badgers have succeeded, given that there has
beena positive effect on numbers stemming directly from protection affordedto them. There
are associated problems with this trendof increasing badger numbers, but these are beyond
the scope of this thesis.
9.3 Future trends and research
Giventhe extentofthe expansion of the badgerpopulation in Britain in such a relatively short
time, their future success seems assured. There are, however, some results which should be
highlighted. Persecution in parts of the country was still a problemat the time of the second
survey, with the effectof continuing to depress the population in those areas. If this pattern
were to be repeated elsewhere in the country, then the upwardtrend in numberswould be
reversed. Indeed, sincethe completion of the survey, there is evidenceto suggest that this may
already have occurred in places(E. King,pers. comm.). In view of the the increasingproblems
with tuberculosis incidence in cattle in whichbadgersare implicated (Krebs 1997),and since
the publication of the National Farmers Unionreport (Anon. 1995),tolerancetowards badgers
is undoubtedly on the decline in someareas. It cannotbe assumedthat the trend for increasing
badgernumbers that occurred between 1988 and 1997will continue, as this would only be the
case givenunchanged presecution levels. Therefore, it is importantthat the badger population
continuesto be monitored, at both local and national levels. Overall trends can only be
monitored using large-scale, structured monitoring schemessuch as the one described in this
thesis. Locally, badger protection groups and wildlife organisationscan continue to protect
and monitorbadgers in their own areas.
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At a local scale, the need to be able to estimate badger densities is more important then ever
before. Much research funding is now being made available for research into the role badgers
play in the ongoing bovine .tuberculosis problem in south west Britain. A key factor in the
success of areas of this research will be the obtaining of reliable data on badger density:
estimates based on social group density lack accuracy due to the variability of group size.
Social group size is suspected to be a factor in the epidemiology of the disease (White &
Harris, 1995). The technique ofbadger group size estimation outlined in this thesis may
eventually prove useful in this context. The method, although promising, remains untested on
comparable datasets and further work is required to refine it.
There remains large gaps in our knowledge ofbadger populations. This thesis has shown that
the badger population in Britain is clumped. However, the monitoring scheme described here
is designed to detect trends at a large scale. Few data exist on how the changes in numbers and
distribution actually occur. For every pocket ofhigh badger density, there are many others,
often apparently suitable for badgers, where density is very much lower. Why this is so is
unclear, particularly given the low habitat specificity of the species. Until recently, there were
no data available at a level between the large-scale survey reported here, and the very
intensive, local-scale research carried out at a small number of sites. Recently, in new research
at Bristol University and Liverpool University, badger and habitat distribution have been
mapped over three separate 10 x 10 km squares in areas of varying badger density. It is hoped
that, when complete, the results of these studies will complement the national survey and
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11.1 Instruction sheet describing how to record the badger data
GUIDELINES FOR RECORDING THE BADGER DATA
One of the mapshas beendivided into nine sub-squares. There is also a Badger Data Sheet
on which is a sketch showing how eachof these sub-squares is numbered one to nine,and
underneath is a tableon which youare askedto recordwhether you found: (a) footprints, (b)
badgerpaths or runs andlor (c) dungpits in eachof the nine sub-squares. All that is required
is a simpleyes or no.
Mark everysett you find on the samemap,and denote eachsett with a lettercodethat should
be clearly shown on the map. Ifyou find the samesett(s)as were present in the first survey,
use the samelettercodeas for the first survey. Marknew setts with a new letter codeto avoid
any possible confusion. Youshould record everysett, even if it has beendisused for a long
time and is barely recognisable as an old badgersett. In suchsituations pleasealso make
some additional notes as to its stateon the back of the Badger Data Sheet. A sett may be
either a single hole or a series of a few or manyholes.Sometimes two setts may be dug close
together, whenit may be difficult to decide whether you are lookingat one sett or two.
Basically, if you think all the holesare or couldbe interconnected underground, then it is one
sett, Therecan be exceptions. For instance, settsdug in the bankson either side of a shallow
ditch may have two separate seriesofholes on each sideofthe ditchwith no underground
connection. However, the entrance holesare only a few feetapart,and clearly form one sett
complex. In contrast two separate seriesof holeson eitherside ofa deep railway cutting
would countas two separate setts. As a roughguide, two discrete seriesof holes separated by
at least IS metres, or closerif separated by a majorobstacle such as a steepditch or a road,
would be classified as two separate setts.
Once you havemarked the sett on the map, record the following information on the Badger
Data Sheet:-
The number of well-used holes: these are clearof any debrisor vegetation, are
obviously in regular use,and mayor may not have beenexcavated recently.
b. The number of partially-used boles: these are not in regularuse and have debris
suchas leaves and twigs in the entrance, or havemoss andlorother plants growing
in or around the entrance. Partially-used holescould be in regularuse after a
minimal amount of clearance.
C. The number of disused holes: these havenot been in use for some time, are
partially or completely blocked, and couldnot be used withouta considerable
amount of clearance. If the hole has been disused for sometime, all that may be
visibleis a depression in the ground where the hole used to be, and the remains of
the spoil heap,whichmay be covered in mossor plants.
Please also record for each sett any signsofdisturbance, in particular evidence of hole
blockingby children or moreserious attempts to blockholes by e.g. landowners, sett stopping
by hunts, etc., evidence ofsnaring around the sett, and any evidence ofdigging at the sett. A
succinctprecis of the extentand natureofany disturbance, and in particular yourassessment
as to the cause,will allowus to quantify the levelof disturbance. It is particularly important
that you differentiate between holes that havejust beenblockedand setts that have been dug
by badgerdiggers. If you are in any doubt, a photograph will help us interpretyour field
notes, whichin any caseshouldbe as comprehensive as possible.
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11.1 continued
Finally, whenthe complete square has beensurveyed, you shouldassigneach sett to one of
the following categories. This maybe difficult, but is important, since by recognising and
counting the number of main setts we can get an idea of the numberofbadgersocial groups
in a particular type of habitat. As a guide to classifying each sett the following rules shouldbe
useful:-
a. Main setts: theseusually havea large number of holes with large spoil heaps, and
the sett generally lookswell-used. Therewill be well used paths to an from the
sett and between sett entrances. Although normally the breeding sett and in
continuous use, it is possible to finda main sett that has become disuseddue to
excessive digging or someother reason; it shouldbe recorded as a disusedmain
sett. In the first survey, the average size ofan activemain sett was twelveholes
(including all categories ofuse).
b. Annexe setts: these are oftencloseto a mainsett, usually less than 1SO metres
away, and are usually connected to the main sett by one or moreobviouswell-
wornpaths. Theyusuallyhaveseveral holes, but may not be in use all the time
even if the mainsett is very active. In the first surveythe average size was five
holes (including all categories of use).
c. Subsidiary setts: theseoften only havea few holes; four (including all categories
of use) was the average number in the first survey. They are usuallyat least 50
metres froma main sett, and do not havean obviouspath connecting with another
sett.They are not continuously active.
d. Outlying setts: theseusuallyhaveonly one or two holes,often have little spoil
outside the hole, have no obvious path connecting with anothersett, and are only
used sporadically. Whennot in use by badgers, they are often taken over by foxes
or even rabbits. However they can still be recognised as badgersetts by the shape
of the tunnel (not the actualentrance hole),which is usuallyat least 250 mm in
diameter, and is rounded or a flattened oval shape. Fox and rabbit tunnelsare
smallerand often taller than broad.
These categories soundclearcut on paper, but in the field it may be difficult to place a sett in
a particular category. In areasoflow badgerdensity main setts may be small, only a few
holes, and in moorland and hill areasmainsetts may consistof only one or two entrances in a
rocky cairn. Alsodo not expectto find an example of every type of sett; many badger social
groups will not have an annexesett, and many badgergroupssimplyhave a main sett and
several outliers. In a poor badgerhabitatyou may searcha largearea and still fail to find a
main sett. So your decisi0!l on how to classify each sett may not be easy, and i~ is important
that you havean overallview of all the se.tts 10 the area beforeyou make a decision, So search
the ~hole s~uare before you st~ t.o CI~Slfy the setts. Ifyou find no setts or a large, very
obVIOUS main sett, then your decisionIS easy, and you need to do no more searching.
However, if you are still in doubt, it maybe necessary to extend your search for setts beyond
the selected one kilometre square. However, it will rarelybe necessary to go more than 500
metres into an adjacent square, and usuallyyou will not need to go so far. It will be clear
from your initialdetailed searchof the selected one kilometre squarewhere most of the
badger activity occurs, and so you only needsearchparts of those square(s) adjacentto the
area of most badgeractivity. If you do have to move into nearby square(s) only search the
minimumarea neededfor you to interpret your findings from the selectedsquare. Indicate the
additional areasyou searched on the same map as you markedthe setts. Do not recordany
habitat data fromthe additional area searched, but markany additional setts on the map and
documentthe same information as with the badgersetts within the square. '
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11.2 Badger data recording sheet
BADGER DATA SHEET FOR SQUARE NO.
Date of survey:- Recorder(s):-




















Footprints Pathsor runs Dungpits



























Ifnecessat;' please continue ~n the rever,se sideof!his sheetor on an additional sheetof paper. In particular
make detailed notes on any digging, snanng, blocking or other form ofdisturbance at each sett on the back
of this sheet,making it clearwhichsett is being referred to and the source of any disturbance.
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11.3 Instruction sheet describing how to record the habitat data
GUIDELINES FOR RECORDING THE HABITAT DATA
Please record the habitat data on the map without the red squares drawn on it. This is a copy of the most
up-to-datel:25,000 map and has been enlarged several times. However, be aware that fields may have
been merged, roads built, hedgerowsremovedand woods partially or completelyfelled since the revision.
Thesechangeswill need to be marked on the map. All thehabitat types have been numbered and
describedbelow; allyou need to do in the field is first ofall mark survivinghedgerows in one bright
colour and treelines In another. Then use as many differentcolourpens as possible to mark the boundary
of each field or habitat type. On the reverse of the map simplyuse the numbers from the list below to
identifywhich colour has been used to code for w~ich habitat type. Althoughthere are many habitat types
listed below, In most one kilometre squares you Will use less than half a dozen of these categones, so the
task should not be too complex. Also do not try to record every minute piece of, for example,bracken.
Only mark on the map habitats at least 50 metres lengthor 500 square metres in area.
1. Hedgerows: less than 4 metres high and less than 5 metres wide. Classify them as continuous
if the gaps are less than 10metres wide.
2. Treelines: a line of single trees (minimumof three) greater than 4 metres high and less than
two canopy widths apart. Hedgerows may be associatedwith treelines.
3. Semi-natural broadleaved woodland: predominantly broadleavedtrees more than 5 metres
high with a semi-natural or natural growth.
4. Broadleaved plantations: tree speciesnot native to the site and of even age.
5. Semi-natural coniferous woodland: predominantly coniferoustrees of any height with semi-
natural or natural growth.
6. Coniferous plantations: predominantly coniferoustrees which have been planted.
7. Semi-natural mixed woodland: at least 25% broadleaved and 25% coniferous trees with















Mixed plantations: at least 25% broadleaved and 25% coniferoustrees, planted.
Young plantations: young trees, up to 3 metres high, both coniferous and broadleaved,
which have been planted.
Recently felled woodland: areas for which there is evidencethat woodland has been felled
recently.
Parkland: areas where the tree cover is less than 30%, the majority of the trees between 30
and 70 metres apart, and a minimumnumber of ten trees.
Tall scrub: between 3 and 5 metres high. N.B. stands of trees less than 5 metres high should
be classifiedas woodland, not scrub.
Low scrub: bushy vegetation less than 3 metres high.
Bracken: land dominatedby bracken with at least 75% cover.
Coastal sand dunes: include all stagesof successionwhere the vegetation is grass-dominated
or wet dune slacks.
Coastal sand or mud flats: should be fairly obvious.
Coastal shingle or boulder beaches: should be fairly obvious; include outcrops ofbare rock
on foreshores.
Lowland heaths: lowland areas with at least 25% dwarf shrubs.
Heather moorlands: as above but for upland sites.
Blanket bog: areas of peat with the vegetationdominated by heather.






















Marginal inundation: swamps or fens but not coastal marshes.
Coastal marsh: predominantly salt marsh vegetation.
Wet ground: areas of wet land found in association with other habitats e.g. wet areas in a
grassland field or flushes in upland areas.
Standing natural water: ponds and lakes with no evidence ofdamming.
Standing manmade water: artificially created reservoirs and impoundments.
Running natural water: ditches, streams and rivers with no evidence of canalisation.
Running canalised water: a water course that has been confined to flow in a certain
direction by man.
Upland unimproved grassland: in upland areas, and will include some areas used for rough
grazing and poor quality grassland such as purple moor grass. They have not been improved
by the application of fertilisers, herbicides or by drainage.
Lowland unimproved grassland: may be regularly grazed or mown, but may be totally
neglected. Should not have been improved by the application of fertilisers or herbicides to
significantly alter the composition of the sward. This includes herb-rich grasslands on
downland, cliff tops, etc.
Semi-improved grassland: grassland which has been slightly modified by fertiliser or
herbicide application, or by heavy grazing pressure and/or drainage.
Improved grassland: grassland that has had regular treatments of artificial fertilisers and
herbicides. N.B. this should not include monoculture grassland i.e. grassland leys (see 33).
Arable: all classes of arable land, include grassland leys and horticulture. A grassland ley is
defined as short-term grassland, and will usually have been re-seeded less than five years
previously. It is characterised by evidence of ploughing, bare soil between the grass plants, a
scarcity of broadleaf plants, and is usually dominated by a single grass species, often rye
grass. There are usually less than 5-10 species per square metre. Category 32 consists of
longer term grassland with a high density of grass and broadleaf species, usually in enclosed
land.
Amenity grassland: this includes well maintained non-agricultural grass, such as playing
fields, recreation grounds and golf courses.
Unquarried inland cliffs: unvegetated rock over 5 metres in height and at an angle of at least
600 • It includes scree.
Vertical coastal cliffs: as above but in coastal areas and mostly unvegetated.
Sloping coastal cliffs: at an angle of less than 600 and mostly vegetated.
Quarries and open-cast mines: any excavation (gravel pits, chalk pits, etc.), including
unvegetated spoil heaps.
Bare ground: bare soil or ground not covered by vegetation and which does not fall into
categories 35-38.
Built land; any urban areas including gardens and transport corridors. Will include road and
motorway verges. For this category do not bother to mark built up areas, roads, etc. on the
map unless there has been some change since the map was printed, when it should only be
necessary to mark the changes.
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11.4 Instruction sheet describing how to record changes to the badger setts
RECORDING CHANGES TO THE BADGER SETTS
The most difficult part of the survey is to accurately document any changes that may have occurred during
the nine years between the two surveys. Yet this is clearly the most important part of the wholeexercise, so
please take a greatdeal of care in recording any changes that you think mayhave occurred. For most
squares, it will be easy;during the first survey71.5% of all the squares surveyed had no setts in them at all,
and it is unlikely that there will have beenany change in mostof these. However, you must still survey these
squares very carefully to checkthat no setts were missedthe first time around, or that no new setts have been
dug in the last fewyears. So it is important that you check negative squares just as carefully as squares that
contained a sett on the first survey.





The data were incorrectly recorded on the first survey. This may be because a sett was missed
or because its statuswas incorrectly assessed. However, beforeyoujump to any conclusions, you
must checkall the available options. Wasthe sett reallymissed, or has it beendug in the
intervening years?Large,well-established setts that may lookvery old can be quite new or may
be a recently enlarged fox earth. So do not jump to a hasty conclusion; if in doubt the farmer,
landowner gamekeeper or shooting tenantmaybe able to help. Ifyou think that a mistake was
made on the first survey, fully document your reasons for making this assessment on the
Changes Data Sheet.
The status of a sett has changed. A sett may still be present in the samepositionas beforebut
it has significantly increased or decreased in activity, and as a consequence its status has
changed. If you think that the status is different to that assessed on the original survey, but that
the original assessment was correct, explain why you have cometo this conclusion on the
Changes Data Sheet.
A sett has completely disappeared or ceased to be a badger sett. It can often be difficult to be
sure that a sett has disappeared, especially if its positionwas not mapped accurately during the
first survey. Equally, it can be difficult if all you find are somerabbitor fox holes whereyou
expected to find a badgersett. Are the rabbitor fox holesall that remains of the sett that was
correctly documented last time or was an error made during the first survey?If it was a sett that
has been abandoned, the spoilheaps shouldstill be visibleevenafter severalyears. If you think
that the sett has beenabandoned, try to determine why this mighthave occurred - e.g. a new sett
may have been dug nearby, the sett may have beenrepeatedly disturbed and eventually
abandoned, a changein the patternof landuse mayhave made the site less desirable, etc. Record
your conclusions on the Changes Data Sheet. If a sett has completely disappeared, this may also
have occurred for a numberof reasons, such as land use changes (the removal of a piece of
woodland or hedgerow), new road schemes, buildingdevelopments (either residential or
industrial), recreational schemes suchas golf courses, or it may have been lost due to excessive
digging. Whena sett has disappeared, try to determine the factors that have led to the loss and
give a detailed summary explaining why you havecometo that conclusion. Also, documentany
remnants of the sett that you mightbe able to locate.
A new sett has appeared. This may be a sett that has been dug from scratch, or a rabbit warren
or fox earth that has been enlarged and taken overby the badgers. To help you confirmthat it is
a new sett, the farmer, landowner, gamekeeper or shooting tenantmay be able to advise you.
Remember that size is not everything; large, well-established setts can be quite new. Whenyou
have decided that a sett has been established since the last survey, explainwhy you have come to
this conclusion on the Changes Data Sheet.
It is obviously important that you sort out whichof thesereasonsapply to any change(s) that you observe; to
help us analyse the.results, we need as full a rep~rt as p~ssible. So pleasebe as clear and as accurate in your
assessment as possible. A Changes Data Sheet IS supplied to document your observations, but pleaseuse
additional sheetsas necessary, and make it clearwhich sett is being referred to in each report. Finally, if you
observe any changes, please add your telephone numberto the Changes Data Sheet so that we can
telephone you if we need to clarifyanything. '
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11.5 Data sheet for recording badger sett changes
CHANGES DATA SHEET FOR SQUARE NO.
Recorder(s):-
Did you recordany changes to the status or presence of
the badger setts documented in the first survey: YeslNo
If the answer is yes, pleasecomplete the rest of the information on this sheet.
Worktelephone number: Hometelephone number:
Detailsof the data you think were incorrectly recorded on the first survey:-
Details of the setts you think have changed in status:-
Detailsof the setts whichhave completely disappeared or ceasedto be a badger sett:-
Details of the setts whichhave appeared since the last survey:-
Please give as much information as possible, and continueon the back of this sheet or on
additional sheets as necessary.
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11.6 Choosing the survey design
11.6.1 The survey design
The primaryaim of the 1980s surveywas to providea baseline againstwhichany future
changesin badgernumbers could be assessed (Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990). Although
changesin badgernumbers can occureither through changes in the numberof social groups
or in the size of socialgroups, a change in the numberof social groups is more likely to reflect
long-term trends in the population. It was accordingly most important that the surveyprotocol
detected number changes in the numberof badgersocial groupsaccurately. In this section the
underlying rationale for the survey is discussed
There are two key problems that need to be met by a national monitoring scheme: how can the
population be sampled representatively, and how many samplesare required?The power of
the monitoring scheme depends on these factors. Sampling must be random, to produce
anreliable and unbiased result (Krebs 1989). Sutherland (1996a) lists "not sampling
randomly" as the first of twentycensusing sins, and the value of random sampling is also
discussed by Cochran (1963), Magurran (1988)and Greenwood (1996),who also stress the
value of stratified sampling. The 1980s badger survey used a stratifiedrandom approach. The
l-krn squareswere allocated to 32 strata reflecting similarpatternsof land use, geology,
climate, etc. using the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology's land classification scheme (section
1.4.1),and within these strata the l-km squaresto be surveyedwere selectedat random.
Stratifiedsampling allows population size to be estimatedwith greater accuracy than with
non-random sampleselection. [Usingthe data from the 1980sbadger survey, Greenwood
(1996) provided a workedexample to demonstrate that the confidence limits for the
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population estimate are half that which would have been achieved without stratification]. The
value ofusing a stratified sample to reduce the confidence limits on the population estimate
was also stressed by Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990).
Stratification is of particular benefit for surveys ofpopulations that are heterogeneously
distributed, so long as the strata are relatively homogeneous. Under these circumstances, there
is a substantial gain in the precision ofthe population estimate when compared with simple
random sampling. To illustrate this, the 1980s data on main setts was used to compare the size
of the 95% confidence intervals with a random survey, with the sample divided into the seven
land class groups, and the 32 land classes.
The 95% confidence intervals are calculated for a random survey as follows:-
where s is the standard deviation, n the number of l-km squares and to.os is the value oft at
probability 0·05, for degrees of freedom of'n-I.
For a stratified sample, the 95% confidence intervals are calculated as follows:-
where nh is the number of l-km squares in stratum h, Wh2 is the stratum weight i.e. the total
number of l-km squares surveyed in that land class group divided by the total number of 1-
Ian squares in the land class group, and Sh2 is the stratum variance.
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Whenthese formulae were applied to the 1990s data (seesummary in Table3.12), the
population estimate and the 95%confidence intervals for the number of badgersocialgroups
in Britainwere 55,787±5192 social groups without stratification, 50,241±4327 social groups
with the sample stratified into the sevenlandclass groups, and 50,850±4580 social groups
with the sample stratified into 32 land classes.
The population estimate without stratification was obtainedsimplymultiplying the mean
numberof main settsper l-krn squarein Britainby the areaof rural land. This gavehigher
95% confidence intervals than with a stratified sample. However, the 95% confidence interval
was not muchgreater than whenthe sample was stratified. This is becausealthough no
stratification correction was used in the calculation, approximately 1% of each land class was
surveyed, and so all land classes contributed approximately equallyto the population estimate.
Had the 2271 l-km sample squares been selected completely at random, the 95% confidence
intervals undoubtedly wouldhave been larger. [Theactual population estimatewith this
approach is also quite a bit largerbecause no allowance was madefor the differentareas of
each land class, and the higherdensity areasof southern Britainwere sampledmore
intensively than someof the lowerdensity areas in the north (see Figure2.1).]
The estimates produced whenthe sample was stratified using the seven land class groups and
the 32 land classesare very similar, both in termsof the total population estimate and the 95%
confidence intervals, with the seven landclass groups producing a slightly lower95%
confidence interval. Whilstusing a lower levelof stratification should have produced the
oppositeresult, this result probably reflects the fact that very few squareswere sampledin
some of the smallerland classes, andthey therefore had a large standarderror. In contrast,the
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seven land class groups all have large sample sizes, and hence smaller standard errors, thereby
producing a lower 95% confidence interval overall. This result is also probably in part a
consequence of the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology grouping similar land classes together (see
section 1.4.1),thereby reducingthe variability in the badger data within each land class group.
Hence this result is a reflection of the robustness oftheir land class groups. Therefore the
analyses of the data were carried out by these land class groups.
Some potential variabilitywithin each stratum was also excluded by not surveying 1-km
squares that were largely urban. There were two reasons for this. First, badgers are rare in
urban habitats (Harris, 1984; Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990),and so monitoring changes
in a small number of social groups would not be possible with a national survey such as this.
Also, including large areas of urban land in the survey would further skew the data toward
zeros because urban l-km squares are very unlikely to contain badgers. An underlying
assumption of the Poisson and negative binomial distributions is that each l-km square
included in the survey must at least have the potential to contain a badger sett. This is not true
for many urban 1-km squares, and so their inclusion in the survey would further complicate
the statistical basis of the analyses.
Predicting the number of 1-km squares that should be monitored to reflect changes is less
easy. Cresswell,Harris & Jefferies (1990) showed that a stable mean population estimate for
all but the lowest density of the 32 land classes was achieved with a sample of around 30 1-
krn squares, and so it was only necessary to survey around 1000 l-km squares to provide a
reliable population estimate. Deciding on a database that can persist for an extended period, as
is required for an effective monitoring system, is a lot harder, and there are no clear guidelines
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to help with this process. It is impossible, for instance, to predict the rate of attrition from the
database due to refused access to land, the loss of l-km squares due to urbanisation and other
developments, and the future distribution of surveyors to repeat the exercise. Thus, in the
I980s survey, Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies (1990) aimed to achieve the largest coverage
possible, whilst at the same time maintaining an even distribution of l-km squares both
regionally and by habitat types.
This survey was designed as a monitoring exercise, and as such the aim was to measure real
change in both the number of badger social groups and badger numbers in a random sample of
l-km squares stratified to represent each region and pattern of land use in Britain. The
problems of monitoring population change are discussed in various papers in the volume
edited by Sutherland (1996b). The I980s survey data was used to determine which is the best
survey design for a monitoring programme and, in particular, compare the benefits of
surveying the original l-km squares again or taking a new random sample of l-km squares.
These analyses were carried out by the seven land class groups.
The main questions considered were:-
a. How big must any changes in the number of badger social groups be before we can
detect them?
b. How good is the sampling regime?
c. Is a repeated design best for monitoring change in Britain's badger population?
Four basic approaches were used to answer these questions:-
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a. Firstly, the distribution ofmain setts were examined, and the effect of this on the
confidence intervals of our estimates.
b. The confidence intervals were then examined and the effect of sample size on the
estimates..
c. The confidence intervals were then used to compare the effectiveness of resurveying
the same l-km squares as opposed to surveying a new random sample of l-km squares for
detecting change in the badger population.
d. We then describe the statistical analyses used to detect the changes observed between
the surveys, based on surveying the same l-km squares again.
11.6.2 The underlying badger distribution - random or clustered?
It is important to consider the underlying distribution ofbadger main setts because this could
affect the confidence intervals for the estimates of the population of social group number in
the land class groups. Smal (1995) examined these data from the 1980s in Britain and found
that overall they followed a negative binomial distribution. This distribution is found when
sampling a population which is aggregated, and is common when dealing with wildlife. In the
Republic ofIreland, however, Smal (1995) found that the distribution of main setts was less
clumped and fitted a Poisson distribution, indicating a more random distribution.
The pattern of distribution of main setts in Britain was examined by land class group. The
geographical distribution of plants or animals may be uniform, random, or aggregated, and the
pattern of distribution determines the best survey design. Of the three patterns of distribution,
badger main setts would have a uniform distribution when all habitats were equally suitable,
and all territories were occupied. Thus there would be a constant, minimum, distance between
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main setts (see Kruuk, 1978). If this was the patternof badgerdistribution, surveying would
be easy, and a smallsample of l-km squares wouldprovide an accurate population estimate
with smallconfidence intervals. For a territorial species such as the badger, a random
distribution wouldbe unlikely to occurnaturally unlesspatches of suitable habitatwereboth
small and fragmented, so that generally only a singlesocialgroupof badgersoccupied each
habitatpatch. However, anthropogenic influences, such aspersecution leading to the loss of
social groups from areas with suitablehabitat, couldalso lead to a random patternof
distribution.
An aggregated patternof distribution occurs where badgersetts, in this case, are clumped i.e.
there is a greater probability of locating a second sett onceone has been found. That
undoubtedly will be the case for the smaller categories of sett, because they are only found
within a territory and hence in the vicinity of each other and also a main sett. However, if it is
the case that main setts are also aggregated, it means that there is a greaterprobability of
finding main settsclose to each other. This will occur if patches of suitablehabitat are
fragmented but largeenoughto hold several badgerterritories and/or if the naturalpattern of
distribution has been disrupted by persecution or otheranthropogenic factors.
The first step to identifying an aggregated distribution is the variance-to-mean ratio. If this
value is greater than I, the data show evidence of aggregation. The larger this value is above
1, the moreclumped are the data.This index is especially useful for examining the main sett
data because it is only weakly affected by density(Krebs, 1989). It was found that the main
sett data for five land class groups (Arable I, ArableII, Pastoral IV, Pastoral V and Marginal
upland VI) had a variance-to-mean ratio greaterthan 1, and a negative binomialdistribution
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best described the distribution of main setts in these five land class. Whilstthe distribution of
main setts was aggregated in these five landclass groups, this was most pronounced in
Pastoral IV and Marginal uplandVI, whereas Arable I was the least clumped. So whilst
Arable I and Pastoral IV had similarmeanmain sett densities in the 1980s (0·47 and 0·42
main setts km-2 respectively), their underlying distributions may be different.
For two land class groups (ArableIII and UplandVII) the variance-to-mean ratio was equal to
one, indicating that in these land class groups l-km squares containing main setts are best
described by a random distribution. This does not meanthat environmental factors are not
affecting their distribution, but is probably at least in part a reflection of the rarity of main
setts in these landclass groups (0·10 and 0·01 main setts km-2 respectively). The rarity of setts
is not in itself a complete explanation, sincethe densityofmain setts in Marginal upland VI
was also only 0·10 krrr-, yet here the distribution was aggregated.
11.6.3 Detecting changes in the density ofbadger main setts in the land class groups
The effectsof samplesize on the estimates of main sett densitywere examined. For this, I
calculated the mean numberof main setts per 1-kmsquare from a random sample of25, 50,
100,200,300,400 and all the 1-kmsquares fromeach of the seven land class groups (Figure
11.6.1). It can be seen that with a sample size of 50 or fewer l-km squares, the mean density
estimate is highly variable, and for most land class groups,a sampleof 200 or more 1-km
squares is neededbefore the mean main sett densityremainsconstant. Thus, our samples



































Figure 11.6.1 The effects of sample size on the estimated mean main sett density km-2 in
the 1980s for the seven land class groups.
How the 95% confidence intervals variedwith increasing samplesizeswas examined, based
on the standard errorsof the means of sub-samples. FromFigure 11.6.2, it can be seen that
with a small sample size, the confidence intervals wereextremely large but, as expected, they
decline in size rapidly as sample size increases, particularly for the land class groups with
lowerbadgerdensity. However, irrespective of badger density, increasing the sample size
above 100 l-km squares per land class group has little impacton the size of the confidence
intervals. For instance, for land class group Pastoral V, the 95% confidence interval is ±23%
with a sample size of 333 l-km squares; more than doubling the sample size to 700 l-km
squareswould only reduce the 95% confidence intervals to ±18%. Figure 11.6.2 also shows
that with badgerdensities aboveabout 0·15 main setts km-2, as occurs in land class groups
Arable I, Arable II, Pastoral IV and Pastoral V, increasing badgerdensity does not affect the
95% confidence intervals for any givensample size, and that the 95% confidence intervals for
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land class groups Arable III and Marginal upland VI, with mean densities of 0·10 main setts
km-2, are very similar. Only the land class group Upland VII, with a mean density of 0·01
main setts km-2, had substantially higher 95% confidence intervals for any given sample size.
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11.6.2 The effects of sample size and badger population density on the 950/0 confidence
intervals of the mean population estimate.
11.6.4 Designing a repeatsurveythatmaximises the chance ofdetecting change
Because the distribution of badger main setts is clumped in most land class groups, the 95%
confidence intervals are quite large, even when both the mean density of main setts and the
sample sizes are large. For example, in land class group Arable II, almost 500 l-km squares
were surveyed but the 95% confidence interval is ±16% of the mean value. The 95%
confidence interval for the overall estimate of number of social groups in the 1980s was ±9%
(Cresswell, Harris & Jefferies, 1990) because of the large sample size and because stratified
samples produce narrower population confidence intervals.
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Because of the clumped distribution of badger main setts, and the effect this has on the 95%
confidence intervals of the mean density estimates for each land class group, taking a new
random sample of l-km squares for the repeat survey would cause significant practical
problems. Whilst the mean density estimates might vary between the two surveys, the large
confidence intervals would require a population change of at least 25% in land class groups
Arable I, Arable II, Pastoral IV and Pastoral V for this to be statistically significant, and any
smaller population changes, or larger changes in lower density land class groups, would not
be statistically significant.
This problem is best overcome by taking a repeated sample from the same l-krn squares
(Cochran, 1963); the two surveys are then highly correlated and small differences between the
two samples, therefore, represent real change (Cochran, 1963). This is because the variance of
the estimated change in main sett density for a repeated survey is equal to:-
where 82 is the variance of samples I and 2, 8 is the standard deviation of samples 1 and 2
and r is the correlation coefficient between samples I and 2. For two independent samples
however the estimated change has a variance of:-
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This will be greater because, as r approaches I, the variance of the estimate of change for the
repeated sample declines (Cochran, 1963). This meansthat for almostall types of survey, the
variance of the estimate of changewill be less with a repeated design, and so a repeated
designprovides considerably greater analytical powergiventhe nature of the data.
Hencea repeated samplesurveydesign is chosenbecause in additionto producing patternsof
real change in the samplesquares. it gives the best chanceof detecting changeoverall in
Britain'sbadgerpopulation. This approach also has the considerable advantage that it is
possibleto monitorthe patternof change as well as the magnitude of change i.e. the fate of
individual setts can be followed and any changes in sett size and status quantified. It also
enablessubtlechangesto be detected. For instance, setts may be lost but replaced by others;
the absence of overallnumerical changewould then mask significant local changeswithin the
badger population, when such 'churning' occurs. Suchchanges will only be detectedby
repeatedly surveying the same I-km squares. Finally,where setts are lost, reasons for their
disappearance can be determined and used to predict future patternsof populationchange.
However, whilst resurveying the same I-km squareshas significant advantages for a
monitoring programme such as this, there are still practical problems with deciding what is
real change, especially whenrelyingjust on changesin the numberof main setts. The
problems are in large part due to the aggregated natureof the data, and becausemost l-km
squareshad no main setts, and very few had more than one. Thus a large numberof l-km
squares have to be surveyed within each land class group before real populationchanges can
be detected reliably. The problemis illustrated in Figure 11.6.4,which shows the percentage
change in mean main sett density that can be detected with different sample sizes at different
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badgerpopulation densities. Withonly 100 l-km squares sampled per land class group (which
wouldhave given reasonably goodpopulation estimates and 95%confidence intervals), only
largechanges in the numberof socialgroups can be detected, evenat the highestbadger
population densities. Even with 1000 l-km squares sampled, population changes of less than
20% could only be detected in the highestdensity land class groups. Surveying 1000 l-km
squaresin each landclass groupwouldnot be logistically possible. However, the large
increase in effort that wouldbe required offeredonly a small increase in ability to detect
changeover the sample sizeswe already have. So a reasonable balancebetweenwhat is
feasible and the "ideal" samplesize to detectpopulation changeshas been achieved. Figure
11.6.3 illustrates the percentchange in meanmain sett densities that can be detected at
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Figure 11.6.3The percent change in the number of badger social groups that can be
detected at different population densities at different levels of statistical significance. The
lines are best fits through the sample sizes for each land class group in this survey. The
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Figure 11.6.4 The percent change in the number of badger social groups that can be
detected (p<O·OS) at different population densities with various sample sizes. The lines
indicate, from the top, samples of 100 l-km squares, this surveys' sample sizes, 500 I-km
squares, and 1000 l-km squares.
Both these graphs demonstrate that problemswith sample sizes and our ability to detect
change which is statistically significant remain roughly constant over a wide range of badger
population densities, but that the limitationsof any sampling protocol rise dramatically below
densities of 0.1 main setts km-2• At such low densities, it would be extremely difficult to
detect even quite large population changes with any degree of statistical significance, however
many l-km squares were surveyed, if we relied solely on changes in the number ofmain setts.
However, this problem is in part addressed by using a wide variety of measures of change (the
total number of setts, changes in levels of activity at setts, the ratio of annexe to main setts and
field signs). These different measures all provide additional evidence of any existing trends in
population change, even given a lack of statistically significance in the differences in numbers
of social groups in any given region or land class group. Also, due to the intransient nature of
badger setts, any trends observed are true for the repeated survey squares.
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11.6.5. Determining the significance oftheobserved change
Having decided that a repeatsurvey is the best approach, the next problem is to decide how to
determine the levelof significance ofany population changes. For the badgerdata, the mean
and the variance of any population changes are not the best measures for determining the
significance of any observed change because these data are not normally distributed, and
because the confidence intervals are so high. However, the pairedsurveydesignenables us to
use pairedtests to determine the significance of any observed changes; in this thesis I use the
Wilcoxon matched pairs test, which is a non-parametric analogue of the paired r-test, and 95%
as powerful (Zar, 1984). For this, the data fromjust the 2271 l-km squares that were included
in both surveys wereused.
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11.7 Changes in the number ofannexe, subsidiary, outlying and disused main setts, 1988-
1997
Table 11.7.1. The change in the number ofannexe setts, 1988-1997, by land class group.
Land Number Number of Number of Percent Signif-
class of annexe annexe change icance
group squares setts in setts in
the 1980s the 1990s
Arable I 208 53 92 74 p<O·OOI
Arable II 493 45 72 60 p<0·05
Arable III 188 2 8
Pastoral IV 428 82 157 91 p<O·OOOl
Pastoral V 333 30 41 37 n.s.
Marginal upland VI 335 8 29
Upland VII 286 0 1
Totals 2271 220 400 82 p<O·OOOI
Table 11.7.2. Regional changes in the number of annexe setts, 1988-1997.
Region Number Number of Number of Percent Signif-
of annexe annexe change icance
squares setts in setts in
the 1980s the 1990s
North England 170 6 6
North-west England 72 5 8
North-east England 121 14 7
·50 n.s.
West Midlands 177 19 70 268 p<O'OOOI
East Midlands 153 12 17 42 n.s.
Central England 91 12 12 0 n.s,
EastAnglia 161 7 11
South-west England 205 64 117 83 p=O'OOOI
Southern England 131 21 43 105 p<O·Ol
South-east England 159 24 41 71 p<0'05
North Scotland 366 3 2
South Scotland 208 2 10
Mid and north Wales 143 12 28 133 p<O'OI
South Wales 114 19 28 47 n.s.
Totals 2271 220 400 82 p<O'OOOl
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Table 11.7.3. The change in the number of subsidiary setts, 1988-1997, by land class group.
Land Number Number of Number of Percent Signif-
class of subsidiary subsidiary change icance
group squares setts in setts in
the 1980s the 1990s
Arable I 208 93 154 66 p<O'OI
Arable II 493 74 98 32 p<0·05
Arable III 188 8 14
Pastoral IV 428 143 242 69 p<O·OOOI
Pastoral V 333 67 89 33 p<O'OS
Marginal upland VI 335 38 49 29 n.s.
Upland VII 286 6 11
Totals 2271 429 657 53 p<O·OOOI
Table 11.7.4. Regional changes in the number of subsidiary setts, 1988-1997.
Region Number Number of Number of Percent ~ignif-
of subsidiary subsidiary change icance
squares setts in setts in
the 1980s the 1990s
North England 170 15 26 73 n.s.
North-west England 72 14 19 36 n.s.
North-east England 121 4 9
West Midlands 177 45 79 76 p<O·OI
East Midlands 153 21 24 14 n.s.
Central England 91 17 30 76 n.s.
EastAnglia 161 8 18
South-west England 205 118 192 63 p<O'OOI
Southern England 131 42 68 62 p<O·OI
South-east England 159 42 67 60 n.s.
North Scotland 366 12 11
-8 n.s.
South Scotland 208 16 13
-19 n.s,
Mid and north Wales 143 32 S3 66 p<0·05
South Wales 114 43 48 12 n.s.
Totals 2271 429 657 53 p<O·OOOl
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Table 11.7.5. The change in the number of outlying setts, 1988-1997, by land class group.
Land Number Number of Number of Percent Signif-
class of outlying outlying change icance
group squares . setts in setts in
the 19805 the 1990s
Arable I 208 155 216 39 n.s.
Arable II 493 127 194 53 p<0'05
Arable III 188 17 19 12
Pastoral IV 428 273 431 58 p<O'OOOI
Pastoral V 333 114 160 40 n.s.
Marginal upland VI 335 75 129 72 p<O·OI
Upland VII 286 8 14
Totals 2271 769 1163 51 p<O'OOOI
Table 11.7.6. Regional changes in the number of outlying setts, 1988-1997.
Region Number Number of Number of Percent Signif-
of outlying outlying change icance
squares setts in setts in
the 19805 the 19905
North England 170 37 80 116 n.s.
North-west England 72 16 28 75 n.s,
North-east England 121 18 22 22 n.s.
West Midlands 177 96 170 77 p<O'OI
East Midlands 153 40 62 55 n.s,
Central England 91 37 41 11 n.s,
East Anglia 161 10 29 190 p<O·OI
South-west England 205 183 332 81 p<O·QOOI
Southern England 131 86 94 9 n.s.
south-east England 159 73 96 32 n.s.
North Scotland 366 27 19 -30 n.s.
South Scotland 208 19 13 -32 n.s.
Mid and north Wales 143 60 89 48 n.s.
South Wales 114 67 88 31 p<0·05
Totals 2271 769 1163 51 p<O·OOOl
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Table 11.7.7. The change in the number ofdisused main setts, 1988-1997, by land class group.
Land Number Number of Number of Percent Signif-
class of disused disused change icance
group squares main setts main setts
in the 1980s in the 1990s
Arable I 208 21 14 -33 n.s.
Arable II 493 21 12 -43 n.s.
Arable III 188 4 2 n.s.
Pastoral IV 428 23 22 -4 n.s.
Pastoral V 333 32 7 p<O·OOOI
Marginal upland VI 335 8 6 n.s.
Upland VII 286 2 1 n.s.
Totals 2271 111 64 -42 p<O·OOI
Table 11.7.8. Regional changes in the number of disused main setts, 1988-1997.
Region Number Number of Number of Percent Signif-
of disused disused change icance
squares main setts main setts
in the 1980s in the 1990s
North England 170 5 4 n.s,
North-west England 72 6 3 n.s.
North-east England 121 6 0 n.s.
West Midlands 177 16 9 n.s.
East Midlands 153 7 2 n.s.
Central England 91 5 2 n.s.
East Anglia 161 6 2 n.s,
South-west England 205 17 16 n.s.
Southern England 131 11 9 n.s.
South-east England 159 7 5 n.s,
North Scotland 366 6 1 n.s,
South Scotland 208 6 2 n.s,
Mid and north Wales 143 8 2 n.s.
South Wales 114 5 7 n.s.
Totals 2271 111 64 -42 p<O'OOl
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11.8 Changes in the size ofsetts, 1988-1997
Table 11.8.1. Regional changes in the size ofmain setts, 1988-1997; figures are means ±s.e. The statistical tests are for comparisons between the total number
ofholes in the 1980s and 1990s.
Region
-_._..._-~
Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Total Total Signif-
well-used well-used partially- partially- disused disused number of number of icance
holes in holes in used holes used holes holes in holes in holes in holes in
the 1980s the 1990s in the 1980s in the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s
North England 4·1±1·1 6·7±1·1 1·4±0·4 2·1±O·6 1·9±O·4 1·7±O·4 7·3±1·7 1O·5±1·6 n.s.
North-west England 4·O±O·6 7·4±1·3 O·9±O·4 2·0±0·7 1·7±0·8 2·5±1·0 6·6±O·8 11·9±2·6 p<0·05
North-east England 4·9±1·1 6·3±1·O 3·5±0·9 2·2±0·4 1·3±0·5 1·0±O·3 9·8±1·9 9·5±1·7 . n.s.
West Midlands 7·7±1·2 8·7±0·6 2·7±0·5 3·8±0·5 3·1±0·8 3·O±O·5 13·3±1·7 15·5±1·4 p<O·Ol
East Midlands 5·3±O·8 6·5±O·8 2·8±O·8 3·4±O·9 4·6±1·8 2·8±O·6 12·7±2·0 12·7±1·8 n.s.
Central England 6·6±1·6 1O·1±2·1 2·1±O·5 2·1±O·4 5·7±1·3 2·9±O·6 14·4±2·1 15·1±2·9 n.s.
EastAnglia 3·9±1·3 6·6±O·9 4·6±1·3 2·7±1·1 5·3±2·7 3·1±1·5 13-4±3·0 12·5±3·3 n.s.
South-west England 7·1±0·6 9·0±0·7 4·2±0·5 4·3±0·4 3·2±0·4 3·2±0·4 14·4±1·2 16·6±1·3 p<O·OOl
Southern England 7·0±0·7 1O·3±1·7 2·7±0·5 5·0±1·1 5·2±1·2 4·1±O·7 14·8±1·6 19·4±3·2 p=0·05
South-east England 6·1±O:.5 6·5±O·7 3·7±O·5 4·7±O·7 2·7±0·5 3·2±O·6 12·5±0·9 14·5±1·3 p<0·05
North Scotland 5·3±1·7 5·6±1·3 2·2±0·8 3·3±O·7 1·4±1·3 1·7±O·6 9·0±2·3 1O·6±2·6 n.s.
South Scotland 4·1±O·7 5·3±O·8 1·6±O·4 2·1±O·5 1·9±O·5 1·2±O·4 7·6±1·2 8·6±1·0 n.s.
Mid and north Wales 4·8±O·7 9·7±1·0 2·2±O·4 2·8±O·6 3·6±1·2 2·3±O·6 1O·6±1·7 14·8±1·8 p=O·Ol
South Wales 6·Q±O·7 7·5±O·7 2·4±O·5 2·2±O·5 2·I±O·7 2·6±O·9 1l·0±1·3 12·8±1·7 p<O·OOl
Totals 6·O±O·3 8·2±0·3 3·O±O·2 3·6±O·2 3·1±O·3 2·9±O·2 12·O±O·S 14·6±O·S p<O·OOOl
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Table 11.8.2. The change in the size ofannexe setts, 1988-1997, by land class group; figures are means ±s.e. The statistical tests are for comparisons between
the total number ofholes in the 1980s and 1990s.
Land Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Total Total Signif-
class well-used well-used partially- partialIy- disused disused number of number of icance
group holes in holes in used holes used holes holes in holes in holes in holes in
the 1980s the 1990s in the 1980s in the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s
Arable I 2·0±0-4 2·5±0·3 1·2±0·3 1·4±0·2 2·2±0·4 1·6±0·3 5·4±0·6 5·5±0·4 n.s.
Arable II 2·3±0·4 2·3±0·4 2·0±0·5 1·2±0·2 2·4±0·4 1·3±0·2 6·1±0·7 4·9±0·6 n.s.
Arable III 0'5±0'5 1·6±0·5 2·0±0·0 0·9±0·3 1·0±1·0 2·2±1·0 3·5±0·5 4·7±0·7
Pastoral IV { 2·2±0·3 2·9±0·3 1·4±0·2 2·0±0·2 2·1±0·4 2·1±0·3 5·7±0·4 6·7±0·6 p<O·OI
Pastoral V: 0·8±0·3 1·8±0·3 1·7±0·5 1·4±0·3 2·5±0·6 1·4±0·3 5·2±0·9 4·6±0·5 n.s.
Marginal upland VI 1·1±0·5 1·8±0·2 0'3±0'2 1·7±0·5 1·3±0·7 0·4±0·2 2·7±1·1 3·9±0·6 n.s.
Upland VII
Totals 1·9±O·2 2·4±O·2 1·5±O·2 1·6±O·1 2·1±O·2 1·6±O·1 5·5±O·3 5·7±O·3 p<O·Ol
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Table 11.8.3. Regional changes in the size ofannexe setts, 1988-1997; figures are means ±s.e. The statistical tests are for comparisons between the total
number ofholes in the 1980s and 1990s.
Region Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Total Total Signif-
well-used well-used partially- partially- disused disused number of number of icance
holes in holes in used holes used holes holes in holes in holes in holes in
the 1980s the 1990s in the 1980s in the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s the 19805 the 1990s
North England ·1·7±0·8 2·4±1·3 1·9±1·1 2·7±2·1 }·1±0·7 2·0±2·0 4·7±}·2 7·}±}·8 n.s.
North-west England 0 Q·7±0·6 Q }·3±0·8 3·3±}·} 2·3±0·8 3·3±}·2 4·2±}·3 n.s.
North-east England }·9±0·5 3·}±}·} 2·}±0·7 }·}±0·5 2·6±0·7 }·4±0·6 6·5±0·5 5·6±1·8 n.s.
West Midlands 1·2±0·5 2·1±0·3 1·4±0·5 1·8±0·2 2·9±0·8 1·5±0·3 5·4±1·0 5-4±0'8 n.s.
East Midlands I·5±0·6 1·8±0·4 0'8±0'7 Q·6±O·3 1·0±0·5 I·O±O·4 3·4±Q·6 3·4±Q·7 n.s.
Central England O·7±0·4 2·8±O·8 0·9±0·5 1·6±O·5 3·4±0·9 1·3±O·4 5·1±Q·8 5·6±1·4 n.s.
East Anglia 2·O±O·O 2·1±1·0 Q 1·5±O·9 0 0'7±O'5 2·O±Q·0 4·3±1·5 n.s.
South-west England 2·O±O·3 2·9±0·3 1·5±0·3 1·9±O·3 2·1±0·5 1·8±O·3 5·7±0·4 6·6±0·8 p<0'05
Southern England 3·0±1·0 2·1±0·4 1·4±0·5 1·5±O·3 2·4±0·8 2·7±O·7 6·7±1·5 6·3±1·1 n.s.
South-east England 2·6±O·4 2·1±0·3 1·7±0·5 1·6±0·3 1·8±0·5 1·3±O·3 6·1±Q·7 5·0±0·8 n.s.
North Scotland 0·2±O·3 0 1·3±0·8 2·5±1·5 I ·0±1·0 2·0±2·0 2·5±1·5 4·5±1·9
South Scotland I·O±O·O 1·3±0·4 I·O±O·O }·2±O·3 1·5±1·5 I·O±O·4 3·5±1·5 3·4±Q·9
Mid and north Wales 1·}±O·4 2·2±0·3 2·3±0·8 }·3±O·5 2·2±0·8 0'9±0'4 5·5±}·6 4·4±Q·9 n.s.
South Wales 3·O±O·9 4·2±}·} 0·8±0·2 }·7±O·7 }·8±O·9 2·8±0·6 5·7±0·7 7·8±}·4 n.s.
Totals 1·9±O·2 2·4±O·2 1·4±O·2 1·6±O·1 2·2±O·2 1·6±O·1 5·5±O·3 5·7±O·3 p<O·Ol
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Table 11.8.4. The change in the size ofsubsidiary setts, 1988-1997, by land class group; figures are means ±s_e. The statistical tests are for comparisons
between the total number ofholes in the 1980s and 1990s.
Land. Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Total Total Signif-
class well-used well-used partially- partially- disused disused number of number of icance
group holes in holes in used holes used holes holes in holes in holes in holes in
the 1980s the 1990s in the 1980s in the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s
Arable I·, 1·0±0·2 1·5±0·2 1·4±0·2 1·2±0·1 2·2±0·3 2·1±0·2 4·6±0-3 4·8±0·2 n.s.
Arable II 1·0±0·2 2·O±Q·2 1·1±0-2 1·4±Q·2 1·9±Q·3 1-6±Q·3 4·1±Q·2 5·0±0·3 n.s.
Arable III 0-3±0-3 1·2±0·3 2·Q±0-7 1·5±0-3 1·9±0·7 1·4±Q·6 4·1±0-6 4·0±0-4 n.s.
Pastoral IV 1·3±Q·2 1·5±0·1 1·5±0·2 1'7±0-1 1·7±0·2 2·2±Q·3 4·5±0·2 5·4±0·3 p<O·OI
Pastoral V 0-6±Q·l 1·4±0·2 1·3±Q-3 1-5±0-2 2·0±0·3 1-5±Q-2 4·0±0-3 4'4±0-2 n.s.
Marginal upland VI Q'9±O-2 1·9±0-3 1·6±O·3 1·8±0·3 1·7±Q-3 1·3±O-4 4·2±Q·3 5-1±0·4 n.s.
Upland VII O·5±O-5 1·O±O·4 1·5±0·5 1·5±0·3 1·6±0-6 1·5±O·4 3·6±0·6 4·0±0·3 n.s.
Totals' I·O±O·1 1·6±O·1 1·4±O·1 1·5±O·1 1·9±O·1 1·8±O·1 4·3±O·1 5·O±O·1 p=O'OOOI
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Table 11.8.5. Regional changes in the size of subsidiary setts, 1988-1997; figures are means ±s.e. The statistical tests are for comparisons between the total
number ofholes in the 1980s and 1990s.
Region. Number of Number of Number of Number of-Number of Number of Total Total Signif-
well-used well-used partially- partially- disused disused number of number of icance
holes in holes in used holes used holes holes in holes in holes in holes in
the 1980s the 1990s in the 1980s in the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s
North England O·3±0·2 }·3±0·3 0·8±0·4 1·8±0·4 1·5±0·4 1·5±0·5 3·9±0·3 4·7±}·2 n.s.
North-west England O·7±0·3 }·3±0·4 1·6±Oo6 1·4±0·4 1·8±0·5 1·5±0·6 4·}±0·5 4·2±1·3 nos.
North-east England }·0±0·6 2·0±0·6 O·7±0·6 2·4±1·0 0·7±0·6 1·2±0·4 2·3±0·2 5·6±1·8
West Midlands O·9±0·2 1·6±O·2 1·7±0·3 1·4±0·2 1·7±0·4 2·1±0·3 4·3±0·2 5·0±0·8 n.s.
East Midlands 1·0±0·3 2·2±0·4 0·7±Oo3 0·9±0·2 1·8±0·5 0·9±0·4 3·6±0·2 4·0±0·8 n.s.
Central England 0·3±0·2 2·1±0·5 1·3±0·6 1·2±0·3 2·4±0·6 1·6±O·5 4·0±O·3 4·8±1·2 n.s.
East Anglia O·5±0·5 1·7±0·4 1·0±1·0 1·4±0·4 2·0±2·0 1·4±0·7 3·5±0·3 4·5±1·6 n.s.
South-west England 1·1±0·3 1·8±0·2 1·5±0·2 1·6±0·2 1·8±0·3 2·1±0·3 4·7±0·2 5·6±0·7 p<O·OI
Southern England 0·8±0·3 1·2±0·2 1·5±0·3 1·8±O·3 2·3±0·5 2·3±0·3 5·0±0·4 5·3±O·9 n.s.
South-east England 1·3±0·2 1·6±0·3 1·1±0·2 1·2±0·2 1·9±O·4 2·]±0·3 4·3±0·2 5·0±0·8 n.s.
North Scotland O·5±0·4 O·9±0·3 2·1±O·6 2·O±O·5 2·O±O·9 1·3±O·4 4·6±O·5 4·2±1·8 n.s.
South Scotland O·5±O·2 O·7±O·2 1·3±0·3 1·2±O·3 1·3±O·5 2·3±O·5 3·2±O·3 4·2±}·1 n.s.
Mid and north Wales O·8±0·2 2·}±O·3 }·5±O·4 }·4±0·2 1·6±O·3 }·}±O-4 3·8±O·3 4·6±}·0 nos.
South Wales O·9±O·3 1·}±O·3 1·6±O·5 1·7±0·3 2·4±O·5 1·6±O·4 4·9±O·3 4·3±O·8 n.s.
Totals l·O±O·1 1·6±O·1 1·4±O·1 1·5±O·1 1·9±O·1 l·8±O·l 4·3±O·1 5·O±O·1 p<O·OOOI
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Table 11.8.6. The change in the size of outlying setts, 1988-1997, by land class group; figures are means ±s.e. The statistical tests are for comparisons between
the total number ofholes in the 1980sand 1990s.
'Land Number of Numberof Numberof Number of Numberof Number of Total Total Signif-
class well-used well-used partially- partially- disused disused number of number of icance
group holes in holes in used holes used holes holes in holes in holes in holes in
the 1980s the 1990s in the 1980s in the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s
--
Arable I 0'5±O'} O·6±O·} O'6±O'} O·6±O·} O'8±0'1 0·5±0·} 1·8±O·1 1·7±O·1 n.s.
Arable II· O'4±O'} O·7±0·} O·4±O·} O·S±O·1 0'8±O'1 0·5±O·1 1·6±0·1 1·7±0·} p<O·OS
Arable III ' 0·8±O·3 0·5±O·2 0·3±0·1 0·6±0·2 1·3±0·4 0·5±0·2 2·4±0·4 1·6±0·2 n.s.
Pastoral IV O'5±0'1 0'6±0'O O'5±O'1 0'6±O'0 0'8±0'1 O'5±0'1 1·8±O·1 1·6±O·} n.s.
Pastoral V O·3±0·} O·6±0·} O·5±O·1 0·6±0·} 0'9±O'1 O'5±0'1 1·8±O·1 1·7±0·1 n.s.
Marginal upland VI O'4±O'} O·S±O·} O'8±O'} 0·6±O·1 0·4±O·1 O·5±0·1 1·6±O·1 1·6±0·1 n.s.
Upland VII O·3±0·2 0'3±O'2 0·6±0·5 0·7±O·2 0·8±O·4 0·3±0·3 1·7±0·2 1·3±0·2 n.s.
Totals O·4±O·O O·6±O·O O'5±O'O O·5±O·O O·8±O·1 O·5±O·O 1·7±O·O 1·7±O·O R.S.
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Table 11.8.7. Regional changes in the size ofoutlying setts, 1988-1997; figures are means±s.e. The statistical tests are for comparisons between the total
number ofholes in the 1980sand 1990s.
Region Number of Numberof Numberof Numberof Numberof Number of Total Total Signif-
well-used well-used partially- partially- disused disused number of number of icance
holes in holes in used holes used holes holes in holes in holes in holes in
the 1980s the 1990s' in the 1980s in the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s the 1980s the 1990s
North England 0·5±0·1 0·7±0·1 0·6±0·1 0·4±0·1 0·8±0·2 0·3±0·1 1·8±0·3 1·5±0·4 n.s.
North-west England 0·3±0·1 0·7±0·2 0·6±0·2 0·5±0·2 0·6±0·2 0·4±0·2 1·4±0·2 1·6±0·5 n.s.
North-east England 0·5±0·2 0·4±0·2 0·4±0·2 0·9±0·3 0·9±0·2 1·1±0·3 1·8±0·2 2·5±0·8 n.s.
West Midlands 0·5±0·1 0·6±0·1 0·5±0·1 0·7±0·1 0·9±0·2 0·3±0·1 1·8±0·2 1·6±0·2 n.s.
East Midlands 0·2±0·1 0·6±0·1 0·6±0·2 0·6±0·1 0·7±0·2 0·8±0·2 1·6±0·1 1·8±0·4 n.s.
Central England 0·3±0·1 0·9±0·2 0'4±0'1 0·5±0·1 0·6±0·1 0·4±0·1 1·4±0·1 1·7±0·4 n.s.
East Anglia O·7±0·2 0·7±O·2 0·4±0·3 0·7±0·2 l·l±0·4 O·4±0·2 1·8±0·2 1·5±0·5 n.s.
South-west England O·7±O·1 0·7±O·1 0·4±0·1 0·5±O·0 0·6±O·1 O·5±0·1 1·7±0·1 1·6±0·2 n.s.
Southern England O·3±O·1 0·6±0·1 0·6±0·1 0·6±0·1 0·9±O·2 O·6±0·2 1·9±0·2 1·8±0·3 n.s.
South-east England O·4±O·1 0·6±O·1 0·5±0·1 O·7±O·1 I·O±O·2 O·6±0·1 1·9±0·2 1·8±0·3 n.s.
North Scotland 0·2±O·2 0·3±O·1 0·9±0·3 0·5±O·2 O·8±O·4 O·4±0·2 1·9±0·4 1·3±0·5 n.s.
South Scotland 0·3±O·2 0·3±O·1 0·1±0·1 O·7±O·2 1·6±0·3 1·3±0·3 2·0±0·2 1·9±O·5 n.s.
Mid and north Wales O·3±O·1 0·6±O·1 0·6±O·1 O·6±O·1 O·6±O·1 0·4±0·1 1·5±0·1 1·6±0·3 n.s.
South Wales 0·4±O·1 O·6±O·1 0·8±0·2 0·6±0·1 O·6±0·2 0·3±0·1 1·7±0·1 1·4±O·3 n.s.
Totals O'4±O'O O'6±O'O O·5±O·O O'5±O'O O·8±O·1 O'5±O'O 1·7±O·O 1·7±O·O n.s,
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11.9 Changes in the levels ofpersecution at annexe, subsidiary, outlying and disused
main setts, 1988-1997
Table 11.9.1. Changes in the number ofannexe setts showing signs ofdigging, 1988-1997, by land class
group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
class ofsetts number of annexe ofsetts number of annexe icance
group dug in annexe setts dug in annexe setts
the setts dug in the setts dug in
1980s the 1980s 1990s the 1990s
Arable I 4 50 8 0 92 0
Arable II 3 35 9 1 72 1
Arable III 0 2 1 8
Pastoral IV 1 74 1 1 157 1
Pastoral V 4 27 15 3 41 7
Marginal upland VI 1 8 0 29 0
Upland VII 0 0 0 1
Totals 13 196 7 6 400 2 n.s,
Table 11.9.2. Changes in the number of subsidiary setts showing signs of digging, 1988-1997, by land class
group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
class ofsetts number of subsidi- ofsetts number of subsidi- icance
group dug in subsidi- ary setts dug in subsidi- ary setts
the ary setts dug in the ary setts dug in1980s the 1980s 1990s the 1990s
Arable I 2 90 2 I 154 1
Arable II 2 65 3 3 98 3
Arable III 1 8 0 14 0
Pastoral IV 4 138 3 2 242 1
Pastoral V 4 63 6 6 89 7
Marginal upland VI 0 38 0 1 49 2
Upland VII 0 5 0 11 0
Totals 13 407 3 13 657 2 n.s,
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Table 11.9.3. Changes in the number of outlying setts showing signs of digging, 1988-1997, by land class
group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent ~ignif-
class of setts number of outlier ofsetts number of outlier icance
group dug in outlier setts dug in outlier setts
the setts dug in the setts in dug in
19805 the 1980s 19905 the 19905 the 1990s
Arable I 3 146 2 1 216 <1
Arable II 3 122 2 1 194 1
Arable III 1 15 7 0 19 0
Pastoral IV 1 261 <1 2 431 0
Pastoral V 7 109 6 2 160 1
Marginal upland VI 0 72 0 1 129 1
Upland VII 0 8 1 14 7
Totals 15 733 2 8 1163 1 n.s.
Table 11.9.4. Changes in the number of disused main setts showing signs of digging, 1988-1997, by land
class group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
class ofsetts number disused ofsetts number disused icance
group dug in ofsetts main setts dug in ofsetts main setts
the dug in the dug in
1980s the 1980s 1990s the 1980s
Arable I 3 21 14 1 14 ·7
Arable II 1 21 5 0 12 0
Arable III 0 4 2 2
Pastoral IV 0 23 0 1 22 5
Pastoral V 2 32 6 0 7
Marginal upland VI 1 8 0 6
Upland VII 0 2 0 1
Totals 7 111 7 4 64 6 n.s,
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Table 11.9.5. Regional changes in the number of setts other than active main setts (i.e. annexe, subsidiary,
outlying and disused main setts combined) showing signs of digging, 1988-1997.
Region Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
ofsetts number other ofsetts number other icance
dug in of other setts dug in of other setts
the setts dug in the setts dug in
1980s the 1980s 1990s the 1990s
North England 5 62 8 6 116 5
North-west England 4 37 11 4 58 7
North-east England 3 41 7 1 38 3
West Midlands 7 168 4 3 327 1
East Midlands 3 77 4 3 105 3
Central England 2 70 3 0 85 0
EastAnglia 1 19 5 1 61 2
South-west England 3 355 1 3 657 <1
Southern England 3 154 2 2 214 1
South-east England 6 140 4 1 209 <1
North Scotland 0 45 0 0 33 0
South Scotland 2 42 5 1 38 3
Mid and north Wales 7 101 7 4 172 2
South Wales 2 132 2 3 171 2
Totals 48 1447 3 32 2284 1 n.s.
Table 11.9.6. Changes in the number ofannexe setts showing signs of hole blocking, 1988-1997, by land
class group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
class ofsetts number of annexe ofsetts number of annexe icance
group blocked annexe setts blocked annexe setts
in the setts blocked in in the setts blocked in
1980s the 1980s 1990s the 1990s
Arable I 7 50 14 8 92 9
Arable II 5 35 14 5 72 7
Arable III O' 2 0 8
Pastoral IV 2 74 3 12 157 8
Pastoral V 1 27 4 1 41 2
Marginal upland VI 0 8 2 29 7
Upland VII 0 0 0 1
Totals 15 196 8 28 400 7 n.s,
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Table 11.9.7. Changes in the number of subsidiary setts showing signs of hole blocking, 1988-1997, by
land class group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
class ofsetts number of subsidi- ofsetts number of subsidi- icance
group blocked subsidi- ary setts blocked subsidi- ary setts
in the ary setts blocked in in the ary setts blocked in
1980s the 19805 19905 the 19905
Arable I 8 90 9 11 154 7
Arable II 8 65 12 13 98 13
Arable III 0 8 1 14 7
Pastoral IV 9 138 7 8 242 3
Pastoral V 4 63 6 6 89 7
Marginal upland VI 0 38 0 2 49 4
Upland VII 1 5 0 11 0
Totals 30 407 7 41 657 6 n.s.
Table 11.9.8. Changes in the number of outlying setts showing signs of hole blocking, 1988-1997, by land
class group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
class ofsetts number of outlier ofsetts number of outlier icance
group blocked outlier setts blocked outlier setts
in the setts blocked in in the setts blocked in
1980s the 1980s 1990s the 1990s
Arable I 4 146 3 3 216 1
Arable II 5 122 4 7 194 4
Arable III 1 15 7 2 19 11
Pastoral IV 11 261 4 10 431 2
Pastoral V 3 109 3 1 160 1
Marginal upland VI 3 72 4 1 129 1
Upland VII 0 8 0 14 0
Totals 27 733 4 24 1163 2 n.s.
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Table 11.9.9. Changes in the numberof disused main setts showing signs ofhole blocking, 1988-1997, by
land class group.
Land Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
class ofsetts number of disused ofsetts number of disused icance
group blocked disused main setts blocked disused main setts
in the mam blocked in in the main blocked in
19805 setts the 19805 1990s setts the 1990s
Arable I 3 21 14 3 14 21
Arable II 7 21 33 1 12 8
Arable III 0 4 2 2
Pastoral IV 2 23 9 2 22 9
Pastoral V 5 32 16 0 7
Marginal upland VI 1 8 1 6
Upland VII 0 2 0 1
Totals 18 111 16 9 64 14 n.s.
Table 11.9.10. Regional changes in the numberof setts other than active main setts (i.e. annexe, subsidiary,
outlying and disused main setts combined)showing signs of hole blocking, 1988-1997.
Region Number Total Percent Number Total Percent Signif-
ofsetts number other ofsetts number other icance
blocked of other setts blocked of other setts
in the setts blocked in in the setts blocked in
19805 the 19805 1990s the 1990s
North England . 4 62 6 5 116 4
North-west England 3 37 8 2 58 3
North-east England 1 41 2 2 38 5
West Midlands 21 168 13 21 327 6
East Midlands 6 78 8 11 105 10
Central England 5 70 7 6 85 7
EastAnglia 3 19 16 1 61 2
South-westEngland 20 355 6 25 657 4
Southern England 12 157 8 6 214 3
South-east England 10 140 7 9 209 4
North Scotland 0 45 0 1 33 3
South Scotland 0 42 0 4 38 11
Mid and north Wales 4 101 4 3 172 2
South Wales 1 132 1 6 171 4
Totals 90 1447 6 102 2284 4 n.s.
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Table 11.9.11. Changes in the number of setts other than active main setts (i.e. annexe,
subsidiary, outlying and disused main setts combined) affected by snaring,.1988-1997, by
land class group.
Land . Number Total Percent Number Total Percent
class ofsetts number other ofsetts number other
group snared of other setts snared of other setts
in the setts snared in in the setts . snared in
19805 the 1980s 1990s the 1990s
Arable I 3 307 1 1 476 <1
Arable II 1 243 <1 1 376 <1
Arable III 1 29 3 0 43 0
Pastoral IV 1 496 <1 0 852 0
Pastoral V 3 231 1 0 297 0
Marginal upland VI 2 126 2 0 213 0
Upland VII 0 15 0 0 27 0
Totals 11 1447 1 2 2284 <1
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11.10 Instruction sheets and recording forms for group size / field sign pilot
study.
11.10.1 Data sheet for recording latrine details
(badger group ref: ) Date of latrine Surveyor:
Coords: survey: No. nights baitmarked:
Latrine Number of pits Number or Number of fresh No. of faeces with



































11.10.2 Data sheet for recording group size
Badger group size recording form - head count data
IName:
Sett grid day 1 max. numberof total number of max.
Watched ref. watching adults seen at adultsbelieved number of
. onetime to have been cubs seen.







Sett grid day 2 max. number of total numberof max.
Watched ref. watching adultsseenat adultsbelieved numberof
. one time to have been cubs seen.







Sett grid day 3 max.number of total numberof max.
Watched ref. watching adults seenat adultsbelieved numberof
. one time to have been cubs seen.
'-'1"'"
Date·' : seen (if at one time







Sett grid '~:::,day!41::1~:\ max. numberof total numberof max.
Watched ref. i;watching:,l;, adults seen at adultsbelievedto numberof·r~~~i '-;, ,,,,,~ ~,><~~,:>:







11.10.2 Data sheet for recording group size (cont)
Comments
Details of any other setts watched:
P.T.O.
Sett grid. Date max.numberof total numberof max. number of
Watched ref. adults seenat adults believed cubs seen at one
one time to have been time
seen (if different)
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11.10.3 Data sheet for recording sett details
Badger Sett recording form
(Badger group ref: ) Date: Surveyor: Land Class:
Coords:
Sett no. active no. no. surface spoil soil slope (1, 2, 3)
number holes partially- disused soil type type (if


























11.10.4 Baitmarking and latrine survey instructions
Guidelines for Baitmarking
The Technique
Baitmarking is used to reveal the location of the territoryboundary of a socialgroup
of badgers. Badgers mark the territory by depositing faeces in latrines whichdelineate
the boundary. Theseare often (but not always) in prominent positions at linearhabitat
features suchas hedgerows, or the boundary between one habitatand anothere.g, the
edge of a wood. The principle is to feed the badgers indigestible but inert coloured
markers, mixed in with a bait which is attractive to them. All the latrinesin the area
are then checked for the coloured markers.
The Mixture
To makethe mixture you need:
10litre bucket
8 litre peanuts
0.5 litres of plastic pellets
1jar I tin goldensyrup
1. Pour the peanuts into the bucketand level off the surface.
2. Add the plasticpelletsevenlyover the surface to form a layerabout one centimetre
deep.
3. Mix the pelletsand peanuts. Inserta long handled spoon into the middleof the
peanuts and make several circularsweeps of the bucketuntil most of the
pelletshave disappeared from the surface. Do not mix too much as the pellets
will all end up near the bottomof the bucket.
4. Add the syrup.It is easier to warmthejar I tin of syrup first in a bowl ofhot water.
Pour half the warmsyrupevenlyover the surface of the mixturesso that the
surface is completely covered. Leavefor a few minutesto allow the syrup to
sink throughthe mixture, then stir. Finallyadd the rest of the syrup and
continue mixing.
[if it is not possible to mix the contents towards the bottomof the bucket,do not
worryas this can be done at the sett when the rest of the contentsof the buckethave
been laid aroundthe sett. Alternatively, you may find it easier to carry out the
preparation in stages·i.e. make up half the mixturefirst, followed by the secondhalf
afterwards] .
The Fieldwork
The reasonfor carryingout baitmarking in the period February-April is because
badgersactively mark their territorial boundaries at this time. The baitmarking should
be concentrated at the main sett for each groupof badgers. Use a differentcolour for
each group, making sure the different coloursdo not get mixed up. When studying
more than one badgergroup,a different colour should be used for each one so that the




1. Lay the bait. Make a hole in the ground near each of the sett entrances with the heel
ofyour boot, and place in it a large wooden spoonful of the mixture. It is then best to
cover this with earth or a large stone to prevent birds and small mammals from eating
it. The stones can be quite large as badgers will easily move weights up to 10kg.
2. Twenty or thirty such bait points should be laid around the sett each day, located
around all of the entrances. This is to ensure that all of the badgers in the sett take
some of the bait. Change the location of the bait points as often as possible to ensure
this. Also throw some bait down the most active holes.
3. Try to continue with the feeding for 14 days
4. Try to place bait at the sett every day if possible.
Recording the Data
• To ensure that as many latrines as possible are found, it is best to carry out a survey
ofthe area before the bait is placed, if you have the time. After the baiting period,
the area should then be resurveyed, visiting all the known latrines and checking for
any new or missed ones. Any faeces in the latrines should be checked for the
presence ofcoloured markers. To make sure no markers are missed, the faeces
should be spread out with a stick.
• When searching for bait returns after laying the bait, care should be taken to survey
to a distance away from the sett beyond which no more markers are found.
• Mark the position of the main sett where the bait was placed on the map. Fill in the
latrine recording form on the day that you do the final survey for pellets, after the
period oflaying bait at the sett, so that a 'snapshot' is taken. Mark all latrines
found on the map, and number them. On the latrine recording form, note the details
of the latrine as directed on the form i.e, the number of pits in the latrine, number
ofdroppings, number of fresh droppings and the number ofdroppings containing
pellets (and the colour, if more than one group has been marked). Also record on
how many days bait was placed at the sett in the 'no. nights baitmarked' column.
• On the map, draw a line from the main sett where the bait was placed to each of the
latrines where the bait was recovered, using a fine-tipped pencil. By drawing a line
around the.outermost points, a minimum territorial area is produced.
In some areas, often where the density of badgers is low, few latrines will be found. In
cases such as this, do not attempt to produce a territory boundary, simply indicate on
the map where the latrines are.
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11.11 Estimate ofbadger numbers - confidence interval calculations
11.11.1 Calculation oftbe regression-predicted confidence intervals around the estimate of badger numbers in tbe 1980s
Land class group Estimated number of Mean group size lower Mean group size upper Total badgers - 95% Total badgers - 95%
main setts 95%CI 95%CI CI CI
Arable I 6346 6.02 5.65 25,869 36,349
Arable I 8925 3.78 5.58 33,699 49,834
Arable I 1706 3.02 4.89 5161 8340
Pastoral IV 13,271 4.28 6.17 58,626 84,635
Pastoral V 5928 3.61 5.53 21,418 32,.791
Marginal upland VI 3375 3.20 5.07 10,793 17,117
Upland VII 308 2.56 4.39 790 1353
Totals 156356 230418
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